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ABSTRACT

In the past, the power of news dissemination was under a few people’s control, like news-

papers’ editors and TV channels. Thanks to social networks, this power is in the hand of

everyone now. Social networks became very popular as soon as they were launched, and many

societies extensively welcomed them. They have provided an engaging environment so that

people can share their moments with their relatives, friends, colleagues, and even their unseen

friends (so-called virtual friends) as their ‘followers.’ In this virtual world, people can also

share their opinions with their followers by broadcasting a message. Diffusing information

and news among the followers will affect them and slightly change their opinions. When a

follower is influenced, she may shares/retweets/forwards the message to her own followers

and cause more propagation. There are many shreds of evidence that a message shared by

few people (even in some cases one person) has been watched by millions of users and went

viral. Hence, social media is an inseparable part of our life that can provide many opportu-

nities, e.g., teaching, entertainment, news, and give us the power of sharing our experiences.

Researchers have shown that many people prefer to get news from social networks rather than

related websites as they are speedy tool to provide news from everywhere.

Therefore, social media is considered one of the most effective tools to manipulate the users’

opinions, and it is an attractive means of election control for political campaigns/parties/candi-

dates. As a real example, in the 2016 US presidential election, it has been shown that 92% of

Americans saw and remembered pro-Trump fake news stories, 23% remembered pro-Clinton

false news, and a very high portion of them believed the news. Moreover, the campaigns can

use social influence in order to polarize the users such that a voter receives specific messages

in support/oppose of a candidate/party and not all possible messages. These activities impair

the integrity of the elections and our democracies because people should have access to all

reliable news from different perspectives to make a fair judgment. In this thesis, we investi-

gate the computational aspects of this problem and study different manipulators’ strategies to

understand how they work. Our goal is to prevent malicious activities as they have enough

potential to cause drastic consequences for any society.

We study different aspects of controlling elections utilizing social influence. First, we consider

a multi-winner election control where some parties are running for an election, and more than

one candidate will be selected as winners. There is a social network of voters and an attacker

trying to bribe some users/voters to start a diffusion process and spread a message among
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them; her goal is to change the voters’ opinion regarding a target party. In the constructive

model, the attacker tries to maximize the number of winners in the target party, while in the

destructive case, she wants to minimize it. In this model, we present some hardness results,

approximation guarantee, and polynomial-time algorithms regarding different structures (e.g.,

graphs, trees, and arborescent), objective functions, diffusion models (e.g., linear threshold

and independent cascade models), and different configurations of influencing voters.

Second, we investigate a single-winner election control problem where the attacker does not

know the exact voters’ preference list; instead, she has/guesses a probability distribution over

all candidates for each voter. In this case, we show that the problem is at least as hard to ap-

proximate as the Densest-k-subgraph problem, which is hard to approximate for some constant

under the exponential time hypothesis. Then we consider a lightly relaxed version and present

some hardness and constant factor approximation algorithms for some objective functions re-

garding both constructive and destructive models. We also examine some real-world social

networks and experimentally show that our algorithm works well.

Finally, we present a Stackelberg game variation for competitive election control where there

are two players called attacker and defender. They have a budget and the number of their seed

nodes should not exceed their budget. The attacker plays first and selects a set of seed nodes

to start a diffusion and change the voters’ opinion. She knows that the defender is aware of

everything and plays afterward. When the attacker’s diffusion process is finished, the defender

selects her seed nodes to cancel the attacker’s influence over the infected voters. Indeed,

the attacker tries to maximize the number of infected voters after both diffusion processes,

while the defender attempts to minimize it. For simplicity, we first investigate the influence

maximization model of this problem and then extend it to the election control through social

influence for a single-winner election control problem regarding plurality scoring rule under

the independent cascade model. We show that the attacker’s problem is Σ
p
2 -hard when the

defender is able to find an optimal strategy. We also show the same hardness result regarding

any approximation algorithm. Moreover, we show that the defender’s problem is NP-hard to

approximate within any factor α > 1. Since the problems are inapproximable, we consider a

relaxed version in which the defender selects her seed nodes based on a probability distribution

over the nodes, and the attacker is aware of the distribution. In the relaxed model, we give a

constant-factor approximation algorithm for the attacker’s problem. We also simulate our

results and show that the attacker can activate many voters even when the defender can find

the optimal solution. Moreover, we show that the greedy influence maximization algorithm

works very well for the defender.





Hi Dad, Mom, and Reihane,
Nothing special, just this is dedicated to you :-)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Everyone has her own opinion regarding different aspects of her life. Usually, our opinions

are consequences of our experiences or a matter of test; however, our family and close friends

have enough authority to change our opinions. Some years ago, people were limited to contact

each other in person. On the other hand, nowadays, people can be in touch and share their

opinions utilizing technology and social media. Indeed, social media and related technologies

have provided people more and faster access to universal information than they have ever had

before.

Social media is an integral part of nowadays life. No one can ignore the effect of social media

on different aspects of our life. Many people worldwide use social networks to provide/use

various services like teaching/learning, spreading information, events’ announcements, and ad-

vertising. In today’s technology-based societies, social media influencers are wealthy and fa-

mous; they have enough power to spread information to numerous people to do advertising,

teaching, disseminating news, or entertaining people. In fact, social media provided a situa-

tion that everyone can arbitrarily share a picture or film of any event fast, cheap, and easy. It is

easy to find evidence that a social influence started by few users has influenced many people.

Hence, we can consider social media as a cheap means to spread a message among many users.

Note that the power of social media is not just spreading a message or advertising. Its power

comes from the fact that a user will receive news from those who have enough authority to

change her opinion, like close friends, family members, and colleagues. Anyhow, many peo-

ple prefer to have access to the news through social media. It has been shown that two-thirds

of American adults get news from social media [65], and they are more likely to share false

news than those who prefer conventional methods, like newspapers [68].
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In the last decade, social media’s power and cost-effectiveness have attracted political cam-

paigns to use social influence to change the voters’ opinion. It can be done by spreading mis-

information targeting a specific candidate/party to increase/decrease the number of votes/win-

ners.

This thesis investigates the problem of election control through social influence regarding dif-

ferent diffusion models, objective functions, and structures. Our goal is to study the attacker’s

strategies to prevent them from happening or present some algorithm to compensate for the

attacker’s influence over the voters.

In the rest of this chapter, in Section 1.1, we provide a simple election problem as a warm-

up and get familiar with different scoring functions. Section 1.2 contains some real-world

examples regarding election control through social influence, which show the importance of

the problem. In Section 1.3, we talk about our contribution regarding different aspects of the

problem. Finally, the outline of the thesis is presented in Section 1.4.

1.1 Election Problem: Warm-up

To get familiar with the problem and its difficulties, let start with a simple and useful example.

This part is presented based on an example used by Donald G. Saari at a conference and [20].

In the following, consider a situation in which there are four Dutchmen, three Germans, and

two Frenchmen and they have to decide which drink will be served for lunch (only a single

drinking type will be served to all). The Dutchmen’s preferences are Milk�Wine� Beer, the

Germans’ preferences are Beer �Wine�Milk, and the Frenchmen’s preferences are Wine�
Beer �Milk. These preferences are represented explicitly in Table 1.1, where each group of

agents is represented by one column.

Dutch (4) German (3) French (2)

Preferences
Milk Beer Wine
Wine Wine Beer
Beer Milk Milk

Table 1.1: The voters and their preferences.

Based on these individual preferences, which drink should be served? Milk can be a good

option because most voters (the Dutch) ranked it as their most preferred choice. It means it is

the winner according to the plurality rule, which only considers how often each candidate is
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ranked in the first place (it is defined in Section 2.1). However, the majority of voters (namely

the Germans and the French) prefer any other drink to Milk (they selected Milk as their least

preferred drink); thus they would be ultimately dissatisfied with this choice. On the other hand,

Wine is preferred to Beer by a 6:3, and to Milk by a 5:4 majority of voters. A candidate with

this property (defeating every other candidate in pairwise majority comparisons) is called a

Condorcet winner.

Another way of choosing is to eliminate the least preferred drink from each voter’s preference

list (because she somehow hates the least preferred one); then, we select the drink which has

remained the most. Following this rule, known as anti-plurality scoring rule, Milk, Wine, and

Beer will remain 4, 9, and 5 times after the elimination, respectively, and Wine will be served.

A general case of plurality rule is called k-approval, in which we consider the k most preferred

drinks of each voter equally. Then the drink that is among the k most preferred drinks of all

voters the most, will be selected. In our example, for k = 1 the result will be the same as

plurality, and for k = 2, the result will be the same as anti-plurality.

Another method of determining a common choice can be eliminating those drinks that are

ranked first by the lowest number of agents (this method is known as single transferable vote

(STV)). The result of this decision will eliminate Wine (because just two voters ranked it first).

Between the remaining two options, Beer is ranked higher by the Germans and the French and

will be chosen eventually.

There is another interesting way called Borda’s rule where we give 2 scores to the most pre-

ferred drink of each person, 1 score to the second most one, and the least preferred drink gets

0 score. In the end, the drink that sum of its scores is more than others will be selected. In our

example, Milk, Wine, and Beer get 8, 11, and 8 scores, respectively; hence, Wine will be the

winner when we use Borda’s rule.

In conclusion, this example shows that collective choice is not a trivial matter, as different

voting rules can yield very different results. Another valuable lesson that we can learn from

this example concerns strategic manipulation. Assume the collective choice would be deter-

mined using the plurality rule. Since preferences are private and each agent only knows her

own choices with certainty, nobody can prevent the Germans from claiming that their most-

preferred drink is Wine. For them, this will result in a better outcome than reporting their

preferences truthfully, because they get Wine rather than Milk, their least-preferred drink.
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1.2 Election Control via Social Influence

This section investigates the diffusion process in social networks and how it changes the users’

opinion. We consider a directed graph G = (V,E) where nodes represent the users/voters of a

social network, and edges show their effect (friendship) over each other. In the end, we give

some real-world election control examples that happened in the last few years.

We consider two of the most common diffusion models called independent cascade model

(ICM) and linear threshold model (LTM). These two models are used many times in the

literature since the work by Kempe et al. [53]. In both models, all nodes are inactive (not

influence/infected). At the first step of a diffusion process, some nodes will be paid/bribed to

become active and start a diffusion process to spread a message (false or true news) among

their outgoing neighbors. These starters are called seeds or influencers. When a node becomes

active, it means: i) The node has received the message. ii) It accepts the message’s content. iii)

It changes its opinion based on the message. iv) It forwards (sends) the message to its outgoing

neighbors in order to activate them. In this thesis, we use activated, influenced, affected, and

infected words interchangeably.

Depend on the diffusion model, the activated nodes at each discrete step try to activate their

outgoing neighbors with some probability. The diffusion process stops when there is no new

activated node at a step. Then the process finishes in at most |V | steps. Domingos and Richard-

son [37, 75] introduced, and Kempe et al. [53, 54] formalized, a fundamental problem called

Influence Maximization (IM) as follows. We are given a social network of users and a budget

B, find a set of at most B seed nodes to maximize the expected number of activated nodes

after the diffusion process started from the seed nodes. This problem is considered in several

perspective like viral marketing [37, 75], social influence [61], and infection disease [50].

Recently, political campaigns are considering using social networks to influence a social net-

work of voters and convince them to vote for their target candidate (constructive) or not to vote

for a specific opponent candidate (destructive). It can be done in different ways like dissem-

inating fake news among voters [8]. In fact, these cheap and powerful tools can be used by

some adversary agent to change the voters’ opinion and alter an election winner(s).

It has been shown that campaigns already used social influence for their political purposes

and election manipulation. One of the most significant examples is Facebook–Cambridge

Analytica data scandal. It is known as an incident(!) where millions of Facebook users’

personal information was acquired by Cambridge Analytica for political purposes. In fact,
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they were able to provide personalized advertising for each user knowing the likes, comments,

preferences, and other personal information of users. There were several political elections

affected by this data scandal; for example, the U.S. politicians’ campaign between Donald

Trump and Ted Cruz in 2015 and 2016; Brexit vote in 2016; Mexican election for Institutional

Revolutionary Party in 2018.1

Bond et al. investigated a randomized control of political mobilization messages delivered to

61 million Facebook users during the 2010 U.S. congressional elections. They showed that the

messages not only influenced the users who received them but also their friends, and friends

of friends [17].

Kreiss has considered the 2012 Obama and Romney presidential campaigns. He provides

an inside look at how staffers used Twitter to influence professional journalists directly and

indirectly. He argues that campaigns can exercise influence over other actors’ definitions of

the situation and their consequent actions [59].

Ferrara investigated election control over the French presidential election in 2017, where cam-

paigns have been using many bots (the accounts controlled by scripts and trying to disguise

themselves as lawful users). He has collected almost 17 million posts shared on Twitter during

the Election Days. He has separated humans from bots and studied their activities, including

spreading disinformation to manipulate the election result [43].

Stier et al. investigated the politicians and their audiences’ behavior in social media and

showed that they discuss different social media topics from those salient among a mass au-

dience. They also mentioned that politicians use Facebook and Twitter for different pur-

poses [79].

The 2016 U.S. presidential election is another real example. It has been shown that on average,

ninety-two percent of Americans remembered pro-Trump false news, and twenty-three percent

of them remembered the pro-Clinton fake news [8].

Some studies considered social media’s consequences to polarizing the users. Conover et al.

investigated political communication on Twitter, contained more than 250,000 tweets from the

six weeks leading up to the 2010 U.S. congressional midterm elections. They demonstrated

that the two primary mechanisms for public political interaction on Twitter (mentions and

retweets) induce distinct network topologies. The retweet network is highly polarized, while

the mention network is not; hence, left and right-wing users were somehow isolated [31].

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook%E2%80%93Cambridge_Analytica_data_scandal

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook%E2%80%93Cambridge_Analytica_data_scandal
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Moreover, Del Vicario et al. also presented a similar result regarding the 2016 U.S. presi-

dential election [36]. These studies show that social media usually prevent sending various

perspectives to users by creating homogeneous polarized clusters. As a consequence, each

user will get some messages that reinforce their own opinion.

Overall, albeit it is good to use social networks to provide useful services like teaching, spread-

ing trustworthy news, and entertainment; however, it is also possible that some adversarial

agents (like politicians or bribed users) use the power of social media in order to change users’

opinions/preferences. It may cause many severe issues for every democratic society since the

more affluent parties can influence more voters and become more powerful. In this thesis, we

consider the election control problem with the means of social media. We first look at the prob-

lem from the attacker/adversary perspective and present some models based on multi-winner

elections. Then we give a probabilistic model regarding single-winner election control. We

prove some hardness, approximation, and polynomial algorithms for various objective func-

tions and voters’ structure. Finally, we consider the problem where there are two agents called

attacker and defender. In this model, we study the defender’s strategies to compensate for the

attacker’s influence over a social network of voters. We hope that someday, we can end opin-

ion manipulation to increase our societies’ integrity and keep our voting process as democratic

as possible. We believe that our results are a good step towards finding the algorithms and

strategies to prevent election control through social influence.

1.3 Our Contribution

We consider the problem of controlling elections through social influence. In the constructive

case, our goal is to maximize the number of votes/winners of a target candidate/party, while

in the destructive case, the attacker tries to minimize them. We study different aspects of the

problem, such as multi-winner, single-winner, and attacker versus defender models regarding

various structures, objective functions, scoring rules, and diffusion models.

First, we introduce a new model for multi-winner elections, where some candidates will be

selected as the winner. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work considering the

multi-winner election control utilizing social influence. We investigate the problem on dif-

ferent structures and diffusion models, and our goal is to maximize/minimize the number of

winners in the attacker’s target party. We show that the problem is hard to approximate when

voters’ connections form a graph, and the diffusion model is LTM. Regarding ICM, we show
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the problem is hard to approximate and provide an approximation algorithm when the voting

system is party-list proportional representation (or a variation of straight-party voting). We

also prove the same hardness result considering an arborescence under ICM. Moreover, we

present a dynamic programming algorithm for the cases that the voting system is party-list

proportional representation (or a variation of straight-party voting), and voters form a tree.

All of the results hold for both constructive and destructive cases.

Concerning single-winner election control, we consider the case that the adversary does not

have the voters’ exact preferences list; instead of that, the attacker knows a probability distri-

bution over the candidates for each voter. In other words, the attacker knows the probability

that each voter will vote for each candidate. Regarding our model, called probabilistic linear

threshold ranking (PLTR), we prove that the problem cannot be approximated within a factor

better than 1/no(1) under the Gap-ETH, where n is the number of voters. Then we present a

relaxed version of the problem and provide a constant approximation algorithm for the con-

structive and destructive model of the problem.

Finally, our main contribution is a variation of Stackelberg game where there are two agents

called attacker and defender. The attacker tries to influence the voters and change their opin-

ion. She knows that another player (the defender) plays after her and tries to minimize her

influence over the voters. In other words, the attacker’s goal is to maximize the number of

infected users knowing that the defender will try to cancel her effect. On the other hand, the

defender who is aware of the attackers’ influence tries to minimize the attackers’ impact by

spreading another message among the infected nodes.

At first, we consider the influence maximization problem between attacker and defender, and

then we extend the results regarding the election control problem. We show that the attacker’s

problem is Σ
p
2 -hard. Moreover, it is Σ

p
2 -hard to approximate the problem within any factor. We

also prove that the defender’s problem is NP-hard to be approximated within any factor. Then

we examine a relaxed version of the problem, where the defender selects her seed nodes based

on a probability distribution over the nodes, and the attacker is aware of the probabilities. Note

that the relaxed version is realistic because the defender’s problem is NP-hard to approximate,

and the defender may actually chose her seed based on a probability distribution. We present

a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the attacker’s problem when the defender plays

randomly. We also simulate our results; the simulations show that the attacker can activate

many nodes in some real-world social networks, even when she estimates defenders strategies

badly, and the defender can find an optimal solution.
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After all, we extend the previous results for the election control problem regarding the attacker

and defender agents. We provide similar results regarding a single-winner election control and

the plurality scoring rule for constructive and destructive models.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is managed as follows. Chapter 2 contains some preliminaries and

concepts that are used in this thesis. We investigate the multi-winner election control problem

in Part I, which contains four chapters. In Chapter 3, we define the problem, model, objective

functions, and some open problems regarding both constructive and destructive cases of the

problem. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 contain our multi-winner election control results when the

voters’ connections form a graph, arborescence, and tree, respectively.

Part II includes Chapter 7 in which we introduce a probabilistic model for a single-winner

election control problem, where the attacker does not know the exact preferences list of the

voters. We give some hardness and approximation results for the problem and its relaxed

version. We also experimentally show that our algorithm works well in some real-world social

networks.

In Part III, we consider a two-player competition model called attacker versus defender. We

examine the influence maximization problem of the model in Chapter 8. Then we present

some hardness and approximation results for the related election control problem in Chapter 9.

Finally, the thesis conclusion is presented in Chapter 10.





Chapter 2

Background

As you may have already noticed, our problem is a combination of Election Control and Influ-

ence Maximization problems. There exist a vast literature about each of them. Manipulating

a voting system without considering the underlying social network of the voters is investi-

gated in different aspects, e.g., swap bribery [38], and shift bribery [23]; we point the reader

to the survey in [42]. However, we consider the situation that the manipulation is through the

diffusion process of social networks.

In this chapter, we introduce several voting systems and diffusion models that are used in

this thesis. We mention some of the most important results regarding Influence Maximization

(IM) problem that we will use to prove our results. Finally, we briefly explain our models and

problems (the formal definitions are presented in the related chapters).

2.1 Voting Systems

A voting system contains a collection of rules for conducting and regulating elections. It spec-

ifies all aspects of an election, e.g., candidates’ and voters’ eligibility, the voting process, and

determining the winner(s). Defining and analyzing the voting system is considered in the field

of social choice theory. It investigates the rules to make a collective choice from several voters

with different preferences. The study of computational complexity of voting rules’ outcomes

is called computational social choice, and it is used to pose a barrier against strategic manip-

ulation in elections [30, 39, 41]. In fact, computational social choice is at the intersection of

social choice theory, multi-agent systems, and theoretical computer science [21].
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There are many voting systems; however, we mostly use the positional scoring rules, under

which a candidate gets a particular score si for each time she is ranked ith by some voters. In

the end, the candidate(s) with the highest cumulative score will be selected as a winner. In

other words, after an election, they will find the sum of each candidate’s score over all voters,

and the most scored candidate(s) is (are) the winner(s).

For a fixed number of candidates m, a score vector is defined as π = (π1, . . . ,πm) ∈ Rm such

that π1 > . . . > πm and π1 > πm. Some well-known positional scoring rules are plurality,

anti-plurality, t-approval, and Borda’s rule which are formally defined below [20, 21].

• Borda’s rule: Under Borda’s rule the score vector is (m− 1,m− 2, . . . ,0); in other

words, a candidate c1 gets k points from a voter, if she prefers c1 to k other candidates.

This rule chooses those candidates with the highest average rank in individual rankings;

hence, it has a special place among the class of scoring rules.

• Plurality rule: The score vector for this rule is (1,0, . . . ,0), i.e., the cumulative score of

a candidate ci equals the number of voters which ranked ci first.

• Anti-plurality rule: The score vector is (1, . . . ,1,0), and it chooses those candidates

that are the least preferred by the lowest number of voters. This rule also called veto.

• k-Approval voting: Every voter can approve k candidates, i.e., the score vector is

(1, . . . ,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

,0, . . . ,0). This rule selects the candidates with the highest number of approvals.

In some of our results, we consider a general non-increasing positional scoring function f (·),
where f (1)> f (2)> . . .> f (m) and f (1)> f (m). In fact, our results would be valid for any

of the aforementioned scoring rules. We also use some other voting system in multi-winner

election controls, called Party-List Proportional Representation and Straight-Party Voting (or

Straight-Ticket Voting). We consider these voting systems since votes will be given to the

parties, and each party selects its representatives proportional to the percent of its total score

and defined as follows.

• Party-List Proportional Representation: In this voting model, α% of the seats will be

won by a party if α% of the voters cast a vote for that party [66, Chapter VII]

• Straight-Party Voting (or Straight-Ticket Voting): In this case, if a voter cast a vote

for a party, it is equal to vote for all candidates in the party [26, 60].
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2.2 Opinion Diffusion

Opinion diffusion modeled as a majority dynamics has been widely considered [11, 19, 24]. In

these models, each user has an initial preference list and at each time step, a subset of agents

update their preference according to some majority-based rule that depends on their neighbors’

opinions in the network.

In this thesis, we define our models based on Independent cascade model (ICM) and Linear

Threshold Model (LTM) [53]. These two models are the most investigated ones in the litera-

ture. Regarding both models, some nodes start the diffusion process; we call them seed nodes

and denote by S. Let us denote by AS the (random) set of activated nodes after the diffusion

process started from the set of seed nodes S, by σ(S) the expected number of activated nodes,

i.e., σ(S) := E[|AS|], and by No
u ,N

i
u the set of outgoing and incoming neighbors of a node u,

respectively.

Each node’s state can be either active or inactive, and all nodes are inactive before any diffusion

process. When a node v becomes active, it means v received the message, the message is

affected v (v will change her preference list), and v also will spread the message among her

outgoing neighbors. In order to increase the paper’s readability, from now on, we use after S as

an abbreviation for after the diffusion process started from the set of seed nodes S. Regarding

each of the two models, the diffusion process follows some rules explained in the following

sections [53, 54].

2.2.1 Independent Cascade Model

We are given a social network represented by an edge-weighted directed graph G = (V,E,b)

where nodes and edges represent users and their connections, respectively. Each edge (u,v) ∈
E is associated with a weight bu,v ∈ [0,1].

The diffusion process proceeds in at most |V | discrete steps. At the first step, when the diffu-

sion process starts, only the nodes in S are active; we denote the set of activated nodes at step

i by Si, i.e., S1 = S. At step i > 1, each node u ∈ Si−1 tries to activate its outgoing neighbors

v ∈ No
u with probability equal to the weight of the edge between them, i.e., bu,v. Each node

u∈V can become active at most once, and it will try to activate its outgoing neighbors (v∈No
u )

one time. If u has several outgoing neighbors, it tries to activate them independently, in arbi-

trary order. If v is already activated and receives another influence (from another incoming
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(a) Time = 1: Just seed nodes are active.
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(d) Time = 4: The activated nodes are the
same as time 3 and diffusion process stops.

Figure 2.1: A sample diffusion process on a given graph and seed nodes under ICM.

neighbor), the influence does not affect v as it is already activated. The process terminates at a

step i′ if there is no new activated node at that step, i.e., Si′ = /0. Figure 2.1 depicts a diffusion

process over a given graph under ICM.

2.2.2 Linear Threshold Model

In this diffusion model, we are given an edge-weighted directed graph G = (V,E,b), each

edge (u,v) ∈ E has a weight bu,v ∈ [0,1] and the sum of the weights of the incoming edges to

each node v ∈ V must be at most one, i.e., ∑(u,v)∈E bu,v 6 1. Each node v ∈ V has a threshold
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(d) Time = 4

Figure 2.2: A sample diffusion process on a given graph and seed nodes under LTM. At
time 5, the activated nodes will be the same as time 4 and diffusion process stops.

tv ∈ [0,1]. The threshold sampled uniformly at random and independently from the other

nodes.

Let denote by Ai the set of all activated nodes until step i, i.e., A1 = S,S⊆ A2 ⊆ A3 ⊆ ·· · ⊆ AS.

At step i > 1, a node v becomes active if the sum of the edges’ weight coming from active

nodes at time i−1 is greater than or equal to its threshold tv, i.e., v ∈ Ai if and only if v ∈ Ai−1

or ∑u∈Ai−1:(u,v)∈E bu,v > tv. The process proceeds in at most |V | distinct steps and terminates at

the first step i′ in which the Ai′ is the same as previous step, i.e., Ai′ = Ai′−1. Figure 2.2 depicts

a diffusion process over a given graph under LTM.
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2.3 Influence Maximization

In this section, we investigate influence maximization (IM) problem introduced by Domingos

and Richardson [37, 75] and formalized by Kempe et al. [53, 54]. This problem has been

extensively investigated in the last decade; see the recent surveys in [14, 62].

In order to present some of the most significant hardness and approximation algorithms for

the problem, we first define monotone and sub-modular functions in Section 2.3.1. Then, in

Section 2.3.2 we present a different perspective for a randomized diffusion process under ICM
and LTM, called live-edge graph, which is the same as running a diffusion process once [53].

Finally, we give some results regarding IM problem under ICM and LTM in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Monotone and Sub-Modular Functions

Several different definitions are presented for sub-modular functions, however, Nemhauser et

al. have proved their equivalency and mentioned some interesting properties of sub-modular

functions [69]. Later, Kempe et al. used some of those properties to present an approximation

algorithm for IM problem [53].

Definition 2.1 (Sub-Modular Function). For a finite set U , a function f : 2U → R is sub-

modular if for any sets X ,Y where X ⊆ Y ⊆ U , and every element x ∈ U \Y the following

inequality holds.

f (X ∪{x})− f (X)> f (Y ∪{x})− f (Y )

In other words, if by adding an element to X , the marginal gain is at least equal to the marginal

gain from adding the same element to a superset of X , then f is a sub-modular function.

Definition 2.2 (Monotone Sub-Modular Function). For a finite set U , a sub-modular function

f is also monotone if for every set X ⊆U and element x ∈U \X , we have f (X ∪{x})> f (X).

The following theorem uses the monotone sub-modular property of a function and gives a

greedy algorithm to find a set of items that maximize the function with a constant approxima-

tion factor. Its pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.

Theorem 2.3. Consider a non-negative monotone sub-modular function f (·), and a greedy

algorithm that selects a set S of B items iteratively so that in each iteration it selects the item
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with the maximum marginal increase in f (·), the final set is a (1− 1
e )-approximation solution

concerning the optimal solution for maximizing the function [32, 69].

Algorithm 1 GREEDY HILL-CLIMBING ALGORITHM

Procedure IM (Weighted Graph G = (V,E,b), Budget B)
S← /0

while |S|6 B do
v← argmaxu∈V\S σ(S∪{u})−σ(S)

S← S∪{v}
end

return S
end

2.3.2 Live-Edge Graph

Kempe et al. have introduced another perspective for the randomized diffusion process, called

live-edge [53]. Even though the number of live-edge graphs is exponential, using standard

Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds, it is possible to compute a (1± ε)-approximation of σ(S) with

high probability by sampling only a polynomial number of live-edge graphs. Moreover, σ(S)

is monotone and submodular with respect to the seed set S, hence, it can be approximated to

a factor of 1− 1
e using a greedy algorithm [69]. In the following, we discuss generating a

live-edge graph under ICM and LTM diffusion models.

2.3.2.1 Live-edge graph under ICM

Consider a step during the diffusion process that a node u is just activated and in the next

step should activate its outgoing neighbors. According to diffusion process under ICM (see

Section 2.2.1), u activates v ∈ No
u with probability bu,v. We can consider the result of this

random event as being determined by flipping a coin of bias bu,v. Flipping the coin related to

the edge can be done at any time; hence, let do the flipping coin for all edges (u,v) ∈ E before

the diffusion process.

To do that, consider a live-edge graph G which is a subgraph of a given graph G = (V,E,b).

Subgraph G = (V,E ′ ⊆ E) contains all nodes in G, and an edge (u,v) ∈ E appears in E ′ with

probability bu,v, i.e., it is not in E ′ with probability 1−bu,v. All edges in E ′ are deterministic,
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i.e., their weight is equal to one. Each selected edge is called ‘live-edge,’ and the graph G is

called ‘live-edge graph.’ In each live-edge graph G = (V,E ′), a node v ∈V will be influenced

if there is a path from a seed node to v. We denote by R(G ,S) the set of all reachable nodes in

G from a set of seed nodes S.

2.3.2.2 Live-edge graph under LTM

In this model, we make a live-edge graph G = (V,E ′ ⊆ E) from a given graph G = (V,E,b) as

follows. All nodes in G are presented in G too. For each node v ∈V , we select at most one of

its incoming edges at random, i.e., we select (u,v) ∈ Ni
v with probability bu,v and add it to E ′

as a live-edge. To do that, for each node v ∈V we do the following steps:

• Name the incoming edges e1,e2, . . . ,e|Ni
v| in any arbitrary order.

• Generate a number rnd ∈ [0,1] uniformly at random.

• Select the edge (ui,v) = ei where ∑
i−1
k=1 buk,v 6 rnd and ∑

i
k=1 buk,v > rnd, if exists.

Please note that a node v ∈ V may has no incoming edge with probability equal to 1−
∑u∈Ni

v
bu,v. The edges in E ′ are deterministic, i.e., their weight is equal to 1. Also, note that

in ICM, an edge was live independent from other edges, but in LTM, there is at most one

incoming live-edge to each node.

Similar to the ICM, a node v ∈V is reachable from S, if there is a path from a seed node to v,

and we denote by R(G ,S) the set of all reachable nodes in G from a set of seed nodes S.

2.3.3 Influence Maximization

Now that we know the basics of the IM problem, we present some of the most significant

hardness and approximation results that we need for the rest of this thesis. The definition of

IM problem is defined as follows.

Definition 2.4 (Influence Maximization (IM)). Given a directed weighted graph G = (V,E,b),

a diffusion model (like ICM or LTM), and a budget B, find a set of seed nodes S such that

|S|6 B and σ(S) is maximum.
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Kempe et al. have shown that IM problem is equivalent to maximizing the number of reachable

nodes in live-edge graphs, regarding both ICM and LTM. More formally, they proved the

following theorem [53, 54].

Theorem 2.5. Given a weighted graph G = (V,E,b), and a set of seed nodes S ⊆ V , the ex-

pected number of activated nodes (σ(S)) under ICM or LTM is equal to the expected number

of reachable nodes from S in all possible live-edge graphs.

In other words, the probability of activating a node v∈V is equal to the probability of sampling

those live-edge graphs that v is reachable from at least one seed node. Formally

P(v ∈ AS) = ∑
Gi∈G

P(v ∈ R(Gi,S)|Gi) ·P(Gi) = ∑
Gi∈G

P(Gi) ·1v∈R(Gi,S),

where G is the set of all live-edge graphs,P(Gi) is the probability of sampling Gi, and 1v∈R(Gi,S)

is equal to 1 if v ∈ R(Gi,S), otherwise it is equal to 0; note that S⊆ R(Gi,S).

It has been shown that IM problem under live-edge graphs is sub-modular. Thus, using Al-

gorithm 1 gives a 1− 1
e -approximation solution to maximizing the number of activated nodes

σ(S). Kempe et al. have presented some hardness and approximation results regarding IM
problem under ICM and LTM, and we use the following ones [54].

Theorem 2.6. Given a weighted graph G=(V,E,b), and a budget B, there exists a polynomial-

time algorithm with 1− 1
e−ε-approximation factor concerning the optimal solution for the IM

problem, where e is the base of the natural logarithm and ε ∈ R+ is any small number.

Theorem 2.6 guarantees a constant approximation factor for IM problem. However, for a

given S, calculating σ(S) is expensive from the computational point of view. In fact, counting

the expected number of activated nodes (σ(S)) is a #P-hard both for ICM and LTM [29,

87]. To cope with this difficulty, Kempe et al. have used a sampling algorithm based on

Monte-Carlo simulation. For a given graph G and seed nodes S, the algorithm samples a

polynomial number of live-edge graphs, and using the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, gives 1± ε

approximation regarding the expected number of activated nodes (σ(S)) that S activates on G,

with high probability [54]; the results are mentioned in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.7. Given a weighted directed graph G = (V,E,b), a seed set S, a dynamic diffu-

sion model (e.g., ICM or LTM), and two small and real numbers ε,δ , if we sample at least

Ω( n2

ε2 ln 1
δ
) live-edge graphs independently, then with probability at least 1− δ the average

number of activated nodes over the live-edge graphs is a (1± ε)-approximation to σ(S) [54].
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2.4 Our Models in General

In this thesis, we consider two well-known diffusion models called ICM and LTM. The dif-

ference between them is that in ICM, a user/node will become active if at least one of the

incoming neighbors can convince her with some probability. On the other hand, in LTM, a

node becomes active if its incoming influence from the incoming neighbors is more than its

threshold (resistance). Then in LTM, the incoming influence amount is mattering, and more

influence will increase the probability of activating (convincing) a user.

Hence, when we define a problem under ICM, we assume that the users have a preference list

over all candidates, and if a user becomes active, she will promote (resp. demote) the position

of the target candidate(s) in constructive (resp. destructive) model.

Under LTM, our problems are defined such that we can use the amount of incoming influ-

ence for each activated node. The rationale is that an activated user with significant incoming

influence would change her opinion more than another activated node with a small amount

of incoming influence. In these cases, we assume that the adversary has a probability distri-

bution over all candidates for each voter, and a voter will change the probability based on the

amount of incoming influence. The formal definition of our models are presented in the related

chapters, e.g., see Section 3.2.





Part I

Multi-Winner Election Control



Chapter 3

Multi-Winner Election Control
Preliminaries

In this part, we consider a Multi-Winner Election Control through Social Influence, where

some parties are running for an election so that more than one candidate will be elected as the

winner, like a parliament election. In this chapter, we present all the preliminaries of the results

presented in the next chapters. We give an introduction to the problem, our model regarding

two different diffusion models (ICM, LTM), and objective functions.

Most of the results presented in this part are published in [4–6].

3.1 Introduction

In this part, we consider the problem of multi-winner election control through social influence,

where there are some parties, each with multiple candidates, and we want to find at most B

nodes to spread a piece of news in the social network in such a way that a target party elects a

large number of its candidates. In this model, more than one candidate will be elected as the

winner, and parties try to maximize some function of the number of winners from their party.

More precisely, We are given a social network of voters, a limited budget, a set of candidates

each belongs to a party, a dynamic diffusion model to spread a message among the voters,

and an attacker/manipulator who supports/opposes a party. When we use LTM, we assume

that the attacker knows the probability that each voter wants to vote for each candidate. To
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take into account the incoming influence of each node v, we use an updating rule based on the

incoming influence from the node’s incoming activated neighbors. On the other hand, when

we use ICM, we assume the attacker knows the exact preferences list of all voters. When

a node/voter becomes active, in constructive (resp. destructive) case, it will promote (resp.

demote) the position of the target candidates in its preference list (see Section 3.2 for formal

definition).

Regarding both LTM and ICM, there will be several winners, and they will be elected accord-

ing to the overall candidates’ scores after the diffusion. In the constructive (resp. destructive)

case, the attacker wants to find a set of nodes (voters), according to its budget, to start the

diffusion and change the voters’ opinion to maximize (resp. minimize) the number of winners

from her target party. In fact, in a given directed graph, we should find some diffusion starters

to influence the voters such that the difference between the number of winners from our target

party, w.r.t. the number of winners in the opponent party with the most winners, after and

before the diffusion is maximized (resp. minimized). We present some results, including

hardness of approximation, approximation, and polynomial-time exact algorithms considering

some well-known objective functions on different structures.

3.1.1 Related Works

There is extensive literature about manipulation or control of elections. We refer to the survey

in [42] for relevant work on election control without using social networks. Recently, single-

winner election control through social influence has received some attention. We will discuss

the related works in Chapter 7 in which we investigate single-winner election control. There

are some publications regarding multi-winner election control without using social influence

(see, e.g., [73]). Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that examines

the multi-winner case of controlling election problem with the means of social networks.

3.2 Models

We consider t different parties C1, . . . ,Ct , each of them contains k different candidates, i.e., Ci =

{ci
1, . . . ,c

i
k},1 6 i 6 t. We use C for the set of all candidates, i.e., C = ∪t

i=1Ci. Furthermore,

without loss of generality, we assume C1 is our target party. Note that there will be exactly k

winners for the election. Let define our models based on ICM and LTM as follows.
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3.2.1 Multi-Winner Election Control under LTM

In this model, we investigate the case that the adversary does not know the preferences list

of the voters; instead of that, for each voter, the attacker has a probability distribution over

all candidates. Since most voters do not reveal their preferences in social media, then it is a

realistic assumption.

The adversary tries to maximize/minimize the number of winners in her target party. For each

node v ∈V , we show πv as the probability distribution of the voter/node v over all candidates;

we define πv(c) as the probability that the voter v votes for a specific candidate c ∈C. Then

for every node v ∈V , and candidate c ∈C we have πv(c) ∈ [0,1], and ∑c∈C πv(c) = 1.

In LTM, each node has an incoming influence, which shows the amount of pressure from

incoming neighbors to support/oppose a target party. We use this incoming influence of node

v ∈ V to change its probability distribution. Let us define π̃v as the probability distribution of

node v after S. Respectively, π̃v(c) is the probability that node v will vote for candidate c ∈C

after S. We use AS to show the set of nodes that will become active after S.

We consider a single message which spreads among the voters. The message contains some

constructive/destructive information targeting all candidates in the target party. When a node

v becomes active, its probability distribution will change according to the incoming influence

from its activated neighbors. We have to normalize the vector in order to make sure that

the sum of the probabilities is equal to one, after S. For constructive model the probability

distribution of a node v ∈ AS changes as follows.

∀c ∈C1 : π̃v(c) =
πv(c)+ 1

|C1| ∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

,

∀c ∈C \C1 : π̃v(c) =
πv(c)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

.

Recall that Ni
v is the set of incoming neighbors of node v. Furthermore, considering the de-

structive case, the probability distribution of an active node v ∈ AS will change as follows.

∀c ∈C1 : π̃v(c) =
πv(c)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

∀c ∈C \C1 : π̃v(c) =
πv(c)+ 1

|C\C1| ∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v
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Figure 3.1: A social network of voters in which the edges’ weight is equal to 1, and the blue
preference lists is the voters’ opinion before any diffusion, and the red ones are their opinion

after S under LTM and constructive model, while the attacker’s seed set is S = {1}.

By these changes (and normalization), we guarantee that sum of the probabilities for each node

is equal to 1. In both constructive and destructive cases, the probability distribution of inactive

nodes v ∈V \AS will not change after S, i.e., π̃v = πv.

Let us define F (c,S) :=EAS [∑v∈V π̃v(c)] as the expected number of votes for candidate c ∈C

after S; similarly, F (c, /0) :=E[∑v∈V πv(c)] is the expected number of votes for candidate c∈C

before any diffusion.

Example 3.1. Assume there are two parties supporting two candidates each, i.e., C =C1∪C2,

C1 = {c1
1,c

1
2},C2 = {c2

1,c
2
2}. There are five nodes in the given graph G = (V,E), where their

connections form a star and all edges’ weight is one, i.e., (v1,v2),(v1,v3),(v1,v4),(v1,v5)∈ E,

and bv1,v2 = bv1,v3 = bv1,v4 = bv1,v5 = 1. Let us consider the probability distribution of each

node v ∈ V as πv = πv(c1
1),πv(c1

2),πv(c2
1),πv(c2

2). We set the probability distribution of all

nodes as 1
8 ,

1
8 ,

3
8 ,

3
8 (see Figure 3.1). Then before any diffusion, the candidates’ score is

F (c1
1, /0) = F (c1

2, /0) =
5
8
,

F (c2
1, /0) = F (c2

2, /0) =
15
8
,

and all of our target candidates have less score than their opponents. Consider the construc-

tive model in which the adversary’s budget is one, i.e., she can select one node to influence

the voters and change their opinion. Since the node v1 ∈ V is the most influential node in the

graph, the adversary selects it as her seed node. It activates all nodes in the graph, and their
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probability distribution will be updated as follows.

π̃v1 =
1
8
,
1
8
,
3
8
,
3
8
,

π̃v2 = π̃v3 = π̃v4 = π̃v5 =
5

16
,

5
16

,
3
16

,
3
16

,

and the expected number of votes for the candidates are

F (c1
1,S) = F (c1

2,S) =
11
8
,

F (c2
1,S) = F (c2

2,S) =
9
8
,

and our target candidates’ score is more than their opponents’ score.

3.2.2 Multi-Winner Election Control under ICM

In this model, despite LTM, we assume that the attacker knows the voters’ preference list.

Each voter v ∈V has a preferences list πv. Abusing the notations, 1 6 πv(c)6 tk is the rank of

candidate c in the preference list of the voter v. After the diffusion, inactive voters will keep

their original opinions, i.e., ∀v ∈ V \AS : π̃v = πv; however, the activated voters will change

their preferences list as follows. Remind that AS is the set of activated nodes after S.

• Constructive: For each node v∈AS and for each target candidate c∈C1, the new position

of c in π̃v is

π̃v(c)=

{
πv(c)−1 if ∃ c′ ∈C \C1 s.t. πv(c′)< πv(c)

πv(c) otherwise,

also, for other candidates c ∈ C \C1, if there is a candidate c′ ∈ C \C1 s.t. πv(c′) =

πv(c)+1, then we set π̃v(c) = πv(c); otherwise the new rank of the candidate c will be

calculated as follows.

π̃v(c) = πv(c)+ |{c′′ ∈C1 | πv(c′′)> πv(c)∧ (@ c̄ ∈C \C1 : πv(c)< πv(c̄)< πv(c′′))}| .

• Destructive: For each node v ∈ AS and for each target candidate c ∈C1, we have

π̃v(c)=

{
πv(c)+1 if ∃ c′ ∈C \C1 s.t. πv(c′)> πv(c)

πv(c) otherwise,
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Figure 3.2: A social network of voters in which the edges’ weight is equal to 1, and the blue
preference lists is the voters’ opinion before any diffusion, and the red ones are their opinion

after S under ICM and constructive case, while the attacker’s seed set is S = {1}.

while for c ∈C \C1, if there exists a candidate c′ ∈C \C1 s.t. πv(c′) = πv(c)−1 we set

π̃v(c) = πv(c), otherwise we have

π̃v(c) = πv(c)−|{c′′ ∈C1 | πv(c′′)< πv(c)∧ (@ c̄ ∈C \C1 : πv(c′′)< πv(c̄)< πv(c))}| .

In some problems, we consider the plurality scoring rule for simplicity, where just the most

preferred candidate of each voter gets one score. However, the results can be extended for any

non-increasing scoring function, e.g., k-approval, anti-plurality, and Borda’s rule (defined in

Section 2.1). Let us denote by F (c, /0),F (c,S), the expected score of candidate c before and

after S, respectively; formally, ∀c ∈C :

F (c, /0) := ∑
v∈V
1πv(c)=1,

F (c,S) := EAS

[
∑
v∈V
1π̃v(c)=1

]
.

Please note that in some problems we consider a general positional scoring rule using any non-

increasing scoring function f (·); in these cases, the functions would be defined as F (c, /0) :=

∑v∈V f (πv(c)),F (c,S) := EAS

[
∑v∈V f (π̃v(c))].

Example 3.2. Consider the graph G and candidates C in Example 3.1. Let set the voters’

preference list as follows.

πv1 = c1
1 � c1

2 � c2
1 � c2

2,
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πv2 = c2
1 � c1

2 � c1
1 � c2

2,

πv3 = c2
2 � c2

1 � c1
1 � c1

2,

πv4 = c2
1 � c1

2 � c1
1 � c2

2,

πv5 = c2
2 � c1

1 � c2
1 � c1

2,

where a � b means a is preferred to b (see Figure 3.2). Using plurality scoring rule, the

candidates’ score before any diffusion is

F (c1
1, /0) = 1,

F (c1
2, /0) = 0,

F (c2
1, /0) = F (c2

2, /0) = 2,

and before any diffusion, both of our target candidates have less score than their opponents.

Consider the constructive case where the adversary’s budget is one. The same as Example 3.1,

the adversary selects the node v1 as a seed node, and it activates all nodes in the graph. After

S, the voters update their preference list as follows:

πv1 = c1
1 � c1

2 � c2
1 � c2

2,

πv2 = c1
2 � c1

1 � c2
1 � c2

2,

πv3 = c2
2 � c1

1 � c1
2 � c2

1,

πv4 = c1
2 � c1

1 � c2
1 � c2

2,

πv5 = c1
1 � c2

2 � c1
2 � c2

1,

and the candidates’ score will be as follows:

F (c1
1,S) = F (c1

2,S) = 2,

F (c2
1,S) = 0,

F (c2
2,S) = 1,

and both of the target candidates get more vote than their opponents.
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3.3 Objective Functions

Our goal is to maximize/minimize the number of winners from our target party. Considering

both ICM and LTM, we define F (C1,S) as the number of candidates in C1 that are among

the winners after S. Formally, consider a set of given activated nodes AS, which became active

after S. Let us define FAS(c) as the expected number of votes that candidate c will receive

while AS is the set of activated nodes. We set YAS(c) as the number of candidates c′ ∈C \{c}
where the expected number of their votes is less than c. In order to consider the tie-breaking

rule, if FAS(c
j
i ) = FAS(c

j′
i′ ), then c j

i has more priority than c j′
i′ if j < j′, or j = j′∧ i < i′. Then

YAS(c) is defined as

YAS(c
j
i ) =

∣∣∣{c j′
i′ ∈C |FAS(c

j
i )>FAS(c

j′
i′ )∨(FAS(c

j
i ) =FAS(c

j′
i′ )∧( j < j′∨( j = j′∧ i< i′))}

∣∣∣.
By this definition, we define F (C1,S) as the expected number of winners from party C1;

formally,

F (C1,S) = EAS

[
∑

c∈C1

1YAS (c)>(t−1)k
]
. (3.1)

Now, let us define the first objective function as Difference of Winners (DoW), where is the

difference between the number of winners in our target party before and after S. Formally,

in constructive (resp., destructive) model we define DoWc (resp., DoWd) as

DoWc(C1,S) = F (C1,S)−F (C1, /0),

DoWd(C1,S) = F (C1, /0)−F (C1,S).

The problem of constructive difference of winners (CDW) asks for finding a set of seed nodes

S (|S|6 B) to maximize DoWc(C1,S). Similarly, destructive difference of winners (DDW)

refers to the problem of finding a set of seed node S (|S|6 B) to maximize DoWd(C1,S).

As the second objective function, we define a more compelling one called Margin of Victory

(MoV). For constructive case, we define it as DoW plus the difference between the number of

winners in the opponent parties with the most winners after and before S. Formally, for con-

structive (resp., destructive) case, we define MoVc (resp., MoVd) as

MoVc(C1,S) = F (C1,S)−F (CS
A,S)−

(
F (C1, /0)−F (CB, /0)

)
,

MoVd(C1,S) = F (C1, /0)−F (CB, /0)−
(
F (C1,S)−F (CS

A,S)
)
,
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where CB,CS
A, respectively, are the opponent parties with the most winner before and after S.

The constructive margin of victory (CMV) problem is looking for a set of seed nodes S (|S|6
B) in order to maximize MoVc(C1,S). Similarly, destructive margin of victory (DMV) refers

to the problem of finding a set of seed nodes S (|S|6 B) to maximize MoVd(C1,S).

For instance in Examples 3.1 and 3.2 the objective functions’ value are as follows.

DoWc(C1,S) = 2,

MoVc(C1,S) = 4.

3.4 Our Contribution

We introduce the multi-winner election control problem via social influence and show that it is

NP-hard to approximate within any factor α > 0, for two common objective functions known

as margin of victory and difference of winners under LTM and ICM, using any positional

scoring rule based on non-increasing scoring functions. The hardness results hold for both

constructive and destructive cases. Given the hardness result, we focus on a relaxed version

of the problem under ICM, which is party-list proportional representation voting. We show

that this latter remains NP-hard but admits a constant-factor approximation algorithm for both

constructive and destructive cases.

We also present the same hardness result when the diffusion model is ICM and the given graph

is in the form of an arborescence, i.e., edges are from leaves to the root of the tree. Moreover,

we investigate the problem on a tree while the voting system is Party-List Proportional Repre-

sentation which is also a variation of straight-party voting, where voters vote for the parties. In

other words, voters have a preference list (or probability distribution) over the candidates, but

they can vote for the parties instead of candidates. We presented a polynomial-time algorithm

based on the dynamic programming approach to find the maximum difference of votes for our

target party before and after diffusion. It also gives a 1
3 and 1

2 -approximation algorithms for

maximizing MoV in constructive and destructive models, respectively.
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3.5 Outline of Part I

We consider the problem on a weighted directed graph under both LTM and ICM in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 contains the same problems while the diffusion model is ICM, and the given graph

is in the form of an arborescence. Moreover, in Chapter 6, we investigate the problem while

the voting system is party-list proportional representation, where voters vote for the parties,

and the voters’ connection forms a tree, i.e., the edges are directed from root to leaves.





Chapter 4

Multi-Winner Election Control on
Graphs

In this chapter, we prove that the problem is hard to approximate within any factor when

the structure is a general graph, and the diffusion model is LTM (Section 4.1). Regarding

ICM, in Section 4.2, we provide the same hardness result, and consider a relaxed version

of the problem, in which we utilize party-list proportional representation voting. We show

that this latter remains NP-hard but admits a constant-factor approximation algorithm for both

constructive and destructive cases.

4.1 Multi-Winner Election Control on Graph under LTM

In this section, we provide some hardness results regarding the problem under LTM. First, we

investigate the constructive model. Then, we extend our results for the destructive case of the

problem. Recall that in this section πv(c) refers to the probability that voter v votes for the

candidate c.

4.1.1 Constructive Election Control

Regarding our model (see Section 3.2.1), the following theorem shows that the constructive

margin of victory (CMV) and constructive difference of winners (CDW) (see Section 3.3) are

NP-hard to approximate.
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Theorem 4.1. It is NP-hard to approximate constructive margin of victory (CMV) and con-

structive difference of winners (CDW) within any factor on a given graph under LTM.

Proof. Let us reduce the vertex cover (VC) problem to any approximation algorithm for CDW
(resp., CMV). In VC, we are given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and an integer k; the

decision question is: Is there a set of nodes V̄ ⊆ V (|V̄ | 6 k) so that for each edge (u,v) ∈ E,

at least one of its vertices is in V̄ ? Assume I = (G,B) is a given instance for VC problem,

where G = (V,E) is the given graph, and B is an integer value. We create an instance I ′ =

(G′,B) for CDW (resp., CMV) so that G′ = (V ∪V ′∪V ′′,E ′) is the graph build from G, and B

is also the budget for our problem. Let us consider a case where there are two parties and

four candidates, i.e., t = k = 2,C = C1∪C2, C1 = {c1
1,c

1
2},C2 = {c2

1,c
2
2}. We fix the order of

candidates in the probability distribution of the voter v as πv = (πv(c1
1),πv(c1

2),πv(c2
1),πv(c2

2)),

and build G′ as follows.

• For each undirected edge (u,v) ∈ E add two directed edges (u,v),(v,u) to E ′. Set the

weight of each incoming edge to a node v ∈V as 1
|Ni

v|
. By this the sum over weight of all

incoming edges is equal to one, i.e., ∀v ∈V : ∑u∈Ni
v
bu,v = 1.

• For each node v ∈ V , add two more nodes v′,v′′ to V ′,V ′′, respectively. Furthermore,

add an edge (v,v′) to E ′ with bv,v′ = 1. Formally, ∀v ∈ V : v′ ∈ V ′,v′′ ∈ V ′′,(v,v′) ∈
E ′ s.t. bv,v′ = 1. Note that nodes in V ′′ are isolated.

• Set the preferences list of the nodes as follows.

∀v ∈V,πv = (
1
2
,
1
2
,0,0),

∀v′ ∈V ′,πv′ = (
1
2
,0,

1
2
,0),

∀v′′ ∈V ′′,πv′′ = (0,0,
1
2
,
1
2
).

By this reduction, the score of candidates before any diffusion is F (c1
1, /0) = F (c2

1, /0) = |V |,
F (c1

2, /0) = F (c2
2, /0) = 1

2 |V |. Then F (C1, /0) = F (C2, /0) = 1.

Note that in this reduction a node v will become active deterministically if either it is selected

as a seed node, or all of its incoming neighbors are selected as the seed nodes. Then if we can

find a set of seed nodes S ⊆V so that it activates all nodes in V deterministically, the seed set

S is also an answer for the corresponding VC problem.
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In any approximation algorithm, we know that S ⊆V after the diffusion; otherwise, if there is

a node v′ ∈V ′∩S we can replace it with its incoming neighbor v ∈V such that (v,v′) ∈ E ′ and

we get at least the same value for MoVc,DoWc. Furthermore, if there exists a node v′′ ∈V ′′∩S

one of the following situations holds:

• There exists an inactive node v ∈ V \ AS after the diffusion S. In this case, we can

substitute v for v′′ and then we get at least the same DoWc,MoVc.

• There is no inactive node v ∈ V \AS. In this case, according to the nodes’ probability

distribution, when all nodes in V become active, the value of MoVc and DoWc is max-

imum. Then even if we remove v′′ from S it does not change the value of MoVc or

DoWc. By the way, in this situation, if there exist any node v ∈ V \AS we replace v′′

with it, otherwise we replace it with a node v ∈V \S.

Then from now on, we assume S⊆V .

If all nodes in V become active, since they have an outgoing edge to all nodes v′ ∈ V ′ with

probability one, then all nodes in V ∪V ′ will become active, and the score of the candidates

will be as follows.

F (c1
1,S) = |V |,

F (c1
2,S) = F (c2

1,S) =
3
4
|V |,

F (c2
2,S) =

1
2
|V |.

Then F (C1,S) = 2,F (C2,S) = 0, DoWc(C1,S)> 0, MoVc(C1,S)> 0, and any approximation

algorithm will return a positive value, then the answer of I will be YES.

On the other hand, if there is a node v∈V , which is inactive after the diffusion, i.e., ∃v∈V \AS,

the score of candidates will be as follows.

F (c1
1,S) = |V |,

F (c1
2,S)<

3
4
|V |,

F (c2
1,S)>

3
4
|V |,

F (c2
2,S) =

1
2
|V |.
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Then F (C1,S) = F (C2,S) = 1,DoWc(C1,S) = MoVc(C1,S) = 0, and any approximation al-

gorithm will return zero, then the answer of I will be NO.

For the other direction, note that if we can find a set of nodes S ⊆ V , which is an answer

for I , using the same set of nodes, we can activate all nodes in V ∪V ′ and DoWc(C1,S) >

0,MoVc(C1,S)> 0.

To extend the proof for any number of parties (t) and candidates (k), we need to assign the

probability distribution as follows, and the same approach concludes the proof for any t,k > 2.

The same as before, the order of the candidates in probability distribution of a voter v is

πv = (πv(c1
1), . . . ,πv(c1

k),πv(c2
1), . . . ,πv(c2

k), . . . ,πv(ct
1), . . . ,πv(ct

k)).

∀v ∈V,πv = (

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
k
,
1
k
, . . . ,

1
k
,

k(t−1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . ,0),

∀v′ ∈V ′,πv′ = (

k−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
k
,
1
k
, . . . ,

1
k
,0,

1
k
,

k(t−1)−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . ,0),

∀v′′ ∈V ′′,πv′′ = (

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . ,0,

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
k
, . . . ,

1
k
,

k(t−2)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . ,0).

4.1.2 Destructive Election Control

The following theorem proves the same statement for the destructive case of the problem.

Theorem 4.2. It is NP-hard to approximate destructive margin of victory (DMV) and destruc-

tive difference of winners (DDW) within any factor on a given graph under LTM.

Proof. The reduction is similar to the constructive case. Consider the case where t = k = 2. We

should set the voters’ probability distributions such that one of our target candidates be among

the losers before and after any diffusion. Furthermore, another target candidate is among the

winners before any dissemination; however, she will lose the election if and only if all nodes

in the connected part of the graph become active.
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4.2 Multi-Winner Election Control on Graph under ICM

First, we provide some hardness results regarding the problem under ICM for constructive and

destructive models in Section 4.2.1. Then, in Section 4.2.2, we consider a relaxed version of

the problem in which voters’ vote will be counted as parties’ vote. We show the latter is still

NP-hard but accepts a constant factor approximation.

4.2.1 Hardness Results

In this section, we first focus on the constructive case and prove that CMV and CDW are

NP-hard to approximate within any approximation factor α > 0. Then, we show that the same

results hold for DMV and DDW. All the results hold even when the instance is deterministic

(i.e. buv = 1, for each (u,v) ∈ E) and for any t,k > 2. Note that for t = 1 the problem is trivial

and for k = 1 the problem reduces to the single-winner case. In the rest of the section, we use

the decision deterministic version of IM problem which is defined as follows.

Influence Maximization (IM): Given a directed graph G = (V,E) and budget B 6 |V |, is

there a set of seed nodes S⊆V such that |S|6 B and AS =V , where AS is the set of nodes that

are reached from S in G?

We observe that in the above definition, the diffusion process is deterministic and hence the set

AS is just the set of nodes reached from S. In this case, we can compute set AS for any given

S⊆V in polynomial time, but the IM problem remains NP-hard [54].

4.2.1.1 Constructive Election Control

We first give an intuition of the hardness of approximation proof, which is formally given in

Theorem 4.3. Consider an instance of the constructive case in which t = k = 2, C1 = {c1
1,c

1
2},

C2 = {c2
1,c

2
2}, and C =C1∪C2. The weight of all edges are equal to 1, that is, the diffusion is a

deterministic process. Also, assume the scoring rule is plurality, i.e., f (1) = 1, f (2) = f (3) =

f (4) = 0. Moreover, the nodes are partitioned into two sets of equal size, V1 and V2. In the

preference lists of all nodes in V1, candidate c2
1 is in the first position and c1

1 is in the second

position, while in the preference lists of nodes in V2, candidate c2
2 is in first position and c1

2 is in

second position. In this instance, initially party C1 does not have any elected candidate, in fact,

F (c1
1, /0) = F (c1

2, /0) = 0, F (c2
1, /0) = |V1|, F (c2

2, /0) = |V2|, F (C1, /0) = 0, and F (C2, /0) = 2.
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Consider a diffusion process starting from seeds S that activate nodes AS (note that, since the

weights are all equal to 1, the nodes in AS are activated with probability 1, hence, for any fixed

S, we can find the deterministic set AS in polynomial time). The number of candidates that

receives fewer votes than a target candidate c1
i after the diffusion process is

YAS(c
1
i ) =

∣∣∣{c j′
i′ ∈C |

(
FAS(c

1
i )> FAS(c

j′
i′ )
)
∨
(
(FAS(c

1
i ) = FAS(c

j′
i′ ))∧ ( j′ = 2∨ i < i′)

)
}
∣∣∣.

Let us consider the case i = 1 and analyze the conditions that a seed set S must satisfy in order

to include a candidate in the above set, i.e., make c1
1 win. We analyze the three other candidates

c j′
i′ separately.

• If j′ = 2 and i′ = 1, then we must have FAS(c
1
1) > FAS(c

2
1). Since the preference list

of each active nodes in V1 is updated in a way that c1
1 moves to the first position and

c2
1 moves to the second position, and the active nodes in V2 do not affect the scores

of c1
1 and c2

1, we have that FAS(c
1
1) = |AS ∩V1| and FAS(c

2
1) = |V1 \ AS|. Therefore,

FAS(c
1
1) > FAS(c

2
1) if and only if |AS ∩V1| > |V1 \AS| = |V1|− |V1∩AS|, which means

that |AS∩V1|> |V1|/2.

• If j′ = 2 and i′ = 2, then we must have FAS(c
1
1) > FAS(c

2
2). In this case, we still have

FAS(c
1
1) = |AS∩V1|, and, since c2

2 is moved down by one position for each active node

in V2, then FAS(c
2
2) = |V2 \AS|. This implies that FAS(c

1
1) > FAS(c

2
2) if and only if

|AS ∩V1| > |V2 \AS| = |V2| − |V2 ∩AS|, which means |AS ∩V1|+ |AS ∩V2| > |V2| =⇒
|AS|> |V2|.

• If j′ = 1 and i′ = 2, then we must have FAS(c
1
1)> FAS(c

1
2). We again have FAS(c

1
1) =

|AS ∩V1|, and, since c1
2 is moved by one position up for each active node in V2, then

FAS(c
1
2) = |AS∩V2|. Therefore, FAS(c

1
1)> FAS(c

1
2) if and only if |AS∩V1|> |AS∩V2|.

Similar conditions hold for i = 2.

In order to elect candidate c1
1 we should have YAS(c

1
1)> (t−1)k = 2, which means, we should

find a seed set that satisfies at least two of the above conditions (or the corresponding con-

ditions to elect c1
2). Note that finding a seed set S of size at most B that satisfies any pair

of the above conditions is a NP-hard problem since it requires solving a constrained version

of the IM problem, which is NP-hard [54]. Let us assume that an optimal solution is able

to elect both candidates in C1 (e.g. by influencing |V1|/2 nodes from V1, and |V2|/2 nodes

from V2), then the optimal MoVc and DoWc are equal to 4 and 2, respectively. Moreover,
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in this case CS
A =CB =C2, then MoVc(C1,S) = F (C1,S)−F (C1, /0)+F (C2, /0)−F (C2,S).

Since F (C2, /0)−F (C2,S) = F (C1,S)−F (C1, /0), i.e., for each candidate lost by C2 there

is a candidate gained by C1, then MoVc(C1,S) = 2(F (C1,S)−F (C1, /0)) = 2DoWc(C1,S).

Since F (C1, /0) = 0, any approximation algorithm for CDW or CMV must find a seed set

S s.t. F (C1,S) > 0 as otherwise both MoVc(C1,S) and DoWc(C1,S) would be equal to 0.

This requires to elect at least one candidate in C1 according to Equation (3.1). But, it needs

to satisfy at least two of the aforementioned conditions to achieve that, which is NP-hard as

it requires to solve a restricted version of the IM problem. It follows that it is NP-hard to

approximate CMV and CDW within any factor, as formally shown in the next theorem, for

any given scoring function f (·).

Theorem 4.3. Given any scoring function f (·), it is NP-hard to approximate Constructive

Margin of Victory (CMV) and Constructive Difference of Winners (CDW) within any factor

β > 0.

Proof. We reduce the decision deterministic IM problem to CMV and CDW. Let I = (G,B)

be an instance of the IM problem, G = (V,E). For any given non-increasing scoring function

f (·), we create an instance I ′ = (G′,C = ∪16i6tCi,π,B) of CMV and CDW, where we use

the same budget B for both problems, while the graph G′ = (V ∪V ′,E∪E ′) and the preference

list π of all voters v ∈V are defined according to function f . Before defining G and π we need

some further notation.

Consider the minimum index j such that 1< j 6 |C| and f ( j−1)> f ( j), i.e., j is the minimum

rank that has less score than rank j− 1. For example in plurality scoring rule j = 2, and in

anti-plurality j = |C|. Note that by assumption there exists such a j. Let us define i := j−1.

In the following, we use Ci to illustrate different cases depending on i and k; in each case we

define G′ and π differently. First, we define all cases, and after that we prove the statement

for each case. Specifically, we investigate two cases called C1, and C2. We define G′ and π

in such a way that the difference between the number of winners from our target party before

and after S is exactly one if and only if all of the nodes in V become active.

C1. If i < k. In this case, for each node v ∈ V we add 2α − 1 nodes called v′1,v
′
2, . . . ,v

′
α−1

and v′′1,v
′′
2, . . . ,v

′′
α to V ′, where α := d k−i+1

i e. We also add an edge between v and all

nodes v′i to E ′. Moreover, we set the weights of all edges equal to 1, i.e., buv = 1 for all

(u,v) ∈ E ∪E ′. Note that all nodes v′′i ∈V ′ are isolated. Let set the preference list of the
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voter v ∈V and its related nodes in V ′ as follows while we use % instead of ‘mod’.

v : c2
1 � ·· · � c2

i−1 �

i
↓
c2

k �

j
↓
c1

1 � c2
i � ·· · � c1

2 � ·· · � c1
k � . . . ;

v′1 : c2
i � ·· · �

i
↓

c2
2i−1 �

j
↓
c2

1 � ·· · �

k
↓
c2

k � c1
1 � ·· · � c1

k � . . . ;

v′′1 : c2
i � ·· · �

i
↓

c2
2i−1 �

j
↓
c2

1 � ·· · �

k
↓
c2

k � c1
2 � ·· · � c1

k � c1
1 � . . . ;

v′2 : c2
2i � ·· · �

i
↓

c2
3i−1 �

j
↓
c2

1 � ·· · �

k
↓
c2

k � c1
1 � ·· · � c1

k � . . . ;

v′′2 : c2
2i � ·· · �

i
↓

c2
3i−1 �

j
↓
c2

1 � ·· · �

k
↓
c2

k � c1
2 � ·· · � c1

k � c1
1 � . . . ;

...

v′′α : c2
(α·i−1)%k+1 � c2

(α·i)%k+1 � c2
(α·i+1)%k+1 � ·· · �

i
↓

c2
((α+1)·i−2)%k+1

�

j
↓
c1

1 � c2
((α+1)·i−1)%k+1 � . . . .

In this case, all candidates in C2 have more score than all candidates in C1, i.e., for

all c2
i ∈C2 : F (c2

i , /0)> |V |(2 f (i)+2(α−1) f (k)+2 f (k+1)), which is strictly greater

than F (c1
1, /0) = |V |(2 f ( j)+(α−1) f (k+1)+(α−1) f (2k)); clearly, for all candidates

c1
i ∈C1 \ {c1

1},F (c1
i , /0) 6 F (c1

1, /0). Also, every other candidate has at most the same

score as the candidates in C1 \ {c1
1}. Hence, F (C1, /0) = 0,F (C2, /0) = k, and for all

3 6 r 6 t : F (Cr, /0) = 0.

C2. If i > k. In this case, for each node v ∈ V we add an isolated node v′ to V ′, and set the

preference list of each node v ∈V and its related node v′ as follows.

v : c1
2 � ·· · � c1

k � c2
1 � ·· · �

i
↓
c2

k �

j
↓
c1

1 � . . . ;

v′ : c1
2 � ·· · � c1

k � c2
1 � ·· · �

i
↓
c2

k �

j
↓
c1

1 � . . . .

In this case, all candidates in C1\{c1
1}∪{c2

k} have strictly more score than c1
1, i.e., for all

c1
i ∈C1 \{c1

1}∪{c2
k},F (c1

i , /0) = 2 f (i) which is strictly greater than F (c1
1, /0) = 2 f ( j).

Hence, F (C1, /0) = k−1,F (C2, /0) = 1, and for all 3 6 r 6 t : F (Cr, /0) = 0.
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In both cases, we showed that c1
1 would not be elected before any diffusion. Nonetheless, we

show that she will be elected if and only if all nodes in V become active after S and in this case

we will have that MoVc(C1,S)> 0 and DoWc(C1,S)> 0. In what follows, we will show that

we can activate all the nodes in V , that is the answer to I is YES, if and only if there exists a

solution S for I ′ such that MoVc(C1,S)> 0 and DoWc(C1,S)> 0.

C1. In this case, we can assume without loss of generality that S is a subset of V , i.e., S ⊆V .

To see that, assume there is a node u ∈ S \V . Then we can substitute its related node in

V for u and achieve at least the same result for maximizing MoVc and DoWc.

According to the reduction, for each fixed node v ∈V and its outgoing neighbors in V ′,

only candidate c1
1 ∈C1 has a chance of being elected. Note that the candidate c2

k receives

f (i) score from exactly two nodes related to v (i.e. nodes v and v′′α ). Nonetheless, if

the node v becomes active, all of its outgoing neighbors v′ ∈V ′ also become active, and

according to the updating rule, the candidate c1
1 gets exactly the same score as c2

k , i.e.,

F (c1
1,S) =F (c2

k ,S) = f (i)+(α−1)( f (k)+ f (2k)); otherwise, c2
k has more score than

all other candidates in C1. By extending it on all nodes, we obtain that the score of c1
1 and

c2
k will be equal, and according to the tie-breaking rule, c1

1 will be among the winners, if

and only if all nodes v ∈V become active.

Therefore, there exists a set S ⊆V that activates all the nodes in V if and only if, in G′,

MoVc(C1,S)> 0 and DoWc(C1,S)> 0.

C2. Similar to the previous case, it is easy to see that S ⊆ V . Let consider just a fixed node

v ∈V and its related node v′ ∈V ′. If v becomes active then candidates c1
1 and c2

k will get

f (i)+ f ( j) score; otherwise c1
1 gets 2 f ( j) which is strictly less than what c2

k gets, i.e,

2 f (i). Extending this over all nodes v ∈V , the score of candidate c1
1 will be F (c1

1,S) =

F (c2
k ,S) = |V |( f (i)+ f ( j)) and c1

1 will be elected if and only if all nodes v ∈V become

active; otherwise, the score of the candidate c2
k ∈ C2 would be F (c2

k ,S) > |V |( f (i)+

f ( j)) which is strictly greater than F (c1
1,S) < |V |( f (i) + f ( j)) and c1

1 will lose the

election. As a result, we have that there exists a set S ⊆V that activates all the nodes in

V if and only if, in G′, MoVc(C1,S)> 0 and DoWc(C1,S)> 0.

Hence, any approximation algorithm for I ′ will return a positive number if and only if it can

activate all nodes in V , and the answer of I would be Yes; otherwise, the algorithm returns

zero and the answer of I is No. This implies that we can use an approximation algorithm
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for CMV or CDW to determine if an instance of IM is yes or no. Since this latter problem is

NP-hard, this concludes the proof for any t,k > 2.

4.2.1.2 Destructive Election Control

The following theorem shows the hardness of approximation regarding the destructive case.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. Note that if we consider maximizing DoWd , the

destructive case can be reduced to the constructive model. We cannot apply the same reduction

to the problem of maximizing MoVd as the opponent party with the highest number of winners

(i.e., CB,CS
A) may be different from that of the constructive case.

Theorem 4.4. It is NP-hard to approximate Destructive Margin of Victory (DMV) and De-

structive Difference of Winners (DDW) within any factor α > 0.

Proof. Consider the proof in Theorem 4.3, where we set the preference list of voters so that

activating a node will increase the score of c1
1, and she will win the election if and only if all

nodes become active after S. We can apply the same idea for the destructive case, except that

candidate c1
1 wins the election before any diffusion, and she loses if and only if all nodes in V

become active after S.

To achieve that, we can assign the preference list of the voters so that the score of candidate c1
1

is greater than or equal to the score of at least k other candidates before any diffusion; but after

S, her score is less than k specific candidates if and only if all nodes v ∈V are activated.

4.2.2 Party-List Proportional Representation

Since all the variants of the multi-winner election control problems considered so far are NP-

hard to be approximated within any factor, we now consider a relaxation of the problem in

which, instead of focusing on the number of elected target candidates, we focus on the overall

number of votes obtained by the target party. The rationale is that, even if a party is not able to

(approximately) maximize the number of its winning candidates because it is computationally

unattainable, it may want to maximize the overall number of votes, in the hope that these are

not too spread among the candidates and still leads to a large number of seats in the parliament.
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Moreover, the voting system that we obtain by the relaxation is used in many real elections [7],

and is called Party-List Proportional Representation (PLPR). In this model, α% of the seats

will be won by a party if α% of the voters cast a vote for that party [66, Chapter VII].

The model can be also considered as a variation of a voting system called Straight-party voting

(SPV) or straight-ticket voting [26, 60]. In SPV, each vote for a party will be divided among

all candidates. SPV was used very much until around the 1960s and 1970s in the United

States. After that, the United States has declined SPV among the general voting; nevertheless,

strong partisans are still voting according to SPV. Interestingly, the first time that every state

voting for a Democrat for Senate also voted Democratic for president (and the same stability

for Republicans) was the 2016 elections of the United states [49].

Note that in this model, if we consider that the controller/attacker targets a single candidate

instead of a party and the preference lists are over candidates, then we can easily reduce the

problem to the single-winner case. The same holds if the controller targets a party and the

preference lists are over parties. Therefore, we assume that voters have preference lists over

the candidates, but since the voting system is PLPR (or SPV) and voters have to vote for a

party, then they will cast a vote for each party based on the position of the candidates of the

party in their preference list, e.g., if the preference list of a node v ∈ V is c1
1 � c2

1 � c2
2 � c1

2,

then the scores of v for party C1 will be f (1)+ f (4), and f (2)+ f (3) for party C2.

Let us define Fpr(Ci, /0) and Fpr(Ci,S) as sum of the scores obtained by party Ci in PLPR
before and after S, respectively, as follows.

Fpr(Ci, /0) = ∑
v∈V

∑
c∈Ci

f (πv(c)),

Fpr(Ci,S) = EAS

[
∑
v∈V

∑
c∈Ci

f (π̃v(c))
]
.

Recall that in this section πv(c) refers to the rank of the candidate c in the preference list of

the voter v. As in the previous case, we denote by CB and CS
A the most voted opponents of C1

before and after S, respectively. Given a directed and weighted graph G = (V,E,b), a non-

increasing scoring function f (·), a set of candidates for each party, a preference list πv over

all candidates, and a budget B ∈ N, We define constructive and destructive Margin of Victory

(MoVc and MoVd , resp.) for PLPR as follows, and our goal is to maximize them.

MoVpr
c (C1,S) = Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(CS

A,S)−
(
Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)

)
,

MoVpr
d (C1,S) = Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)−

(
Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(CS

A,S)
)
.
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Also, using the same input parameters, we define Difference of Votes for constructive (DoVc)

and destructive (DoVd) as follows, and we want to maximize them.

DoVpr
c (C1,S) = Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(C1, /0),

DoVpr
d (C1,S) = Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(C1,S).

Theorem 4.5. It is NP-hard to approximate Margin of Victory (MoVpr
c ,MoVpr

d ) and Difference

of Votes (DoVpr
c ,DoVpr

d ) to within a factor better than 1− 1
e .

Proof. Consider an instance of the deterministic IM problem I = (G,B) under ICM. We

reduce it to an instance of PLPR problem I ′ = (G,C,π,B), using the same graph G = (V,E),

and budget B for both problems. As in Theorem 4.3, we define j as the minimum index such

that 1 6 j− 1 < j 6 |C| and f ( j− 1) > f ( j), i.e., j is the minimum rank that has less score

than rank j−1, 2 6 j 6 |C|= tk. For simplicity, we define i := j−1, a := f (i), and b := f ( j).

We define π according to the values of j and k. Specifically, we analyze two different cases,

namely C1 and C2, depending on the values of j and k: in the first case we have j 6 k, while

in the second case we have j > k. In the following we first define the preference lists in cases

C1 and C2 and compute the initial values of Fpr before any diffusion; then, we compute the

value of DoVpr
c after the diffusion and observe that it is proportional, up to constant values that

depend on the specific case, to the number of affected nodes, which shows that the maximizing

DoVpr
c is at least as hard to approximate as the IM problem under ICM; finally, we use similar

arguments to show the same hardness of approximation for MoVpr
c and for the corresponding

destructive problems.

C1. If j 6 k:

v : c2
1 � c2

2 � ·· · �

i
↓
c2

i �

j
↓
c1

1 � c1
2 � ·· · � c1

k � c2
j � . . .

In this case, Fpr(C1, /0) = |V |∑i+k
l= j f (l).

C2. If j > k:

v : c1
1 � c1

2 � ·· · � c1
k−1 � c2

1 � c2
2 � ·· · �

j
↓
c1

k � . . .

In this case, Fpr(C1, /0) = (a(k−1)+b)|V |.

Let S be a set of seed nodes selected as a solution for I , and AS is the set of activated nodes

after S. If we use the same seed set as a solution for I ′, we have:
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C1.

Fpr(C1,S) = |AS|
i+k−1

∑
l=i

f (l)+ |V \AS|
i+k

∑
l= j

f (l)

DoVpr
c (C1,S) = |AS|

i+k−1

∑
l=i

f (l)+ |V \AS|
i+k

∑
l= j

f (l)−|V |
i+k

∑
l= j

f (l)

= |AS|
(

f (i)− f (i+ k)
)
.

C2.

Fpr(C1,S) = ak|AS|+ |V \AS|
(

a(k−1)+b
)

DoVpr
c (C1,S) = ak|AS|+ |V \AS|

(
a(k−1)+b

)
−
(

a(k−1)+b
)
|V |

= |AS|(a−b).

On the other hand, if S is a set of seeds selected as a solution for I ′, and AS is the set of active

nodes after S, and we use the same seed set as a solution for I , then we activate a number of

nodes |AS| such that

C1.

DoVpr
c (C1,S) = |AS|

(
f (i)− f (i+ k)

)
. (4.1)

C2.

DoVpr
c (C1,S) = |AS|(a−b). (4.2)

Overall, we proved that |AS| nodes will be activated by seed set S if and only if using S for

maximizing DoVpr
c , we get (4.1) or (4.2). Since it is hard to approximate IM problem within

a factor greater than 1− 1
e then it yields the same hardness of approximation for maximizing

DoVpr
c .

Using the same reduction, we can prove the hardness of approximation for MoVpr
c . To see

that, note that if we have seed set S and AS are the activated nodes after S, then

C1. In this case, the opposed party with the highest score is C2 both before and after S, then

whatever C2 looses, will be gained by our target party C1, while the score of other parties
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remains the same as before diffusion. This implies that MoVpr
c (C1,S) = 2DoVpr

c (C1,S),

as formally shown below.

MoVpr
c (C1,S) = Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(C2,S)−

(
Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(C2, /0)

)
= |AS|

i+k−1

∑
l=i

f (l)+ |V \AS|
i+k

∑
l= j

f (l)−[
|AS|

(
i−1

∑
l=1

f (l)+
2k

∑
l=i+k

f (l)

)
+ |V \AS|

(
i

∑
l=1

f (l)+
2k

∑
l= j+k

f (l)

)]
−(

|V |
i+k

∑
l= j

f (l)−|V |

(
i

∑
l=1

f (l)+
2k

∑
l= j+k

f (l)

))
,

since |V |= |AS|+ |V \AS|, we have

MoVpr
c (C1,S) = |AS|

(
i+k−1

∑
l=i

f (l)−
i−1

∑
l=1

f (l)−
2k

∑
l=i+k

f (l)

)
+

|V \AS|

(
i+k

∑
l= j

f (l)−
i

∑
l=1

f (l)−
2k

∑
l= j+k

f (l)

)
+

(|AS|+ |V \AS|)

(
2k

∑
l= j+k

f (l)+
i

∑
l=1

f (l)−
i+k

∑
l= j

f (l)

)
= 2|AS|( f (i)− f (i+ k)) = 2DoVpr

c (C1,S).

C2. In this case, we analyze two different sub-cases:

C2.1. If j 6 2k; then the opposing party with the highest score before and after any

diffusion is C2. Similar to case C1, MoVpr
c (C1,S) = 2DoVpr

c (C1,S).

C2.2. If 2k < j; then the opposing party with the highest score before and after S is still

C2, but the score of C2 will not reduce after any diffusion, i.e.,

MoVpr
c (C1,S) = Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(CS

A,S)− (Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0))

= ak|AS|+ |V \AS|(a(k−1)+b)−ak|V |−
(
(a(k−1)+b)|V |−ak|V |

)
= |AS|(a−b) = DoVpr

c (C1,S).

In any case MoVpr
c (C1,S) is proportional to DoVpr

c (C1,S). Since this holds for both directions,

then we get the same hardness of approximation factor for MoVpr
c too.
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Following the same approach, we can prove the same hardness of approximation for the prob-

lems of maximizing MoVpr
d and DoVpr

d . In the constructive case, we arranged the candidates

so that each activated node will increase the score of the target party after S. In destructive

case, we have to set the preference list of voters so that each active node decrease the score of

our target party.

We now give an approximation algorithm for the problems of maximizing DoVpr
c and DoVpr

d

that is based on a reduction to the node-weighted version of the IM problem. We construct an

instance of this problem where the weight to each node v ∈ V is equal to the increase in the

score of C1 when v becomes active. The node-weighted IM problem can be approximated by

a factor of 1− 1
e − ε , for any ε > 0, by using the standard greedy algorithm [54].

Theorem 4.6. There exists an algorithm that approximates Difference of Votes (DoVpr
c ,DoVpr

d )

within a factor (1− 1
e )− ε from the optimum, for any ε > 0.

Proof. We first consider the constructive case, i.e., DoVpr
c . Given a node v, let us define C̄v

1 ⊆
C1 as a set of candidates in our target party whose rank is decreased if v becomes active; in other

words, C̄v
1 = {c ∈C1 : ∃c′ ∈C \C1,πv(c′)< πv(c)}. In this case, a node v ∈V can increase the

score of C1 by ∑c∈C̄v
1

f (πv(c)−1)− f (πv(c)).1 Given an instance of I = (G,B) of the DoVpr
c

maximization problem, we define an instance I ′ = (G,B,w) of the node-weighted IM prob-

lem, where w is a node-weight function defined as w(v) := ∑c∈C̄v
1
( f (πv(c)−1)− f (πv(c))) ,

for all v ∈ V . Given a set S of nodes, we denote by σ(S) the expected weight of active nodes

in G, when the diffusion starts from S. We will show that DoVpr
c (C1,S) = σ(S) for any set

S ⊆ V . Since the standard greedy algorithm guarantees an approximation factor of 1− 1
e − ε ,

for the node-weight IM problem, for any ε > 0, this shows the theorem statement.

Given a set S, σ(S) can be computed as follows:

σ(S) = EAS

[
∑

v∈AS

w(v)

]
= ∑

AS⊆V
∑

v∈AS

w(v)P(AS),

where P(AS) is the probability that AS ⊆V is the set of nodes activated by S.

1We assume function f (·) is defined in such away that f (i−1)− f (i), for i = 2, . . . , tk, does not depend expo-
nentially on the graph size (e.g., it is polynomially bounded). The influence maximization problem with arbitrary
node-weights is still an open problem [54].
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By definition DoVpr
c (C1,S) = Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(C1, /0), where

Fpr(C1, /0) = ∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C1

f (πv(c))

and

Fpr(C1,S) = EAS

[
∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C1

f (π̃v(c))

]
= ∑

v∈V
∑

c∈C1

EAS [ f (π̃v(c))]

= ∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C̄v

1

EAS [ f (π̃v(c))]+ ∑
c∈C1\C̄v

1

f (πv(c))

 ,

where the last equality is due to the fact that, a node v doesn’t change the positions of candi-

dates in C1 \C̄v
1. Let us focus on the first term of the above formula,

∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C̄v

1

EAS [ f (π̃v(c))] = ∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C̄v

1

∑
AS⊆V

(
f (πv(c)−1)1v∈As + f (πv(c))1v6∈As

)
P(AS)

= ∑
AS⊆V

∑
v∈AS

∑
c∈C̄v

1

f (πv(c)−1)+ ∑
v 6∈AS

∑
c∈C̄v

1

f (πv(c))

P(AS).

It follows that

DoVpr
c (C1,S) = ∑

v∈V
∑

c∈C̄v
1

EAS [ f (π̃v(c))− f (πv(c))]

= ∑
AS⊆V

∑
v∈AS

∑
c∈C̄v

1

( f (πv(c)−1)− f (πv(c)))P(AS) = σ(S),

since the term related to candidates in C1 \C̄v
1 and to nodes not in AS are canceled out.

The destructive case is similar to the constructive one except that a node v∈V can decrease the

score of C1 by ∑c∈C1:∃c′∈C\C1,πv(c′)>πv(c) f (πv(c))− f (πv(c)+1). Therefore the same approach,

where the weights are set to the above value, yields the same approximation factor for DoVpr
d .

Now, we show that we can approximate the optimal MoVpr
c (C1,S) to within a constant factor

by optimizing DoVpr
c (C1,S). Formally, we show that, given two solutions S∗1 and S∗2 such

that DoVpr
c (C1,S∗1) and MoVpr

c (C1,S∗2) are maximum, then MoVpr
c (C1,S∗1)>

1
3 MoVpr

c (C1,S∗2).

Indeed, we show a more general statement that is: If a solution S approximates DoVpr
c (C1,S∗1)
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within a factor α , then MoVpr
c (C1,S) > α

3 MoVpr
c (C1,S∗2). In the end, we will show that the

extra approximation factor for the destructive model is 1
2 .

The next theorem generalizes [88, Theorem 5.2] as it holds for any scoring rule and for any

model in which we have the ability to change the increment in the score of C1 (DoVpr
c (C1,S))

is at least equal to the decrement in the scoring of the other parties (DoV−c (Ci,S) for Ci 6=C1).

We will use these two theorems in the other chapters too.

Theorem 4.7. An α-approximation algorithm for maximizing DoVpr
c (C1,S) is also an α

3 -

approximation algorithm to MoVpr
c (C1,S).

Proof. Let us consider two solutions S and S∗ for the problem of maximizing MoVc of party

C1, while S∗ is the optimal solution to this problem. Let us fix CB and CS
A, respectively, as the

parties different from C1 with the highest score before and after S. Assume there exists an

α-approximation to the problem of maximizing DoVpr
c (C1,S); if we do not consider the gain

given by the score lost by the most voted opponent party, we have that

MoVpr
c (C1,S) = DoVpr

c (C1,S)+DoV−c (C
S
A,S)−F (CS

A, /0)+F (CB, /0)

> αDoVpr
c (C1,S∗)−F (CS

A, /0)+F (CB, /0)

>
α

3
[DoVpr

c (C1,S∗)+DoV−c (C
S∗
A ,S∗)+DoV−c (C

S
A,S
∗)]−F (CS

A, /0)+F (CB, /0),

where DoV−c (C
S
A,S) is the amount of the score lost by the the party CS

A after S, CS∗
A is the

party with the highest score after S∗, and the last inequality holds because DoVpr
c (C1,S) >

DoV−c (Ci,S) for any solution S and party Ci since S modifies only the score of C1, increasing

it, while the score of all the other parties is decreased, and the increment in score to C1 is equal

to the sum of the decrement in score of all the other parties. Since F (CS
A, /0) 6 F (CB, /0), we

have that

MoVpr
c (C1,S)>

α

3
[DoVpr

c (C1,S∗)+DoV−c (C
S∗
A ,S∗)+F (CB, /0)+DoV−c (C

S
A,S
∗)−

F (CS
A, /0)+F (CS∗

A , /0)−F (CS∗
A , /0)]

=
α

3
[MoVpr

c (C1,S∗)+DoV−c (C
S
A,S
∗)−F (CS

A, /0)+F (CS∗
A , /0)],

By definition of CS∗
A we have that F (CS∗

A ,S∗)> F (CS
A,S
∗), which implies that

DoV−c (C
S∗
A ,S∗)−DoV−c (C

S
A,S
∗) = F (CS∗

A )−F (CS∗
A ,S∗)−F (CS

A, /0)+F (CS
A,S
∗)

6 F (CS∗
A , /0)−F (CS

A, /0).
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Thus, DoV−c (C
S
A,S
∗)−F (CS

A, /0)+F (CS∗
A , /0)> 0 and we conclude that

MoVpr
c (C1,S)>

α

3
MoVpr

c (C1,S∗).

Now, in the following theorem we show that any α-approximation algorithm for maximizing

DoVpr
d , is also an α

2 -approximation algorithm for maximizing MoVpr
d .

Theorem 4.8. An α-approximation algorithm for maximizing DoVpr
d (C1,S) is also an α

2 -

approximation algorithm to MoVpr
d (C1,S).

Proof. Let S and S∗ be the solution returned by the approximation algorithm for DoVpr
d maxi-

mization and a solution that maximizes MoVpr
d , respectively. For each party Ci 6=C1, we denote

by DoV+
d (Ci,S) the score gained by Ci after S, that is DoV+

d (Ci,S) =F (Ci,S)−F (Ci, /0)> 0.

Since S is a factor α from the optimum DoVpr
c , the following holds.

MoVpr
d (C1,S) = Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)−

(
Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(CS

A,S)
)

= DoVpr
d (C1,S)+DoV+

d (C
S
A,S)+Fpr(CS

A, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)

> αDoVpr
d (C1,S∗)+DoV+

d (C
S
A,S)+Fpr(CS

A, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)
(a)
>

1
2

α

[
DoVpr

d (C1,S∗)+DoV+
d (C

S∗
A ,S∗)

]
+DoV+

d (C
S
A,S)+

Fpr(CS
A, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)

(b)
>

1
2

α

[
DoVpr

d (C1,S∗)+DoV+
d (C

S∗
A ,S∗)+DoV+

d (C
S
A,S)+

Fpr(CS
A, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)+Fpr(CS∗

A , /0)−Fpr(CS∗
A , /0)

]
=

1
2

α

[
MoVd(C1,S∗)+DoV+

d (C
S
A,S)−Fpr(CS∗

A , /0)+Fpr(CS
A, /0)

]
(c)
>

1
2

αMoVd(C1,S∗),

where inequality (a) holds because CS∗
A can gain at most all of the scores lost by C1; hence,

DoV+
d (C

S∗
A ,S∗) is at most equal to DoVpr

d (C1,S∗), and then

DoVpr
d (C1,S∗)>

1
2

[
DoVpr

d (C1,S∗)+DoV+
d (C

S∗
A ,S∗)

]
.
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Inequality (b) holds since we have

DoV+
d (C

S
A,S)+Fpr(CS

A, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)

= Fpr(CS
A,S)−Fpr(CS

A, /0)+Fpr(CS
A, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)

= Fpr(CS
A,S)−Fpr(CB, /0),

and, by definition of CS
A, Fpr(CS

A,S)> Fpr(CB,S)> Fpr(CB, /0). Inequality (c) holds because

DoV+
d (C

S
A,S)−Fpr(CS∗

A , /0)+Fpr(CS
A, /0)

= Fpr(CS
A,S)−Fpr(CS

A, /0)−Fpr(CS∗
A , /0)+Fpr(CS

A, /0)

= Fpr(CS
A,S)−Fpr(CS∗

A , /0)

and, by definition of CS
A, Fpr(CS

A,S)> Fpr(CS∗
A ,S)> Fpr(CS∗

A , /0).

It follows that, by using the greedy algorithm for maximizing DoVpr
c and DoVpr

d , we obtain

approximation factors of 1
3(1−

1
e )−ε and 1

2(1−
1
e )−ε , for any ε > 0, of the maximum MoVpr

c

and MoVpr
d , respectively.





Chapter 5

Multi-Winner Election Control on
Arborescences

In this chapter, we consider the problem when the structure is an arborescence, and the diffu-

sion process follows the ICM rules and the voters have a preference list over the candidates.

In Section 5.1 we discuss the structure and the works that have been done on arborescence

regarding IM problem. Our hardness results are presented in Section 5.2.

5.1 Introduction

We are given a tree T = (V,E) and a budget B where the directed edges are from leaves towards

the root under ICM. We are asked to find at most B seed nodes to maximize MoV and DoW.

Bharathi et al. conjectured that the influence maximization problem considering ICM on ar-

borescence is NP-hard [16]. Lu et al. proved that the conjecture is true [63], while Wang et al.

showed that the influence maximization problem accepts a polynomial-time algorithm on ar-

borescence under LTM [86].

We show that our problem under ICM is inapproximable within any factor, except P = NP.

Investigating the multi-winner election control through social influence on arborescence, when

the diffusion model is LTM can be an exciting research problem and remains open. We con-

jecture that maximizing both objective functions (MoV and DoW) is hard; however, there

exists a polynomial-time algorithm for the influence maximization problem on arborescence
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under LTM [86]. Another open question would be maximizing MoV under proportional rep-

resentation to either present an optimal solution or provide a hardness result regarding both

constructive and destructive cases.

5.2 Multi-Winner Election Control on Arborescence under ICM

Having Theorem 4.3 someone may think that the problems are straightforward on an arbores-

cence as a restricted case. However, we show the same hardness of approximation on arbores-

cence under ICM. Note that the following theorem does not imply Theorem 4.3 because the

former considers the problem based on the plurality scoring rule, while the latter holds for any

given non-increasing scoring function.

Theorem 5.1. It is NP-hard to approximate Constructive Margin of Victory (CMV) and Con-

structive Difference of Winners (CDW) within any factor β > 0 on arborescence under ICM.

Proof. We show the hardness by reducing the influence maximization problem to our problem.

Given an instance I = (T,B) of influence maximization problem where T = (V,E) is the tree

(arborescence), and B is the budget. Let us define the decision version of the problem as

follows: Are there at most B seed nodes to activate all nodes of the tree in expected?

We consider the case where there are two parties and each of them have just two candidates,

i.e., C = C1 ∪C2,C1 = {c1
1,c

1
2},C2 = {c2

1,c
2
2}. Furthermore, for simplicity, we consider the

plurality scoring rule. The proof can be extended for any number of parties and candidates

using any non-increasing scoring function.

Let us create an instance of our problem I ′ = (T ′,B), where T ′ = (V ∪V ′∪V ′′,E ′) is a tree,

and B is the same budget for both problems. We build I ′ as follows.

• For each node v ∈ V we add two more nodes v′,v′′ to V ′,V ′′, respectively, i.e., ∀v ∈V :

v′ ∈V ′,v′′ ∈V ′′.

• Add all edges (u,v) ∈ E to E ′ with weight bu,v. Moreover, for each node v ∈ V we add

an edge (v,v′′) to E ′ where bv,v′′ = 1.

• Set the preference list of all nodes as follows.

∀v ∈V : c2
1 � c2

2 � c1
1 � c1

2,
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∀v′ ∈V ′ : c2
2 � c2

1 � c1
2 � c1

1,

∀v′′ ∈V ′′ : c2
1 � c1

1 � c1
2 � c2

2

Clearly, seed nodes will be selected from V , i.e., S⊆V ; otherwise, if there is a node v′ ∈ S∩V ′,

then the node is useless and does not affect DoWc or MoVc. If there is a node v′′ ∈ S∩V ′′, we

can replace it with its incoming neighbor and get at least the same value for DoWc and MoVc.

Using aforementioned polynomial-time reduction, if there exists a set of nodes S⊆V (|S|6 B)

so that MoVc > 0 (resp. DoVc > 0), then the seed nodes will activate all nodes in V ∪V ′′.

Hence, we can select the same set and they will activate all nodes in T ; then the answer of I

will be YES. On the other hand, if MoVc = 0 (resp. DoWc = 0), it means there is no seed

set can activate all nodes in V ∪V ′′, and the answer of I is NO. More formally, before any

diffusion the score of candidates is

F (c1
1, /0) = F (c1

2, /0) = 0,

F (c2
1, /0) = 2|V |,

F (c2
2, /0) = |V |.

Then, none of the candidates in our target party will be elected as winner. After S, if there

exists an inactive node in V ∪V ′′, then the score of candidates will be as follows:

F (c1
1,S)< |V |,

F (c1
2,S) = 0,

F (c2
1,S)> |V |,

F (c2
2,S) = |V |.

In this case also, none of our target candidates will be among the winners, and MoVc =

DoWc = 0. However, if all nodes in V ∪V ′′ become active after S, the score of the candi-

dates will be as follows.

F (c1
1,S) = |V |,

F (c1
2,S) = 0,

F (c2
1,S) = |V |,

F (c2
2,S) = |V |,
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and one of our target candidates (c1
1) will be elected as winner and any approximation algorithm

will return MoVc > 0 (resp. DoWc > 0). It concludes the prove.

The following theorem demonstrates the same hardness of approximation for the destructive

case of our problem.

Theorem 5.2. It is NP-hard to find an approximation algorithm for destructive margin of

victory (DMV) and destructive difference of winners (DDW) on arborescence under ICM.

Proof. The prove for the destructive case is similar to the constructive one. Consider I ′ in

Theorem 5.1, we need to set the preferences list of the nodes so that all of our target candidates

win the election before any diffusion; however, after the diffusion, one of them (let say c1
1 ∈C1)

will lose if and only if all nodes in V ∪V ′′ become active. Note that since our target candidates

have more priority than the others, we need one more isolated node to ensure that c will lose

the election after the diffusion. Following the same approach concludes the statement.





Chapter 6

Multi-Winner Election Control on
Trees Using Party-List Proportional
Representation

In this chapter, we consider the problem on a tree where the edges are directed from root to

the leaves using Party-List Proportional Representation voting system (see Section 4.2.2 for

more information). We investigate the problem under both LTM and ICM in Sections 6.2, 6.3,

respectively.

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we assume the given tree is a binary tree as we can convert any tree T to a

binary tree T ′ by adding O(n) fake nodes. However, our algorithm can use the fake nodes to

navigate the tree, but they neither have a probability distribution (preference list) nor can be

selected as a seed node. To ensure that the fake nodes will not change the diffusion process on

the tree, the weight of each incoming edge to each fake node should be equal to one. Moreover,

the weight of an edge from a fake node to an original node is equal to the weight of the original

node’s incoming edge in T .

In the following, we present some dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to maximize our

objective functions. Given a tree T = (V,E), and budge B, the idea is that for a fixed node
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v ∈V and budget k (0 6 k 6 B), we calculate the maximum outcome from the sub-tree rooted

at v, among the following cases: First, select the node v and try to find the other k− 1 seed

nodes in its children. Second, do not select v and look for k seed nodes in its children.

We define r(v), l(v), f (v), respectively, as the right child, left child, and the parent (father)

of the node v. In Section 6.2, we consider the problem under LTM, and in Section 6.3 the

problem is investigated under ICM.

It goes without saying that maximizing DoV on the bidirected trees, where a child can activate

its parent too, can be impressive and remains an open problem. We conjecture that the problem

accepts a polynomial-time algorithm following a dynamic programming approach.

6.2 Multi-Winner Election Control Using Party-List Proportional
Representation under LTM

In this section, the voters have a probability distribution over the candidates. However, they

vote for a party proportional to the probability of voting for all candidates in each party. Note

that in this section πv(c) refers to the probability that voter v votes for the candidate c. Let us

define Fpr(C1, /0),Fpr(C1,S), as the sum of the scores for our target party C1 before and after

S, respectively. Formally they are defined as follows.

Fpr(C1, /0) = E
[
∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C1

πv(c)
]
,

Fpr(C1,S) = EAS

[
∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C1

π̃v(c)
]
.

The same as before we define the objective function MoV and difference of votes (DoV),

for constructive case, as follows.

DoVpr
c (C1,S) = Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(C1, /0),

MoVpr
c (C1,S) = Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(CS

A,S)−
(
Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)

)
, (6.1)

while CB and CS
A are the most voted opponent party before and after S, respectively. For de-

structive model the objective functions are defined as

DoVpr
d (C1,S) = Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(C1,S),
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MoVpr
d (C1,S) = Fpr(C1, /0)−Fpr(CB, /0)−

(
Fpr(C1,S)−Fpr(CS

A,S)
)
. (6.2)

6.2.1 Maximizing DoV in Party-List Proportional Representation under LTM

We define Fv as the set of possible probabilities that the node f (v) may become active. More

precisely, consider all nodes in the path from the root v0 to f (v) as F ′v = {v0,v1, . . . ,vt = f (v)}
(recall that f (v) is the parent of v). If none of the nodes in F ′v are selected as a seed node, then

the probability that f (v) becomes active is zero. If just the root (v0) is selected as the seed

node, then the probability that f (v) becomes active is ∏
i<t
i=0 bvi,vi+1 ; also, if v1 is selected as a

seed node but none of the nodes vi,2 6 i 6 t, are selected as a seed node, the probability that

f (v) becomes active by its parent is ∏
i<t
i=1 bvi,vi+1 , and so on; all these probabilities belong to

Fv.

Let us define DoVc(v,k,S, p) as the maximum value of the sum over the difference of probabil-

ity to vote for our target party after and before S in the sub-tree rooted at v while p ∈ Fv is the

probability that its parent is active, and the budget is k. Furthermore, all selected seed nodes

will be in S. In other words, DoVc(v,k,S, p) = max{DoVpr
c (C1,S)} in the sub-tree rooted at

v while it will become active with probability p · b f (v),v and |S| 6 k. The formal definition of

DoVc(v,k,S, p) is as follows:

DoVc(v,k,S, p) = max

{
maxk

k′=0

{
DoVc

(
r(v),k′,S, p ·b f (v),v

)
+DoVc

(
l(v),k− k′,S, p ·b f (v),v

)}
+ p ·b f (v),v ·Dv,

maxk−1
k′=0

{
DoVc

(
r(v),k′,S∪{v},1

)
+DoVc

(
l(v),k− k′−1,S∪{v},1

)}
+Dv

}
, (6.3)

where Dv is the increased score of our target party made by the node v if it becomes active,

which is

Dv = ∑
c∈C1

(
πv(c)+ 1

|C1| · p ·b f (v),v

1+ p ·b f (v),v
−πv(c)

)
. (6.4)

We can calculate and store the values in a two-dimensional array A[B+1, |V |] where the rows

are the budgets (starting from zero to B), and the columns are the nodes of the tree presented

as the BFS reverse order, and each cell (i, j) (0 6 i 6 B,0 6 j < |V |) of the array refers to

another array A′[|Fv j |]. Since the budget B, and |Fv j | (for any v j ∈V ) are at most equal to |V |,
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then in the worst case, we can solve the problem in polynomial time using O(|V |3) memory.

Note that we have to fill the matrix A left-to-right and top-down, while for each cell, we can

fill the corresponding array A′ in any order.

As the base cases, for each leaf v ∈ V , and p ∈ Fv, if k > 0 we set DoVc(v,k,S, p) = Dv,

otherwise, if k = 0 we have DoVc(v,k,S, p) = p · b f (v),v ·Dv which is the difference of the

probability to vote for our party after and before diffusion S, made by the node v. In fact, if the

budget is greater than zero, the node will become active for sure, and we need to consider the

difference of scores, but if the budget is zero we cannot select it as a seed node and the value

should be multiplied by the probability that the node will become active, i.e., p · b f (v),v. We

also define DoVc(null,k,S, p) = 0, that is, the value of DoVc for a null reference is zero. It is

useful when a node has just left (resp. right) child, then the value of the function for its right

(resp. left) child, regardless of the other parameters, is zero. The pseudo-code of the DP is

presented in Algorithm 2, which calculates the maximum DoVpr
c ; by small changes, it can find

the seed nodes too. Note that the final answer will be calculated by DoVc(vroot ,B, /0,0) where

vroot is the root node of the tree, B is the budget, /0 represents that we have no seed node so far,

and 0 means the parent of the root node will be activated with zero probability. The following

theorem shows that the DP works well.

Theorem 6.1. Given a tree T = (V,E) and budget B, the DP Equation (6.3) finds a set of seed

nodes S (|S|6 B) to maximize DoVpr
c .

Proof. Consider the matrix A[B+1, |V |] where each cell A[k,v] point to another array A′ where

the columns are all possible probabilities that f (v) will become active. Calculating all possible

probabilities for the array A′, we have at most |Fv| columns for each node v ∈ V and budget

0 6 k 6 B, and for each of them, we need to calculate and store the maximum DoVc.

Please note that if f (v) becomes active, it can activate v with a probability equal to the weight

of the edge between them (b f (v),v). It holds because each node has just one incoming edge

(its parent), and the threshold of the node will be generated uniformly at random. Then the

probability that the threshold of the node v be less than (or equal) to the weight of the incoming

edge is b f (v),v.

Let us show that all values in the arrays will be calculated correctly, by induction. To see that,

consider the base cases. For each leaf v ∈ V , the node cannot activate any other node as it

has no outgoing edge. Then, these nodes cannot change the probability distribution of other

nodes. In other words, each leaf will change just its own probability distribution. If k = 0, it
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Algorithm 2 Calculating maximum DoVc for e given tree T and budget B when the diffusion
model is LTM and voting system is party-list proportional representation.

Procedure DoV(Tree T = (V,E), Budget B)

A← Array[B+1, |V |] . It is a two-dimensional array A[0..B,0..|V |−1]

Name all nodes in V from 0 to |V |−1 in BFS reverse order

for ( j← 0; j < |V |; j← j+1) do
Fv j ← Set of all possible probabilities that f (v j) may become active

for (i← 0; i <= B; i← i+1) do

. the variables i, j are a counter for rows and columns, respectively.

A[i, j]← Array[|Fv j |] . Each cell (i, j) is an array

if (v j is a leaf) then

for (p ∈ Fv j ) do

A[i, j; p]← ∑c∈C1

(
πv j (c)+

1
|C1 |
·p·b f (v j),v j

1+p·b f (v j),v j
−πv j(c)

)
if (i = 0) then

A[i, j; p]← p ·b f (v j),v j ·A[i, j; p]

end

end

end

else

for (p ∈ Fv j ) do

. If r(v j) or l(v j) does not exist, A[. . . ,r(v j) or l(v j); . . . ] is zero.

Dv← ∑c∈C1

(
πv j (c)+

1
|C1 |
·p·b f (v j),v j

1+p·b f (v j),v j
−πv j(c)

)
max j←maxi

k=0(A[k,r(v j); p ·b f (v j),v j ]+A[i− k, l(v j); p ·b f (v j),v j ])

max′j←maxi−1
k=0(A[k,r(v j);1]+A[i− k−1, l(v j);1])

A[i, j; p]←max(max j + p ·b f (v j),v j ·Dv,max′j +Dv)

end

end

end

end

return A[B, |V |−1;0] . The final result for the root node using all budget

end
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means that we cannot select the node as a seed node, and we need to consider the probability of

activating the node, because just activated nodes can update their probability distribution after

the diffusion. Then if k = 0, we have DoVc(v,k,S, p)= p ·b f (v),v ·Dv, where Dv is the difference

of the party’s score if the node v becomes active (defined in Equation (6.4)), and p · b f (v),v is

the probability that the node will be activated by its parent. On the other hand, if k > 0, we

can select v as a seed node, and it will be activated with the probability of one, then we have

DoVc(v,k,S, p) = Dv. Using the updating rule (defined in Section 3.2.1), and the definition of

DoVpr
c (defined in Equation (6.1)), the base cases are true.

Let us define (i′, j′)< (i, j) if j′ < j, or j′ = j∧ i′ < i. We have shown that all arrays A′ related

to the base cases filled out correctly. Now by induction step, assume all related arrays related

to pair (i′, j′) smaller than (i, j) are correctly calculated. In order to calculate the A′ related to

A[i, j], for each column p ∈ Fv j we use following formula

DoVc(v j, i,S, p) = max

{
maxi

k=0

{
DoVc

(
r(v j),k,S, p ·b f (v j),v j

)
+DoVc

(
l(v j), i− k,S, p ·b f (v j),v j

)}
+ p ·b f (v j),v j ·Dv j ,

maxi−1
k=0

{
DoVc (r(v j),k,S∪{v j},1)+DoVc (l(v j), i− k−1,S∪{v j},1)

}
+Dv j

}
,

in which the first maximization considers the maximum value among all possible cases that

we do not select the node v j as a seed node, and the second one considers the maximum value

among all possible cases that we choose v j as a seed node. The last term in each maximization

is the increased amount of DoVc in the node v j, which is according to the probability that v j

will become active. Note that in the above formula, we are using the value of DoVc for the

children of v j, and the nodes are sorted as the BFS reverse order, then all required values are

correctly calculated before, and we are selecting the maximum value among all possible cases.

Then DoVc(v j, i,S, p) will find the maximum possible value of DoVpr
c correctly and concludes

the proof.

For the destructive model, we define DoVd(v,k,S, p) as the maximum difference of probability

to vote for our target party before and after S in the sub-tree rooted at v, while the budget is k

and p∈ Fv is the probability that f (v) will become active. Formally, we define DoVd(v,k,S, p)
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as follows.

DoVd(v,k,S, p) = max

{
maxk

k′=0

{
DoVd

(
r(v),k′,S, p ·b f (v),v

)
+DoVd

(
l(v),k− k′,S, p ·b f (v),v

)}
+ p ·b f (v),v ·D′v,

maxk−1
k′=0

{
DoVd

(
r(v),k′,S∪{v},1

)
+DoVd

(
l(v),k− k′−1,S∪{v},1

)}
+D′v

}
, (6.5)

where D′v = ∑c∈C1

(
πv(c)− πv(c)

1+p·b f (v),v

)
is the difference that the node v can apply. Moreover,

for the base cases of the problem, for each leaf v ∈V , and each probability p ∈ Fv, if k = 0 we

need to consider the probability that the node will become active, then DoVd(v,k,S, p) = p ·
b f (v),v ·D′v; otherwise, if k > 0, we have DoVd(v,k,S, p) = D′v. Furthermore, for null references

to the nodes we set DoVc(null,k,S, p) = 0. The same as constructive case, for implementation

we need a tow-dimensional array A[B+1, |V |]. Moreover, for each cell (i, j),06 i6B,06 j <

|V |, we keep another array A′[|Fv j |], where Fv j is the set of possible probabilities that the node

f (v j) can become active. The following theorem shows that by filling the matrix A left-to-right

and up-down direction, we can find the optimal answer for DoVpr
d .

Theorem 6.2. Given a tree T = (V,E) and a budget B, using the DP Equation (6.5), we can

find a set of seed nodes S (|S|6 B) to maximize DoVpr
d .

Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 6.1, except for the base cases and the way of updating

each activated node’s probability distribution after the diffusion. Since a leaf cannot activate

any other node, the only change that it can make is updating its own probability distribution.

According to the updating rule (in Section 3.2.1), and the definition of DoVpr
d (defined in Equa-

tion (6.2)), the base cases hold. Furthermore, by induction, we can see that the DP Equation

(6.5) will find the maximum value of DoVpr
d correctly.

6.2.2 Maximizing MoV in Party-List Proportional Representation under LTM

In order to maximize MoVpr
c we have to know CS

A, i.e., the most voted opponent party after S.

We have no problem to find the most voted opponent party before any diffusion (CB); however,

to find the most voted opponent party after S we need to have the optimal set of seed nodes that

maximizes MoVpr
c , and to find the optimal set of seed nodes we need the most voted opponent

party (parties), which is a defective cycle.
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To deal with this problem, someone may say that we can consider Ci,26 i6 t as the most voted

opponent party after S, and solve the related DP; after finding the outcome for all t−1 parties,

we select the maximum result as the output. Nevertheless, this is not true in all cases. Consider

a case that there are two opponent parties, and each of them has half of the votes before any

diffusion. If we consider each of them as the most voted opponent after the diffusion, we will

get a wrong outcome as they both can be the most voted opponent after different diffusion

processes. In fact, we need to consider multiple parties as the most voted opponent party.

However, using Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 4.7 we get a 1
3 -approximation solution to problem

of maximizing MoVpr
c (C1,S). Similarly, using Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 4.8 we achieve a

1
2 -approximation solution to problem of maximizing MoVpr

d (C1,S).

6.3 Multi-Winner Election Control Using Party-List Proportional
Representation under ICM

As we saw in the previous section (in LTM), each node v becomes active either by being

among the seed nodes or by the incoming influence from its parent f (v). Since there is just

one incoming edge for each node v∈V , and the threshold of the nodes tv is generated uniformly

at random, then the probability that its threshold be less than or equal to the incoming weight

(b f (v),v) is equal to b f (v),v. In other words, the node will become active from its parent with

the probability that its parent f (v) is active, times the weight of the edge between them. On

the other side, in ICM, a node v becomes active if it is either selected as a seed node or its

parent f (v) is activated and tries to influence v with the probability b f (v),v. Then in a tree,

the activation processes in both LTM and ICM are the same.

However, the updating rule is entirely different in them, that is, in LTM, voters have a prob-

ability distribution over the candidates, and the activated nodes will update the probability

of voting for candidates regarding the influence from activated incoming neighbors, while

in ICM, voters have an exact preferences list over candidates, and the activated nodes pro-

mote/demote the position of some candidates in their preference list, regardless of neighbors

(see Section 3.2 for a formal definition).

Since the diffusion process in ICM is the same as LTM, we focus more on updating part

of the problem to maximize DoVpr
c . Recall that we consider the plurality scoring rule for

simplicity; however, it is possible to extend the results to any non-increasing scoring function
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that contains k-approval, anti-plurality, and Borda’s rule. Then the function Fpr for our target

party is defined as follows.1

Fpr(C1, /0) = ∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C1

1πv(c)=1,

Fpr(C1,S) = EAS

[
∑
v∈V

∑
c∈C1

1π̃v(c)=1

]
,

and the objective functions for the constructive and destructive cases of our problem are the

same as Equations (6.1) and (6.2), respectively. Note that in this section πv(c) refers to the

rank of the candidate c in the preference list of the voter v.

6.3.1 Maximizing DoV in Party-List Proportional Representation under ICM

In this case, node v can increase our target party’s score by one, if none of our target candidates

are in the first position before any diffusion, and one of them is in the second position of the

voter’s preference list. In other words, the voter v may increase the score of our target party if

∃c ∈C1, ∃c′ ∈C \C1 : πv(c′) = 1∧πv(c) = 2; otherwise, the node v can influence its children

and change their opinion, but it cannot affect the target party’s score. We call this condition as

pre-condition and show it by ¶v. We define Fv as the set of all possible probabilities that the

node v may become active (Please note that the definition of Fv in ICM is different from LTM).

Consider a sub-tree rooted at v ∈V , budget k, seed set S, and p ∈ Fv, we define DoV′c(v,k,S, p)

as follows.

DoV′c(v,k,S, p) = max
{

maxk
k′=0{DoV′c(r(v),k

′,S, p ·bv,r(v))+DoV′c(l(v),k− k′,S, p ·bv,l(v))}+ p ·1¶v ,

maxk−1
k′=0{DoV′c(r(v),k

′,S∪{v},bv,r(v))+DoV′c(l(v),k− k′−1,S∪{v},bv,l(v))}+1¶v

}
.

(6.6)

As the base cases of the problem, for each leaf v∈V , budget zero, and p∈ Fv as the probability

that v will become active, we set DoV′c(v,k,S, p) = p ·1¶v , and for the same parameters except

a budget k > 0 we set DoV′c(v,k,S, p) = 1¶v .
2

1To extend the result using any non-increasing scoring function g(·), we should define the functions as

Fpr(C1, /0) = ∑v∈V ∑c∈C1 g(πv(c)), Fpr(C1,S) =EAS

[
∑v∈V ∑c∈C1 g(π̃v(c))

]
.

2To extend the algorithm for any non-increasing scoring function g(·), we need to define the base
cases as DoV′c(v,k,S, p) = p · (∑c∈C1,∃c′∈C\C1:πv(c′)<πv(c) g(πv(c) − 1) − g(πv(c))) and DoV′c(v,k,S, p) =

∑c∈C1,∃c′∈C\C1:πv(c′)<πv(c) g(πv(c)−1)−g(πv(c)), respectively.
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The same as before, for each reference to a node which does not exists (null), we define

DoV′c(null,k,S, p) = 0. In order to implement the DP Equation (6.6), the idea is the same

as Algorithm 2. The following theorem shows that it calculates the maximum DoVpr
c in

polynomial-time.

Theorem 6.3. Given a tree T = (V,E), and budget B, the DP Equation (6.6) gives a set of

seed nodes S (|S|6 B) which maximizes DoVpr
c .

Proof. In DP Equation (6.6), there is a maximization over two other maximization formulae.

The first one considers the case that we do not select v as a seed node; in this case, we consider

the probability that node v will become active, i.e., p∈ Fv. The second maximization considers

selecting v as a seed node; in this state, v will be activated with probability equal to one. In

both cases, the node may increase the function’s value if the pre-condition holds; otherwise, it

can influence its children. The same as previous proves, we show that it works by induction.

Consider a two-dimensional array A[B+ 1, |V |] where rows are the budgets from zero to B,

and columns are the nodes in BFS reveres order. Each cell A[i, j] (0 6 i 6 B,0 6 j < |V |)
refers to another array A′ with the size of |Fv j |. We calculate each array related to each cell

(i, j) left-to-right and up-down direction.

To show that the base cases are correct, note that the leaves cannot activate any other node.

Their only effect is by becoming active and changing their own opinion. Then there are two

cases if the pre-condition holds for a leaf v: First, the budget is more than zero, then v can

be a seed node and increase the amount of DoV′c by one. Second, if the budget is zero, v can

increment DoV′c with the probability of becoming active through its parent, i.e., in expected, it

will be p ·1¶v where p ∈ Fv is the probability that v will be activated through its parent. Note

that if the pre-condition does not hold, the leaf cannot make any effect, and in both cases, its

effect is equal to zero.

Let us say (i′, j′) < (i, j) if j′ < j, or j′ = j∧ i′ < i. As the step of induction, assume that

all cells (i′, j′) smaller that (i, j) are filled correctly for 0 6 i 6 B,0 6 j < |V |. In order to

calculate the array A′ related to the cell (i, j), for each p ∈ Fv j we have to calculate the result

of the following function.

DoV′c(v j, i,S, p) = max
{

maxi
k=0{DoV′c(r(v j),k,S, p ·bv j,r(v j))+DoV′c(l(v j), i− k,S, p ·bv j,l(v j))}+ p ·1¶v ,

maxi−1
k=0{DoV′c(r(v j),k,S∪{v j},bv j,r(v j))+DoV′c(l(v j), i−k−1,S∪{v j},bv j,l(v j))}+1¶v

}
.
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There is a maximization over two cases. Let us check each case separately. The first case

considers all possible cases to split the budget into two parts for its children r(v j) and l(v j)

(the first and second terms) while v j is not selected as a seed node. It finds the split with the

maximum outcome using the DoV′c of its children, which are calculated correctly. In this case,

since the node v j is not a seed node, then the probability that its right (resp. left) child will

become active is p ·bv j,r(v j) (resp. p ·bv j,l(v j)). The fixed-term is the amount of change that the

node v j can afford to maximize our target party’s score. If the pre-condition holds, then with

the probability of p it will increase the score by one, that is p ·1¶v .

The second maximization investigates the same situation except that it selects v j as a seed node

(if i > 0) and uses the value DoV′c of its children to find the best split for the i− 1 remaining

budgets. In this case, the node v j can increase our party’s score by one (if the pre-condition

holds) as it is selected as a seed node and will be activated for sure.3 Note that all corresponding

values for the children of v j are correctly calculated before because the nodes are sorted as BFS

reverse order. Finally, it finds the maximum value among the two cases.

For the destructive case of the problem, we define pre-condition ¶′v as ∃c ∈ C1 : πv(c) = 1.

Then for a node v, if it becomes active and ¶′v holds, the node will decrease the party’s score

by one; otherwise, v cannot change it. For each sub-tree rooted at v, budget k, and p ∈ Fv, let

us define DoV′d(v,k,S, p) as follows.

DoV′d(v,k,S, p) = max
{

maxk
k′=0{DoV′d(r(v),k

′,S, p ·bv,r(v))+DoV′d(l(v),k− k′,S, p ·bv,l(v))}+ p ·1¶′v ,

maxk−1
k′=0{DoV′d(r(v),k

′,S∪{v},bv,r(v))+DoV′d(l(v),k− k′−1,S∪{v},bv,l(v))}+1¶′v

}
.

(6.7)

Note that the definition is exactly the same as constructive case except for the pre-condition.

Furthermore, the base cases are the same as before if we substitute ¶′v for ¶v. The prove of the

following theorem is similar to the Theorem 6.3; then we omit it to avoid repetition.

Theorem 6.4. Given a tree T = (V,E), and budget B, the DP Equation (6.7) gives a set of

seed nodes S (|S|6 B) which maximizes DoVpr
d .

3To generalize the proof using any non-increasing scoring function g(·), we should change the updat-
ing part of each maximization (the fixed part) as p · (∑c∈C1,∃c′∈C\C1:πv(c′)<πv(c) g(πv(c)− 1)− g(πv(c))) and
∑c∈C1,∃c′∈C\C1:πv(c′)<πv(c) g(πv(c)−1)−g(πv(c)), respectively.
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6.3.2 Maximizing MoV in Party-List Proportional Representation under ICM

Similar to Section 6.2.2, we do not know the most scored parties after the diffusion started

from a set of optimal seed nodes. However, by maximizing DoVpr
c (resp. DoVpr

d ) we get a 1
3

(resp. 1
2 ) approximation algorithm for maximizing MoVpr

c (resp. MoVpr
d ) (see Theorem 4.7

and Theorem 4.8).





Part II

Single-Winner Election Control



Chapter 7

Single-Winner Election Control With
Unknown Preferences

This chapter investigates a single-winner election control through social influence under LTM,

where the attacker has a probability distribution over all candidates. We present the introduc-

tion in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we discuss our models, updating rules, and objective

functions. The hardness and approximation results are presented in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, re-

spectively.

Most of the results presented in this part are published in [1–3].

7.1 Introduction

For the first time, Wilder and Vorobeychik considered a single-winner election control through

social influence problem [88]. They investigated the problem under ICM and plurality scoring

rule, in which a voter changes her preference list and promote (demote) the target candidate’s

rank by one position. They have presented some hardness and approximation results regarding

two objective functions called margin of victory (MoV) and probability of victory (PoV). In

constructive model, MoV is defined as the score that the target candidate gains plus the differ-

ence of score between the most voted opponents before and after the diffusion. Also, PoV is

defined as the probability of making the target candidate winner. They proved that maximizing

PoV is hard to approximate. Nonetheless, they provided a constant approximation algorithm

for maximizing MoV regarding both constructive and destructive models.
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Corò et al. [33, 34] analyzed the problem in arbitrary scoring rules under LTM. They pre-

sented a model, called Linear Threshold Ranking, in which they take into account the amount

of incoming influence to update the voters’ preference list. They provided a constant-factor

approximation algorithm for the constructive case of the model. They also reduced the de-

structive model to the constructive one.

Faliszewski et al. [40] examine bribery in an opinion diffusion process with voter clusters:

each node is a cluster of voters, represented as a weight, with a specific preference list over all

candidates; there is an edge between two nodes if they differ by the ordering of a single pair of

adjacent candidates. The authors showed that making a specific candidate win in their model

is NP-hard and fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the number of candidates.

Bredereck et al. [22] studied the problem of manipulating diffusion on social networks, though

not specifically in the context of elections. They show that identifying successful manipulation

via bribing, adding/deleting edges, or controlling the order of asynchronous updates are all

computationally hard problems. A similar approach is taken by Apt et al. [9], where the

authors introduce a threshold model for social networks in order to characterize the role of

social influence in the global adoption of a commercial product.

Auletta et al. [12] concentrate their attention on how the structure of a social network can

be manipulated in order to determine the outcome of an election. In their model, each voter

updates her preference list according to her opinion and her incoming neighbors in several

rounds. They showed that, under some conditions, it is possible to compute a limited number

of links to be added to the social network in order to make the target candidate the winner of

the election. Their results show that who controls social media can significantly influence the

voters and control elections.

Castiglioni et al. [28] have investigated two forms of manipulations: i) Given a social network

of voters, find a set of seed nodes to start a diffusion process. ii) Given a social network of

voters, seeds, and the message, add or remove edges in the social network. Regarding the first

case, they showed that the manipulation is hard even if the graph is a line. In the second form,

their hardness results also apply to the basic case of influence maximization. The hardness of

election manipulation holds even when the attacker has an unlimited budget, being allowed to

remove or add an arbitrary number of edges.

There is another interesting line of research in which the authors consider the problem of

limiting the spread of misinformation through social networks. We discuss these works in

Part III.
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Contribution and Outline. In all previous works regarding single-winner election control,

they assumed that the controller knows the preference list of each voter. However, this as-

sumption is not always satisfied in realistic scenarios as voters may not reveal their preferences

to the controller. Herein, in Section 7.2.1, we introduce two new models, called Probabilistic

Linear Threshold Ranking (PLTR) and Relaxed-PLTR (R-PLTR), that encompass scenarios

where the preference lists of the voters are not fully revealed. Specifically, we use an uncer-

tain model in which the controller only knows, for each voter, a probability distribution over

the candidates. In fact, in applied scenarios, the probability distribution could be inferred by

analyzing previous social activity of the voters, e.g., re-tweets or likes of politically oriented

posts. We envision that some given focused news about a target candidate spread through the

network as a message. We model such a diffusion via the LTM [54]. The message will impact

the opinions of voters who received it from their neighbors, leading to a potential change of

their vote if the neighbors exercise a strong influence on them. With this intuition in mind, in

our models, the probability distribution of the voters reached by the message is updated as a

function of the degree of influence that the senders of the message have on them. The rationale

is that the controller, without knowing the exact preference list, can just update its estimation

on it by considering the mutual degree of influence among voters.

We study on our models both the constructive and destructive election control problems. We

show, in Section 7.3, that the election control problem in PLTR is at least as hard to approxi-

mate as the Densest-k-Subgraph problem [64]. This result implies several conditional hardness

of approximation bounds for our problem. However, these hardness of approximation bounds

do not hold for the election control problem in R-PLTR, for which we can show that the

problem remains NP-hard.

In Section 7.4, we provide an algorithm that guarantees a constant factor approximation to

the constructive and destructive election control problems in R-PLTR. In the relaxed model,

R-PLTR, also ‘partially-influenced’ nodes change their probability distribution. Although this

simple modification is enough to make the problem substantially easier, preliminary experi-

mental results show that the hardness of approximation for PLTR is purely theoretical and is

due to hard instances in the reduction.
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7.2 Influence Models and Problem Statement

In this chapter, we focus on Linear Threshold Model (LTM) as our diffusion model; see Sec-

tion 2.2.2, for details and formal definitions. As we will see, the model in this chapter is similar

to the LTM model investigated for multi-winner election control (see Section 3.2.1).

7.2.1 Notation

Let G = (V,E,w) be an edge-weighted directed graph representing a social network of voters

and their interactions. We denote the set of m candidates running for a single-winner election

as C = {c1,c2, . . . ,cm} and the target candidate as c? ∈C. Each node v ∈ V has a probability

distribution over the candidates πv, where πv(ci) is the probability that v votes for candidate

ci; then for each v ∈ V we have that πv(ci) > 0 for each candidate ci and ∑
m
i=1 πv(ci) = 1.

Moreover, we denote by Ni
v and No

v , respectively, the sets of incoming and outgoing neighbors

of node v ∈ V . For each candidate ci, we assume that πv(ci) is at least a polynomial fraction

of the number of voters, i.e., πv(ci) = Ω(1/|V |γ) for some constant γ > 0.1 Let Xv(ci) be

an indicator random variable, where Xv(ci) = 1 if v votes for ci, with probability πv(ci), and

Xv(ci) = 0 otherwise. We define the expected score of a candidate ci as the expected number

of votes that ci obtains from the voters, that is F (ci, /0) := E[∑v∈V Xv(ci)] = ∑v∈V πv(ci).

7.2.2 Probabilistic Linear Threshold Ranking (PLTR) Model

As in LTM, each node v has a threshold tv ∈ [0,1]; each edge (u,v) ∈ E has a weight bu,v, that

models the influence of node u on v, with the constraint that, for each node v, ∑u∈Ni
v
bu,v 6 1.

We assume the weight of each existing edge (u,v) not to be too small, i.e., bu,v = Ω(1/|V |γ)
for some constant γ > 0.1

Given an initial set of seed nodes S, the diffusion process proceeds as in LTM, and we denote

by AS the set of activated nodes after S. Mainly, we are modeling the spread of some ads/news

about the target candidate: Active nodes receive the message and spread it to their neighbors.

Moreover, in PLTR, active nodes are influenced by the message, increasing their probability

of voting for the target candidate. In particular, an active node v increases the probability of

1The assumption is used in the approximation results, since IM problem with exponential (or exponentially
small) weights on nodes is an open problem. However, the assumption is realistic: Current techniques to estimate
such parameters generate values linear in the number of messages shared by a node.
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voting for c? by an amount equal to the sum of the weights of its edges incoming from other

active nodes, i.e., it adds ∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v to the initial probability πv(c?). Then it normalizes to

maintain πv as a probability distribution. Formally, for each node v ∈ AS, the preference list of

v is denoted by π̃v and in constructive model it is equal to:

π̃v(c?) =
πv(c?)+∑u∈AS∩Ni

v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

and for each ci 6= c? π̃v(ci) =
πv(ci)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

, (7.1)

while in destructive model we have

π̃v(c?) =
πv(c?)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

and for each ci 6= c? π̃v(ci) =
πv(ci)+

1
m−1 ∑u∈AS∩Ni

v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

.

(7.2)

Regarding both constructive and destructive cases, all inactive nodes v ∈ V \ AS will have

π̃v(ci) = πv(ci) for all candidates, including c?. As for the expected score before the process,

we can compute the expected final score of a candidate ci as

F (ci,S) := E[∑
v∈V

X̃v(ci)] = ∑
v∈V

π̃v(ci),

where X̃v(ci) is an indicator random variable after S, i.e., X̃v(ci) = 1 if v votes for ci, with

probability π̃v(ci), and X̃v(ci) = 0 otherwise.

Let us denote by G the set of all possible live-edge graphs sampled from G (see Section 2.3.2

for more information about live-edge graphs). We can also compute F (ci,S) by means of

live-edge graphs used in LTM model as

F (ci,S) = ∑
G ′∈G

FG ′(ci,S) ·P(G ′), (7.3)

where FG ′(ci,S) is the score of ci in G ′ ∈ G and P(G ′) is the probability of sampling live-edge

G ′. More precisely, regarding the constructive model for the target candidate we have

FG ′(c?,S) = ∑
v∈R(G ′,S)

πv(c?)+∑u∈R(G ′,S)∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈R(G ′,S)∩Ni
v
bu,v

+ ∑
v∈V\R(G ′,S)

πv(c?),

where R(G ′,S) is the set of nodes reachable from S in G ′. A similar formulation can be derived

for ci 6= c? and the destructive case.
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7.2.3 Relaxed Probabilistic Linear Threshold Ranking (R-PLTR) Model

In Section 7.3, we prove that the election control problem in PLTR is hard to approximate

to within a polynomial fraction of the optimum (Theorem 7.1). However, we show that a

small relaxation of the model allows us to approximate it to within a constant factor. In the

relaxed model, that we call Relaxed Probabilistic Linear Threshold Ranking (R-PLTR), the

probability distribution of a node is updated if it has at least one active incoming neighbor (also

if the node is not active itself). More formally, every node v∈V (and not just every node v∈AS

as in PLTR) changes its preference by updating its probability distribution via Equation (7.1);

thus also nodes that have at least one active incoming neighbor can change. The rationale is

that a voter might slightly change its opinion about the target candidate if it receives some

influence from its active incoming neighbors even if the received influence is not enough to

activate it (thus making it propagate the information to its outgoing neighbors). Therefore, we

include this small amount of influence in the objective function. In the next section, we show

that election control in R-PLTR is still NP-hard, and then we give an algorithm that guarantees

a constant approximation ratio in this setting.

7.2.4 Objective Functions

In the constructive election control problem we maximize the expected Margin of Victory

(MoVc) of the target candidate w.r.t. its most voted opponent, akin to [34, 88]. We define

MoVc(c?,S) obtained starting from S as the expected increase, w.r.t. the value before the pro-

cess, of the difference between the score of c? and that of the most voted opponent.2

The destructive election control problem is similar to the constructive one, but in our models,

the probability that a voter v votes for c? decreases depending on the amount of influence

received by v and the loss of probability of c? is evenly split over all the other candidates. In

this way, we avoid negative values and values that do not sum to 1.

Formally, if cB and cS
A are respectively the candidates different from c? with the highest score

before and after S, the constructive and destructive MoV are defined as follows, respectively.

MoVc(c?,S) := F (c?,S)−F (cS
A,S)− (F (c?, /0)−F (cB, /0)) , (7.4)

MoVd(c?,S) := F (c?, /0)−F (cB, /0)−
(
F (c?,S)−F (cS

A,S)
)
. (7.5)

2The increment in margin of victory, instead of just the margin, cannot be negative and gives well-defined
approximation ratios.
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Given a budget B, the constructive (resp. destructive) election control problem asks to find a set

of seed nodes S, of size at most B, that maximizes MoVc(c?,S) (resp. MoVd(c?,S)). In some

cases, maximizing/minimizing the difference of score of c? is enough to win/loss an election.

Hence, we define another objective function which is difference of scores (DoS) gained/lost by

c? after S. The constructive and destructive DoS is defined as follows, respectively.

DoSc(c?,S) = F (c?,S)−F (c?, /0), (7.6)

DoSd(c?,S) = F (c?, /0)−F (c?,S). (7.7)

It is worth noting that MoVc can also be expressed as a function of the score gained by can-

didate c? and the score lost by its most voted opponent cS
A after S. Therefore, we can rewrite

MoVc(c?,S) and MoVd(c?,S) as

MoVc(c?,S) = DoSc(c?,S)+DoS−c (c
S
A,S)−F (cS

A, /0)+F (cB, /0), (7.8)

MoVd(c?,S) = DoSd(c?,S)+DoS+
d (c

S
A,S)+F (cS

A, /0)−F (cB, /0). (7.9)

where DoS−c (c
S
A,S) and DoS+

d (c
S
A,S) are, respectively, the score lost and gained by the candi-

date cS
A after S.

Examples. Herein we give two running examples of the process. First we highlight the differ-

ences between PLTR and R-PLTR; second those between the constructive and the destructive

variant in PLTR.

Figure 7.1 shows a diffusion process starting from the seed set S, composed by two nodes

(represented as a square). Active nodes at the end of the process are colored in red and will

update their probability distribution following the updating rules (see (7.1) and (7.2)). The

example considers three candidates (with c1 being the target) and shows the probability distri-

bution of each node to vote for them before (in black) and after the diffusion starting from S

(in blue under PLTR, in red under R-PLTR). The first two columns of Table 7.1 report the

target candidate’s score F , DoS, and MoV before and after the diffusion starting from S and

considering both PLTR and R-PLTR. In the example, c2 is the most voted candidate before

and after the process.

Figure 7.2 depicts the difference in the update rules between constructive and destructive

PLTR, starting from the same seed set S (seed nodes are represented with squares in the pic-

ture). In this example, the score of our target candidate c1 before the diffusion is F (c1, /0) =
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Figure 7.1: A running example comparing PLTR and R-PLTR in the constructive scenario.
The seed nodes are represented as squares. Red nodes are active at the end of the process,

while black nodes remain inactive. The probability distribution of each node is
πv(c1),πv(c2),πv(c3) and c? = c1. The black, blue, and red probabilities represent

respectively each voter’s opinion before any diffusion, after the diffusion under PLTR, and
after the diffusion under R-PLTR.

PLTR R-PLTR Constructive Destructive
F (c1, /0) 1.73 1.73 2.18 2.18
F (c1,S) 2.67 2.96 3.00 1.86

DoS(c1,S) 0.94 1.23 0.82 0.32
MoV (c1,S) 1.37 1.88 1.54 0.19

Table 7.1: The table show the score F before and after the process, DoS, and MoV. The
first two columns are based on Figure 7.1 and highlight the differences between PLTR and

R-PLTR; the last two columns are based on Figure 7.2 and highlight the differences
between the constructive and destructive variants of PLTR.

2.18; it raises to 3 when considering the constructive model, while it lowers to 1.8 in the cor-

responding destructive variant, as shown in the last two columns of Table 7.1. In the example,

c3 is the most voted candidate before and after the process.
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Figure 7.2: A running example comparing constructive and destructive election control
under PLTR. The seed nodes are represented as squares. Red nodes are active at the end of
the process, while black nodes remain inactive. The probability distribution of each node is

πv(c1),πv(c2),πv(c3) and c? = c1. The black, blue, and red probabilities represent
respectively each voter’s opinion before any diffusion, after constructive diffusion, and after

destructive diffusion.

7.2.5 Influencing Voters about Other Candidates

In our model, the attacker can spread a single message in support/oppose of only one single

candidate, e.g., the latest news about the candidate. We prove that the best strategy is that of

sending the message in support/oppose of the target candidate c?, i.e., if the attacker wants c?
to win/lose, then, according to our models, the direct strategy of targeting voters with news

about c? is more effective than the alternative strategy of distracting the same voters with news

about other candidates.

Indeed, it is not always sufficient to maximize the target candidate’s score to ensure her victory

or to maximize MoV, and it is easy to find counter-examples of this strategy. Moreover, in the

models of Wilder et al. [88] and Corò et al. [34] it could be convenient to increase the score

of a third candidate in order to make the most voted opponent w.r.t. c? lose score and favor c?.

However, as previously claimed, in our models this does not hold.
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First we consider the constructive case, and distinguish between the three possible strategies

for maximizing MoVc(c?,S):

• MoV1
c : Influencing voters about c?.

• MoV2
c : Influencing voters about cS

A, i.e., the most voted opponent w.r.t. c? after S.

• MoV3
c : Influencing voters about any other candidate c /∈ {c?,cS

A}.

Let us now analyze the MoVc(c?,S) in these three different cases. As described in Equa-

tion (7.8), a general formulation for MoVc is the following

MoVc(c?,S) = DoSc(c?,S)+DoS−c (c
S
A,S)+∆

= F (c?,S)−F (c?, /0)+F (cS
A, /0)−F (cS

A,S)+∆,

where S is the initial set of seed nodes and ∆ is the sum of constant terms that are not modified

by the process. To compute the MoVc(c?,S) in such scenarios, we get

•MoV1
c(c?,S) = ∑

v∈AS

[
πv(c?)+∑u∈AS∩Ni

v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

−πv(c?)+πv(cS
A)−

πv(cS
A)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

]
+∆

= ∑
v∈AS

(
1+πv(cS

A)−πv(c?)
)

∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

+∆;

•MoV2
c(c?,S) = ∑

v∈AS

[
πv(c?)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v
−πv(c?)+πv(cS

A)−
πv(cS

A)+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

]
+∆

= ∑
v∈AS

(
πv(cS

A)−πv(c?)−1
)

∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

+∆;

•MoV3
c(c?,S) = ∑

v∈AS

[
πv(c?)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v
−πv(c?)+πv(cS

A)−
πv(cS

A)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

]
+∆

= ∑
v∈AS

(
πv(cS

A)−πv(c?)
)

∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

+∆.

We just need to observe that MoV1
c(c?,S)> MoV2

c(c?,S) and that MoV1
c(c?,S)> MoV3

c(c?,S)

to conclude that it is always convenient to influence the voters about the target candidate when-

ever you want to maximize the MoVc(c?,S).

Regrading DoSc(c?,S) we just need to consider two scenarios:

• DoS1
c : Influencing voters about c?.
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• DoS2
c : Influencing voters about any other candidate c 6= c?.

Following the definition of DoSc (Equation (7.6)) we have

•DoS1
c(c?,S) = ∑

v∈AS

[
πv(c?)+∑u∈AS∩Ni

v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

−πv(c?)

]
+∆

= ∑
v∈AS

(1−πv(c?))∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

+∆;

•DoS2
c(c?,S) = ∑

v∈AS

[
πv(c?)

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v
−πv(c?)

]
+∆

= ∑
v∈AS

−πv(c?)∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

+∆;

where ∆ is sum of the score over all inactive voters. It is easy to see that DoS1
c(c?,S) >

DoS2
c(c?,S) and get the same conclusion (influence voters about the target candidate for max-

imizing DoSc(c?,S)). Regarding the destructive model, following the same approach we get

the same result. Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we only focus on changing the score

of the target candidate c?. Note that the observations above hold both for PLTR and R-PLTR.

7.3 Hardness Results

In this section, we provide some hardness results related to election control in PLTR and

R-PLTR. In Theorem 7.1, we show that maximizing MoVc, MoVd , DoSc and DoSd in PLTR
is at least as hard to approximate as Densest-k-subgraph (DkS) problem. This implies several

conditional hardness of approximation bounds for the election control problems. Indeed, it has

been shown that DkS problem is hard to approximate: to within any constant bound under the

Unique Games with Small Set Expansion conjecture [74]; to within n−1/(log logn)c
, for some

constant c, under the exponential time hypothesis (ETH) [64]; to n− f (n) for any function f ∈
o(1), under the Gap-ETH assumption [64]. Then, in Theorem 7.3 (resp. Theorem 7.4), we

show that maximizing MoVc and DoSc (resp. MoVd and DoSd) in R-PLTR is still NP-hard.

The DkS problem is defined as follows.

Densest-k-Subgraph (DkS): Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and an integer k, find a

k-vertex subgraph of G with the maximum number of edges.

Theorem 7.1. An α-approximation algorithm that maximizes MoVc and DoSc in PLTR gives

an αβ -approximation to the Densest k-Subgraph problem, for a positive constant β < 1.
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Proof. Consider the PLTR problem on G, where each undirected edge {u,v} is replaced with

two directed edges (u,v) and (v,u). Let us consider m candidates and assume that all nodes

initially have null probability of voting for all the candidates but one, different from c?, that

we denote as ĉ. Formally we have that, πv(ĉ) = 1 and πv(ci) = πv(c?) = 0 for each ci 6= ĉ and

for each v ∈V . Assign to each edge (u,v) ∈ E a weight bu,v =
1
nγ , for any fixed constant γ > 4

and n = |V |.

We present our reduction considering maximizing DoSc, because in the instance considered

in the reduction MoVc is exactly equal to twice DoSc. In fact, according to the definition of

MoVc in Equation 7.4, we have that

MoVc(c?,S) = F (c?,S)−F (ĉ,S)− (F (c?, /0)−F (ĉ, /0))

= F (c?,S)− (F (ĉ,S)−F (ĉ, /0))

= F (c?,S)−

[(
|V |− |AS|+ ∑

v∈AS

1
1+∑u∈AS∩Ni

v
1
nγ

)
−|V |

]

= F (c?,S)+ ∑
v∈AS

(
∑u∈AS∩Ni

v
1
nγ

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v

1
nγ

)
= 2F (c?,S) = 2DoSc(c?,S).

To compute the expected final score of the target candidate, we average its score in all live-edge

graphs in G , according to Formula 7.3. In our reduction, the empty live-edge graph G ′/0 = (V, /0)

is sampled with high probability, i.e., with probability at least 1− 1
nγ−2 :

P[G ′/0] = ∏
v∈V

(
1− ∑

u∈Ni
v

bu,v

)
= ∏

v∈V

(
1− |N

i
v|

nγ

)
> ∏

v∈V

(
1− 1

nγ−1

)
=

(
1− 1

nγ−1

)n

(a)
=

n

∑
i=0

(
n
i

)
(1)n−i

(
−1

nγ−1

)i

=
n

∑
i=0

(
n
i

)
(−1)i

ni(γ−1)

(b)
>

(
n
0

)
−
(

n
1

)
1

nγ−1 +
bn/2c

∑
i=2

((
n
i

)
1

n2i(γ−1) −
(

n
i+1

)
1

n(2i+1)(γ−1)

)
(c)
> 1− 1

nγ−2
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where in (a) we used the binomial expansion, (b) is due to last negative term in the lhs that

does not appear in the rhs when n is even, and (c) is due to(
n
i

)
1

n2i(γ−1) >

(
n

i+1

)
1

n(2i+1)(γ−1) ,

for any γ > 2. Since P[G ′/0]6 1, then P[G ′/0] = Θ(1). Moreover, ∑G ′ 6=G ′/0
P[G ′] = O

( 1
nγ−2

)
The score obtained by c? in a live-edge graph G ′ starting from any initial set of seed nodes S is

FG ′(c?,S) = ∑
v∈R(G ′,S)

πv(c?)+∑u∈R(G ′,S)∩Ni
v

1
nγ

1+∑u∈R(G ′,S)∩Ni
v

1
nγ

=⇒ 1
2 ∑

v∈R(G ′,S)

(
πv(c?)+ ∑

u∈R(G ′,S)∩Ni
v

1
nγ

)
6 FG ′(c?,S)6 ∑

v∈R(G ′,S)

(
πv(c?)+ ∑

u∈R(G ′,S)∩Ni
v

1
nγ

)

=⇒ FG ′(c?,S) ∈Θ

(
1
nγ ∑

v∈R(G ′,S)
|R(G ′,S)∩Ni

v|

)
,

note that 1 6 1+∑u∈R(G ′,S)∩Ni
v

1
nγ 6 2 for each v ∈ R(G ′,S). Also ∑v∈R(G ′,S) |R(G ′,S)∩Ni

v| is
equal to the number of edges of the subgraph induced by the set R(G ′,S) of nodes reachable

from S in G ′, which is not greater than n2, and thus FG ′(c?,S) = O
( 1

nγ−2

)
.

Note that in the empty live-edge graph G ′/0, the set R(G ′/0,S) at the end of LTM is equal to S,

since the graph has no edges. Thus

FG ′/0
(c?,S) =

1
nγ
·∑

v∈S

|S∩Ni
v|

1+∑u∈S∩Ni
v

1
nγ

and since the denominator is, again, bounded by two constants we have that

FG ′/0
(c?,S) = Θ

(
∑v∈S |S∩Ni

v|
nγ

)
= Θ

(
SOLDkS(S)

nγ

)
,

where SOLDkS(S) := ∑v∈S |S∩Ni
v| is the number of edges of the subgraph induced by S, i.e.,

the value of the objective function of DkS for solution S.

Thus, the expected final score of the target candidate is

F (c?,S) = ∑
G ′∈G

FG ′(c?,S) ·P(G ′) = FG ′/0
(c?,S) ·P(G ′/0)+ ∑

G ′ 6=G ′/0

FG ′(c?,S) ·P(G ′).
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Since FG ′(c?,S) and ∑G ′ 6=G ′/0
P[G ′] are in O

( 1
nγ−2

)
, then

∑
G ′ 6=G ′/0

FG ′(c?,S) ·P(G ′) = O

(
1

nγ−2

)
∑

G ′ 6=G ′/0

P(G ′)

= O

(
1

n2(γ−2)

)
= O

(
SOLDkS(S)

nγ

)
,

for any γ > 4. Thus

F (c?,S) = Θ

(
SOLDkS(S)

nγ

)
·Θ(1)+O

(
SOLDkS(S)

nγ

)

which means that F (c?,S) = Θ

(
SOLDkS(S)

nγ

)
. We apply the Bachmann-Landau definition of Θ

notation: There exist three positive constants n0,β1, and β2 such that, for all n > n0,

β1
SOLDkS(S)

nγ
6 F (c?,S)6 β2

SOLDkS(S)
nγ

.

Note that, in this case, the constants n0, β1, and β2 do not depend on the specific instance.

Since the previous bounds hold for any set S we also have that β1
OPTDkS

nγ 6 OPT 6 β2
OPTDkS

nγ ,

where OPT is the value of an optimal solution for PLTR and OPTDkS is the value of an optimal

solution for DkS.

Suppose there exists an α-approximation algorithm for PLTR, i.e., an algorithm that finds a

set S s.t. the value of its solution is MoVc(c?,S) = 2DoSc(c?,S) = 2F (c?,S)> α ·OPT. Then,

α

2
·β1

OPTDkS

nγ
6

α

2
·OPT 6 F (c?,S)6 β2

SOLDkS(S)
nγ

.

Thus SOLDkS(S)> α

2
β1
β2

OPTDkS, i.e., it is an αβ1
2β2

-approximation to DkS.

As a corollary of Theorem 7.1 we get the conditional hardness of approximation bounds stated

at the beginning of this section. The following theorem proves the same hardness result re-

garding the destructive model of the problem.

Theorem 7.2. An α-approximation algorithm that maximizes MoVd and DoSd in PLTR gives

an αβ -approximation to the Densest k-Subgraph problem, for a positive constant β < 1.
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Proof. Consider the reduction in Theorem 7.1 except that the voters’ probability distribution

is set as follows. For each node v ∈ V , the probability of voting for c? is one and for other

candidates is zero, i.e., ∀v ∈V : πv(c?) = 1,∀c 6= c?,πv(c) = 0. Following the same approach

presented in Theorem 7.1, we can prove this theorem statement.

Now, let consider the relaxed model, i.e., R-PLTR. The following theorem demonstrates that

the constructive election control is an NP-hard problem.

Theorem 7.3. It is NP-hard to maximizing MoVc and DoSc in R-PLTR.

Proof. We prove the hardness by reduction from IM under LTM, which is known to be NP-

hard [54]. Consider an instance I = (G,B) of IM under LTM. I is defined by a weighted

graph G = (V,E,w) with weight function w : E → [0,1] and by a budget B. Let I ′ = (G ′,B)

be the instance that corresponds to I on R-PLTR, defined by the same budget B and by a

graph G ′ = (V ′,E ′,w′) that can be built as follows:

1. Duplicate each vertex in the graph, i.e., we define the new set of nodes as V ′ := V ∪
{v|V |+1, . . . ,v2|V |}.

2. Add an edge between each vertex v ∈ V to its copy in V ′, i.e., we define the new set of

edges as E ′ := E ∪{(v1,v|V |+1), . . . ,(v|V |,v2|V |)}.

3. Keep the same weight for each edge in E and we set the weights of all new edges to

1, i.e., w′(e) = w(e) for each e ∈ E and w′(e) = 1 for each e ∈ E ′ \E. Note that the

constraint on incoming weights required by LTM is not violated by w′.

4. Consider m candidates c?,c1, . . . ,cm−1. For each v ∈V we set πv(c?) = 1 and πv(ci) = 0

for any other candidate ci 6= c?. For each v ∈ V ′ \V we set πv(c?) = 0, πv(c1) = 1 and

πv(ci) = 0 for any other candidate ci 6= c?,c1.

Let S be the initial set of seed nodes of size B that maximizes influence in I , and let AS

be the set of active nodes after S. Each node v ∈ V in G ′ has π̃v(c?) = πv(c?) = 1, because

the probability of voting for the target candidate remains the same after the normalization.

Moreover, each node vi ∈V ∩AS influences its duplicate v|V |+i with probability 1 and therefore

π̃v|V |+i(c?) = (πv|V |+i(c?)+1)/2 = 1
2 . Therefore, F (c?, /0) = F (c1, /0) = |V |, F (c?,S) = |V |+

1
2 |V ∩AS|, and F (c1,S) = |V \AS|+ 1

2 |V ∩AS|. Hence, the value of MoVc obtained by S in I ′

is MoVc(c?,S) = |V |− |V \AS|.
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Let S be the initial set of seed nodes of size B that achieves the maximum in I ′. Without

loss of generality, we can assume that S ⊆ V , since we can replace any seed node v|V |+i in

V ′ \V with its corresponding node vi in V without decreasing the objective function. If AS is

the set of active nodes after S, then by using similar arguments as before, we can prove that

MoVc(c?,S) = |V |− |V \AS|. Let us assume that S does not maximize I , then, S would also

not maximize I ′, which is a contradiction since S is an optimal solution for I ′.

We can prove the NP-hardness for maximizing DoSc by using the same arguments. In fact,

notice that maximizing DoSc(c?,S)=F (c?,S)−F (c?, /0)= |V |+ 1
2 |V ∩AS|−|V |= 1

2 |V ∩AS|,
is equivalent to maximize the cardinality of the active nodes in LTM.

The following theorem shows the same hardness result regarding destructive election control

problem under R-PLTR.

Theorem 7.4. It is NP-hard to maximizing MoVd and DoSd in R-PLTR.

Proof. Let use the reduction in Theorem 7.3 except that we set the voters’ probability distri-

bution as follows. For each voter v ∈ V we set πv(c1) = 1 and πv(c?) = πv(ci) = 0 for all

candidates ci 6= c1; also for each v ∈V ′ \V we set πv(c?) = 1 and πv(ci) = 0 for all candidates

ci 6= c?. The rest of the proof follows the arguments used in Theorem 7.3.

7.4 Approximation Results

In this section, we show that a simple greedy hill-climbing approach (Algorithm 3) gives a con-

stant factor approximation to the problem of maximizing DoSc(c?,S) and DoSd(c?,S), where

the constant is 1
2(1−

1
e ). By combining this results with Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.8, we get

a 1
6(1−

1
e ) and 1

4(1−
1
e )-approximation algorithm for the constructive and destructive election

control problem in R-PLTR, respectively. Note that both Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 1 are

basically the same, except that in Algorithm 1 all nodes have equal weight (which is one), but

in Algorithm 3 each node has a specific weight and hence activating a node will increase the

influence amount as much as the weight of the node.
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Algorithm 3 NODE-WEIGHTED GREEDY ALGORITHM

Procedure IM (Weighted Graph G = (V,E,b), Budget B)
S← /0

Ĝ← (G,w) . Node-weighted graph Ĝ

while |S|6 B do

v← argmaxu∈V\S σw(S∪{u})−σw(S) . Over Ĝ

S← S∪{v}
end

return S
end

7.4.1 Constructive Election Control in R-PLTR

Next theorem shows how to get a constant factor approximation to the problem of maximizing

MoVc(c?,S) in R-PLTR by reducing the problem to an instance of the node-weighted version

of IM problem under LTM [54].

This extension of LTM, associates a non-negative weight (w : V → R+) to each node that

captures the importance of activating that node. The goal is to find the initial seed set in order

to maximize the sum of the weights of the active nodes at the end of the process, i.e., finding

argmaxS σw(S) = E[∑v∈AS
w(v)], where w is a weight function over the node set.

A simple hill-climbing greedy algorithm achieves a (1−1/e)-approximation if the weights are

polynomial (or polynomially small) in the number of nodes of the graph and the number of

live-edge graph samples is polynomially large in the weights [54].3 Intuitively, if a node has

an exponentially small probability of being sampled in the live-edge graph associated with a

high weight, then a polynomial number of samples would not be enough to consider it in the

solution with non-negligible probability. We exploit this result to approximate the MoVc via

Algorithm 3, reducing the problem of maximizing the score to that of maximizing σw(S) in the

weighted LTM. We define a new graph Ĝ with the same sets of nodes and edges of G. Then,

we assign a weight to each node v∈V equal to w(v) :=∑u∈No
v

bvu(1−πu(c?)). Note that we are

able to correctly approximate the value of σw(S) using such weights since by hypothesis on the

model bu,v > 1
|V |γ1 , for each (u,v) ∈ E and for some constant γ1 > 0, and since πv(ci) > 1

|V |γ2 ,

3It is still an open question how well the value of σw(S) can be approximated for an influence model with
arbitrary node weights.
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for each v ∈ V for some constant γ2 > 0. By applying a multiplicative form of the Chernoff

bound we can get a 1±ε approximation of σw(S), with high probability [54, Proposition 4.1].

Thus, we can use Algorithm 3 to maximize the influence on Ĝ. The algorithm starts with an

empty set S and adds to it, in each of B rounds, the node v with maximal marginal gain w.r.t.

the solution computed so far.

Theorem 7.5. Algorithm 3 guarantees a 1
2(1−

1
e ) and 1

6(1−
1
e )-approximation factor respec-

tively to maximize DoSc and MoVc in R-PLTR.

Proof. We first prove that Algorithm 3 gives an 1
2(1−

1
e )-approximation to the problem of

maximizing DoSc(c?,S) in R-PLTR. Let S and S? respectively be the set of initial seed nodes

found by the greedy algorithm and the optimal one. We have that

DoSc(c?,S) = F (c?,S)−F (c?, /0) = ∑
v∈V

πv(c?)+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

−∑
v∈V

πv(c?)

= ∑
v∈V

(1−πv(c?))∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

and, since the denominator is at most 2, then

DoSc(c?,S)>
1
2 ∑

v∈V
(1−πv(c?)) ∑

u∈AS∩Ni
v

bu,v =
1
2 ∑

u∈AS

∑
v∈No

u

bu,v(1−πv(c?)).

Note that ∑u∈AS ∑v∈No
u

bu,v(1−πv(c?)) is exactly the objective function that the greedy algo-

rithm maximizes. Hence, using the result by Kempe et al. [54] we know that

∑
u∈AS

∑
v∈No

u

bu,v(1−πv(c?))>
(

1− 1
e

)
∑

u∈AS?
∑

v∈No
u

bu,v(1−πv(c?)),

where AS? is the set of active nodes after S?. Therefore DoSc(c?,S)> 1
2(1−1/e)DoSc(c?,S?)

since

DoSc(c?,S?) = ∑
v∈V

(1−πv(c?))∑u∈AS?∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS?∩Ni
v
bu,v

6 ∑
u∈AS?

∑
v∈No

u

bu,v(1−πv(c?)),

where the inequality holds since all the denominators in DoSc(c?,S?) are at least 1. Thus,

Algorithm 3 achieves a 1
2

(
1− 1

e

)
-approximation for DoSc(c?,S?). Using Theorem 4.7 we get

a 1
6

(
1− 1

e

)
-approximation for MoVc(c?,S?). Note that since we influence the voters about
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the target candidate, increase her score, and decrease all other candidates’ score, we can use

Theorem 4.7.

7.4.2 Destructive Election Control in R-PLTR

Similar to the constructive case, we define a new graph Ĝ with the same sets of nodes and

edges of G. Then, we assign a weight to each node v∈V equal to w(v) := ∑u∈No
v

bvuπu(c?) and

run Algorithm 3 to find a seed set that approximates the maximum expected weight of active

nodes.

Theorem 7.6. Algorithm 3 guarantees a 1
2(1−

1
e ) and 1

4(1−
1
e )-approximation factor respec-

tively to maximize DoSd and MoVd in R-PLTR.

Proof. We first prove that Algorithm 3 achieves an 1
2(1−

1
e ) approximation factor to the prob-

lem of maximizing DoSd(c?,S) in R-PLTR. Let S and S? respectively be the set of initial seed

nodes found by the greedy algorithm and the optimal one; then we have that

DoSd(c?,S) = ∑
v∈V

πv(c?)−∑
v∈V

πv(c?)
1+∑u∈AS∩Ni

v
bu,v

= ∑
v∈V

πv(c?)∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS∩Ni
v
bu,v

and, since the denominator is at most 2, then

DoSd(c?,S)>
1
2 ∑

v∈V

(
πv(c?) ∑

u∈AS∩Ni
v

bu,v

)
=

1
2 ∑

u∈AS

∑
v∈No

u

πv(c?) ·bu,v.

Note that ∑u∈AS ∑v∈No
u

πv(c?) · bu,v is exactly the objective function of the greedy Algorithm.

Hence, using the result by Kempe et al. [54], we know that

∑
u∈AS

∑
v∈No

u

bu,v πv(c?)>
(

1− 1
e

)
∑

u∈AS?
∑

v∈No
u

bu,vπv(c?),

where AS? is the optimal set of active nodes after S?. Therefore

DoSd(c?,S)>
1
2

(
1− 1

e

)
DoSd(c?,S?),

because

DoSd(c?,S?) = ∑
v∈V

πv(c?)∑u∈AS?∩Ni
v
bu,v

1+∑u∈AS?∩Ni
v
bu,v

6 ∑
v∈V

πv(c?) ∑
u∈AS?∩Ni

v

bu,v = ∑
u∈AS?

∑
v∈No

u

bu,v πv(c?),
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where the inequality is due to the fact that the denominator in all the terms of DoSd(c?,S?) is at

least 1. Thus we achieve a 1
2

(
1− 1

e

)
-approximation to the maximum DoSd(c?,S?). Applying

Theorem 4.8, we get a 1
4

(
1− 1

e

)
-approximation for MoVd(c?,S?).

7.5 Simulations

In this section we present an exploratory simulation of our models and algorithms, considering

both PLTR and R-PLTR in their constructive and destructive variants. We run the simulations

on heterogeneous networks, using synthetic networks sampled from three different models and

also four real-world networks.

We compare the effect of the solution found by GreedyScore (Algorithm 3) in the models

we propose, highlighting the differences obtained in PLTR and R-PLTR, in constructive and

destructive variants, and while targeting different candidates.

We also compare GreedyScore with GreedyIM (Algorithm 1), the classical greedy algorithm

for Influence Maximization [54]. While the former is specialized for the election scenario in

the models we propose, the latter only looks for the most influential nodes without considering

their preferences.

7.5.1 Experimental Design

Synthetic Networks. We simulate our models and algorithm on synthetic networks, averaging

the results among 500 generations, using three different generative models:

• Erdős-Rényi (ER): a network of n nodes and where each directed pair of nodes (u,v)

exists with probability p; we set n = 500 and p = 0.05.

• Stochastic Block Model (SBM): a network of 2n nodes with two planted partitions of

size n and where each directed pair of nodes (u,v) exists with probability p for nodes in

the same partition and with probability q for nodes in different partitions; we set n= 250,

p = 0.1, and q = 0.02.

• Barabasi-Albert (BA): a network of n nodes, initially composed by d nodes, and where,

sequentially for each of the remaining n−d nodes, d edges are added toward the already
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connected with probability proportional to the degree of the connected nodes; we set

n = 500 and d = 20.

Note that the networks have heterogeneous properties. In the Erdős-Rényi graph all nodes have

a degree concentrated around the average one and random neighbors across all the network;

globally, it is a network with good expansion properties. In the Stochastic Block Model graph,

that can be thought as two Erdős-Rényi graphs connected by a sparser random bipartite match-

ing, all nodes have a degree concentrated around the average one and most of their neighbors

inside the same partition; differently from the Erdős-Rényi graph, the overall expansion is low

given that the graph presents a sparse cut between the two “communities.” In the Barabasi-

Albert graph, instead, the degrees of the nodes are not concentrated around the average degree

but follow a power-law distribution, i.e., there are few nodes with many neighbors (the hubs),

while many nodes have only few neighbors.

Real-world Networks. We simulate our models on four real-world social networks, taken

either from [76] or from [31], on which political campaigning messages could spread:

• Political Books [76]: an undirected network with 105 nodes and 882 edges where nodes

are political books and edges represent co-purchasing behavior; the graph has three

clusters with nodes labeled as “liberal,” “conservative,” or “neutral.”

• Political Blogs [76]: a directed network with 1,224 nodes and 19,025 edges where nodes

are web blogs about US politics and edges hyperlinks connecting them; the graph has

two clusters with nodes labeled as “liberal” or “conservative.”

• Zachary Karate [76]: the famous undirected network of a university karate club with 34

nodes and 78 edges where nodes are karate students and link are interaction between the

students outside the club; the graph has two clusters arose after a conflict between two

instructors (we pretend them to be relative to voters with “liberal” and “conservative”

preferences).

• Twitter Polarization [31]: a directed network with 18,470 nodes and 48,365 edges where

nodes represent Twitter users and edges retweets between them; the graph has two clus-

ters with nodes labeled as “liberal” or “conservative.”

The network sizes range from tens to tens of thousands of nodes, but all of them share a similar

structure, by presenting two or three communities from which we base the preference lists of

the voters.
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Influences and Preferences Generation. The influence between nodes is generated randomly

both for synthetic and real-world networks. For each node v we sampled the “non-incoming

influence” weight b̄v uniformly at random in [0,1] and assigned the remaining influence weight

uniformly among its incoming neighbors, i.e., we assigned to each edge (u,v) a weight bu,v =
1−b̄v
|Ni

v|
, where Ni

v is the set of incoming neighbors of v, this is a common assumption in influence

maximization (see e.g., [54]).

For synthetic networks, we considered a scenario with three candidates (to which we will refer

to “liberal,” “conservative,” and “neutral”). We first partition the nodes of each graph into

three equal-sized sets, one for each candidate, and we label the nodes accordingly, generating

a synthetic ground-truth similar to that of real-world networks. Note that, when we generate the

networks, while in the ER model the actual partition of the nodes does not matter much (since

nodes are all treated equally in the generation), it is not the same for the other two models.

In the SBM model we have that in the first cluster 2/3 of the nodes are liberal (respectively

conservative in the second cluster), while the remaining are neutral. In the BA model, instead,

we start the edges generation from the liberal nodes, thus giving them a higher probability of

having a larger neighborhood.

We base voters’ preferences on the ground truth labels of each node. In detail, we set the

probability of each node v to vote for, say, a “liberal” candidate proportionally to the number

of neighbors labeled as “liberal,” i.e., we set πv(c) =
|Nv∩L|
|Nv| where c is the “liberal” candidate,

Nv is the set of neighbors of v, and L is the set of nodes labeled as “liberal.”

Simulations. We run both GreedyScore and GreedyIM, considering each candidate as the

target one separately and with budgets B∈ {1,2, . . . ,10}; the implementations we used sample

1,000 live-edge graphs for each network. On synthetic networks, for each model, we generate

500 graphs and report average results.

Starting from the solutions S and S̄, of GreedyScore and GreedyIM respectively, we measure

MoV (c?,S) and MoV (c?, S̄) after the process in PLTR and R-PLTR, for both constructive and

destructive variants. Moreover, in order to exemplify the effect of the message about c? on

the voters’ preferences, for the network Political Books we also measure and report how the

expected number of votes of each candidate change.
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7.5.2 Results

The exploratory results on the scores of the candidates in our models are shown in Figures 7.3

and 7.4. We only report results on Political Books as it is the only real-world network with

three candidates, thus potentially showing more insights on the effect of the process on voters’

preferences. As expected, the effect of our algorithm in R-PLTR is qualitatively similar to that

in PLTR, but amplified in that it affects a greater number of voters (only voters in A are affected

in PLTR, while all voters are affected in R-PLTR). For the constructive variant (Figure 7.3),

taking as example the “liberal” candidate, we need a budget B = 5 to make it overtake the

“conservative” candidate in PLTR (first line, first column), while a budget B = 1 is enough in

R-PLTR (first line, second column). A similar phenomenon can be observed in the destructive

counterparts (Figure 7.4); taking as example the “conservative” candidate, we need a budget

B = 10 to make the “liberal” candidate overtake it in PLTR (second line, first column), while a

budget B = 5 is enough in R-PLTR (second line, second column). Moreover, we can observe

another property of our models: In constructive models, the effect on candidates with lower

probability of winning is bigger, e.g., the increase in score of the neutral candidate is higher

than the increase in score than the others (first and second lines), and vice versa for destructive

models.

Instead, the results that compare the MoV obtained by GreedyScore and GreedyIM are in

Figure 7.5 for the synthetic networks and in Figure 7.6 for the real-world networks.

By calling S the solution of GreedyScore and S̄ the solution of GreedyIM, in Figure 7.5 we

compare the two algorithms by showing MoV (S)−MoV (S̄) in both PLTR and R-PLTR in

the constructive variant (left block) and MoVd(S)−MoVd(S̄) in the destructive variant (right

block). We note that such a difference is always positive, meaning that GreedyScore outper-

forms GreedyIM. However, as we can see in the plots, the difference in MoVc on synthetic

networks is very small compared to the size of the networks, specially in ER and BA. The

reason for this result lies in the probability distributions of voters on candidates, which were

generated considering the fraction of the number of neighbors supporting each candidate. This

tends to create groups of voters with uniform probability distributions across nodes of the same

group and the activation of each of these nodes will have a uniform effect (the same in expec-

tation). In other words, there are no “key voters” that, if activated, can drastically change the

outcome of the elections. Therefore, in order to maximize the target candidate’s score, we

mainly need to maximize the number of activated nodes, ending up performing very similarly

to GreedyIM. The scenario is different in SBM, where the voters are polarized in two clusters:
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one mostly supporting the liberal candidate, the other mostly supporting the conservative can-

didate, with the remaining nodes in each cluster supporting the neutral candidate. While the

previous consideration still holds, the difference in MoVc is bigger than that obtained in the

other models: the seeds found by GreedyScore are be concentrated in a single cluster (depend-

ing on the target candidate, excluding the neutral) and will have a deep impact on the voters’

opinions, while the seeds found by GreedyIM are uniform in the two clusters with a milder

effect.

Also in the real-world datasets the results highlight that GreedyScore outperforms GreedyIM,

as can be observed in Figure 7.6. When comparing Figures 7.5 and 7.6, though, we observe a

higher magnitude in the difference of MoVc, specially visible in networks of comparable size.

The main difference between the simulations in the synthetic and real-world networks lies in

the structure of the networks. Similarly to what is observed in SBM, in real-world networks

the voters are polarized, i.e., they are divided into clusters such that there are many connec-

tions within them and only few connections between them. Such a polarization likely reflects

the user preferences as shown in [31], source of one of our datasets (twitter-polarization).

Given the ground-truth clustered structure of the networks and the fact that voters’ preferences

are generated according to it, in all our datasets there is a cluster in which most of the vot-

ers already support the target candidate, i.e., the probability of voting for it is high. Hence,

GreedyScore will not select these nodes as seeds for the diffusion but, instead, will look for

potential seeds across the other communities where our target candidate is less supported and

some news about it will have a greater impact on voters’ preferences (i.e., the increase in prob-

ability of voting for the target candidate will be higher). On the other side, GreedyIM only

looks for influential nodes in every cluster and will also pick as seeds some influential nodes

in the cluster where the target candidate is already well supported, thus with a lower impact on

voters’ preferences. Moreover, while in SBM the degree distribution of voters is concentrated,

in real networks is more heterogeneous, possibly generating the previously mentioned “key

voters”, that do not appear in the synthetic networks we considered.

In the Political Books dataset, when targeting the neutral candidate, we get a difference in

MoVc that fluctuates around 0, similarly to what has been observed in the SBM synthetic

dataset: both networks (two main clusters) and preferences (three candidates and similar dis-

tribution of voters) are comparable. In particular, this is due to the fact that the neutral cluster

is very small compared to the other two: about 10% of the network, out of which only two

voters have probability of voting for the neutral candidate strictly greater than 0.5; the other

two clusters instead have roughly the same size.
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Moreover, as expected, there is a dual behavior between constructive and destructive models

(left/right columns of Figure 7.6); for example, if in constructive you get the highest MoVc

for the liberal candidate then for destructive you get it for the conservative candidate. This is

due to the fact that, by definition, MoVc = −MoVd and, being the neutral candidate voted in

few nodes of the network, the most voted opponent is the same between the two scenarios.

In addition, in the last two rows of Figure 7.6 we can see a local maximum value when the

attacker’s budget is equal to 5. These values show that when we use different algorithms to

find the seed nodes, up to the first five most influential nodes are different from each other, and

the one selected by GreedyScore influences more voters. However, when the attacker has more

budget, both algorithms select either similar seed nodes or seed nodes with similar influence,

then it decreases the difference of MoV between them. Overall, using more budget does not

guarantee a better solution for GreedyScore with respect to GreedyIM.
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Figure 7.3: Change in score after the process starting from the solution S found by
GreedyScore on Political Books network and constructive model. We consider both PLTR
(left line) and R-PLTR (right line), when considering the liberal (blue), conservative (red),

or neutral (gray) candidate as target.
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Figure 7.4: Change in score after the process starting from the solution S found by
GreedyScore on Political Books network and destructive model. We consider both PLTR

(left line) and R-PLTR (right line), when considering the liberal (blue), conservative (red),
or neutral (gray) candidate as target.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of GreedyScore and GreedyIM on synthetic networks (from top to
bottom: ER, SBM, BA) in constructive (left block) and destructive variants (right block) of
our models. Budget on the x-axis and difference in MoVc between the solutions of the two

algorithms on the y-axis. Solid lines are for PLTR, while dashed lines are for R-PLTR.
Circles (blue), squares (red), triangles (gray) correspond to considering the liberal,

conservative, and neutral candidate as target respectively.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of GreedyScore and GreedyIM in both constructive (left column)
and destructive (right column) variants on the real-world networks (from top to bottom:

Political Books, Political Blogs, Zachary Karate, Twitter Polarization).





Part III

Attacker versus Defender



Chapter 8

Influence Maximization: Attacker
versus Defender

As the final and primary result of this thesis, we investigate the IM problem on a variation

of Stackelberg-game model. In Section 8.1, we introduce the problem and provide an ex-

tensive literature review about it; we also mention the differences between our problems and

those in the literature. Section 8.2 contains background and definition of our problems. We

prove some hardness results in Section 8.3, and a randomized approximation algorithm in

Section 8.4. Finally, in Section 8.5 we simulate our randomized algorithm regarding some

different approaches and provide some exciting results. Later in chapter 9, we extend this

chapter’s results to the election control problem.

This chapter’s results are under revision.

8.1 Introduction

Companies and producers exploit social media advertising and social influence in order to con-

vince as many users as possible to consume their products or services. Moreover, competing

companies use social media to attract new customers from other companies or increase loy-

alty. Recent studies have shown that social media is one of the most powerful media for viral

marketing [35, 52, 67].
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Influence maximization (IM) is the problem of finding an initial set of users, called seeds, of

a social network in order to start the diffusion of a message in social media with the aim of

maximizing the number of users that receive the message and are influenced by them; see

Section 2.3 for more and formal information.

We consider a two-player diffusion model, called attacker vs. defender. In this model, an agent,

the attacker, selects a set of seeds with the aim of maximizing the number of influenced nodes

in the social network. She knows that after her diffusion process, another agent (the defender)

will select a set of users to cancel out the first agent’s effect. When the attacker’s diffusion

process is finished, the defender, who is aware of all the users that have been influenced by

the attacker, selects a set of seeds in order to spread a message among those users who are

influenced by the attacker. The spread of the defender invalidates the one from the attacker, that

is, if a node that has been influenced by the attacker in the first stage receives a message from

the defender in the second stage, she ignores the influence from the attacker. In other words,

the attacker tries to maximize the number of nodes that she influences after the defender’s

diffusion process, and the defender attempts to minimize it.

This model has many useful and practical applications in real-world competitions. For exam-

ple, in political campaigns, one of the candidates may spread some fake news about an oppos-

ing candidate in a social network of voters. The other candidate (or even the social network

operator or some authority) may want to compensate for the fake news by spreading another

message that denies the first one. The same scenario may occur between two companies that

compete in the same market (see, e.g., Coca-cola vs. Pepsi or McDonald vs. Burger King).

One of them, the attacker, spreads an advertisement to denigrate her opponent. Afterward, the

second company, the defender, spreads a message among the nodes that have received the first

message to cancel out the attacker’s effect on them.

8.1.1 Related Works

There is extensive literature about containing the spread of misinformation or influence maxi-

mization with opposing or competitive spreaders. Several works focus on limiting the spread

of negative influence by removing nodes and edges [51, 55–57] or by placing monitors in suit-

able nodes [13, 90]. Consider an entity that spreads a malicious message on a social network,

the aim is to select a set of nodes and/or edges to remove in order to contain such spread as

much as possible. Similarly, a monitor can be placed in a node to block possible negative

information transiting through her. The main difference with our setting is that we consider
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spreading positive information as an action to limit the negative influence of an attacker, in-

stead of modifying the network structure or blocking the spread at some nodes.

The possibility of spreading a message to contrast the effects of a negative one has already

been investigated. Budak et al. [25] studied a problem where there are two opposing messages

(a good and a bad one) that spread simultaneously. When a node receives a good message, the

spread of the bad message is blocked. The goal is to select a seed set for the good message in

order to maximize the number of nodes for which the bad message is blocked. They showed

that under some conditions, the objective function is monotone and submodular, hence the

problems can be approximated to a constant factor.

He et al. [47], introduced an extension of LTM to model two competing spread of messages

and studied a problem in which the objective is still to find a seed set for a good message to

maximize the number of nodes that are prevented from being influenced by a bad message.

They proved that in their model the objective function is monotone and submodular. The main

difference between these problems and our setting is that in our case, the defender aims at

minimizing the number of nodes that are influenced by the attacker rather than maximizing

the number of nodes that are recovered by the defender. Note that, even if the two problems

are equivalent w.r.t. optimal solutions (i.e., an optimal solution for the maximization problem

is also optimal for the minimization problem, with different values for the optima), they are

different from an approximation point of view. Indeed, an approximation factor for the maxi-

mization problem does not imply any approximation factor for the minimization problem and,

in fact, we will show that the latter is NP-hard to approximate within any factor.

Tsai et al. [82] considered a similar problem from a game-theoretical perspective. In their

setting, the attacker tries to maximize her own spread and the defender tries to maximize the

number of nodes that she can recover from the attacker. They focus on computing equilibria

and propose a double oracle approach that computes best or approximate response solutions

for both the attacker and defender. The computation of the defender’s best response is similar

to our defender problem and to the problem studied in [25], however, like in this latter, the

aim is to maximize the number of recovered nodes rather than minimize the attacker’s spread

and a solution that approximates the best response does not give any theoretical guarantee for

our problem. Several follow-up papers extended the work of [82] by considering, e.g., asym-

metric information between attacker and defender [83], or specific applications like protecting

elections [89] or assets [85]. Nguyen et al. [71] investigated the problem of finding a seed

set with minimum size in a way that, after a given time, the decontamination ratio is at least
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a given bound. They showed that several variants of the problem are NP-hard and provide

approximation algorithms.

A different line of research considers competitive influence maximization as Stackelberg games

where both leader and follower aim to maximize their own spread, differently to our problem

where the defender aims to minimize the nodes influenced by the attacker. Bharathi et al. [16]

presented a Stackelberg game under ICM, where two agents compete to influence as many

nodes as possible. Both players’ objective is to maximize their respective number of influ-

enced nodes, being aware of other players. They showed that the last player gets a constant

approximation of the optimum with a greedy algorithm. We observe that this algorithm cannot

be used in our defender problem as the objective function is different: in our case, the aim is

to minimize the spread of the attacker (leader) instead of maximizing the follower’s spread.

Carnes et al. [27] investigated a model where a company produces a new product and wants to

advertise it (follower’s perspective) while the users are using the other companies’ products.

They introduced new models for diffusion and presented a constant factor approximation for

the problem.

Borodin et al. [18] considered a problem where the first player has already selected her seeds,

and the second player is aware of that. The diffusion process will start when both players select

their seed set. The goal is to find a set of seeds for the second player to maximize her spread.

They proved that the problem is not submodular in some models and hard to approximate in

general.

Kostka et al. [58] attacked the problem from a game-theoretical perspective and showed that

even in a restricted case, finding the optimal strategy for the players is NP-complete. They also

showed that it is NP-hard to find any approximation solution for the first player.

Hemmati et al. [48] considered a problem where the defender plays first and immunizes some

nodes. Then, the attacker, who is aware of protected nodes, will select her seed set. The at-

tacker cannot influence the immune nodes, and her goal is to maximize the number of activated

nodes. They developed a cutting-plane algorithm for the defender’s problem, and some models

for the attacker’s problem.

Tanınmış et al. [81] considered a problem where the leader selects a set of seeds, but before

the diffusion process, the follower deactivates some of them. They presented an approximation

algorithm for the follower’s problem.
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Tanınmış et al. [80] studied a problem where the leader tries to minimize the spread and the

follower tries to maximize it. The leader selects a set of nodes as protected, then the follower

selects a set of seeds to maximize the activation of unprotected nodes. They presented two ap-

proaches for the leader’s problem and an approximation algorithm for the follower’s problem.

In summary, most related previous works focus on two objective functions: one of the play-

ers, the attacker/leader, aims at maximizing her own spread, while the other player, the de-

fender/follower, either aims at maximizing the recovered nodes (i.e., the nodes that are first

influenced by the attacker and then influenced by the defender, e.g. [25, 82]) or to maximize

her own spread (e.g. [16]). We consider a different objective for the defender, that is, it tries

to minimize the attacker’s spread. While a solution that maximizes the number of recovered

nodes also minimizes the attacker’s spread, the same does not hold for approximation solu-

tions as the value of the optima for the two objective functions are different. Moreover, in

previous work, it is assumed that the spread of the two players are simultaneous and they can

only observe each other’s seed nodes, while in our model the defender plays after the attacker

and can observe the attacker’s spread. This models social network operators that detect some

malicious spread and try to mitigate it.

8.1.2 Our Results and Outline

In Section 8.2 we define the diffusion process used in this chapter and introduce two optimiza-

tion problems: the attacker’s problem which asks to find a set of seeds in order to maximize

the nodes that she is able to influence, considering that the defender will play afterward; the

defender problem which asks to find a set of seeds that minimizes the same objective function,

given the set of nodes influenced by the attacker in the first stage.

In Section 8.3, we show that the attacker’s problem is Σ
p
2 -hard and also Σ

p
2 -hard to be approx-

imated within any factor. Moreover, we show that the defender’s problem is NP-hard to be

approximated within any factor.

In Section 8.4, we consider a relaxed version of the attacker problem. In detail, we study a

scenario where the attacker can estimate the probability distribution according to which the

defender selects her seeds (e.g., she may prefer high-degree or high-influential nodes). In

this setting, the problem admits a polynomial-time algorithm that guarantees a constant factor

approximation. This framework models several scenarios, including the case in which the

defender is not aware of the attacker’s strategy or cannot observe her spread and plays an
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independent strategy from the attacker’s solution. In Section 8.5, we experimentally show

that in the relaxed problem, the attacker can influence a large number of nodes, even if she

gives a wrong estimation of the defender strategy. In contrast, the defender’s problem remains

hard to approximate within any constant even with full knowledge of the attacker’s strategy.

We experimentally show that a greedy strategy is able to mitigate the effects of the attacker’s

spread, but this comes without any theoretical guarantee.

8.2 Background and Problem Definition

We first define polynomial hierarchy in Section 8.2.1. Then, in Section 8.2.2, we define our

problems formally.

8.2.1 Polynomial Hierarchy

From the computational complexity perspective, a way of categorizing problems is Polynomial

Hierarchy (PH) which is defined as follows [10, Chapter 5].

Polynomial Hierarchy (PH): For an integer i > 0, a language L is in Σ
p
i if there exists a

polynomial time Turing machine M and a polynomial q such that

x ∈ L ⇐⇒∃u1 ∈ {0,1}q(|x|)∀u2 ∈ {0,1}q(|x|) . . .QiuiM(x,u1, . . . ,ui) = 1,

where Qi denotes ∀ or ∃ depending on whether i is even or odd, respectively. Finally, PH is

defined as a set equal to ∪iΣ
p
i .

We also say that a language L is Σ
p
i -complete if L ∈ Σ

p
i and for every L′ ∈ Σ

p
i ,L
′ ≤P L. In the

above definitions, if we set i = 2, we get the second level of the polynomial hierarchy, which

is Σ
p
2 and we use it in this chapter. Note that Σ

p
1 = NP.

8.2.2 Problem Definition

Let us consider a network G = (V,E,b) and two external players named attacker and defender

having a budget BA,BD, respectively. The attacker plays first and selects a set of seeds SA

such that |SA| 6 BA to spread a negative message. She knows that after her diffusion, the

defender will try to cancel the effect of this message over the influenced users by sending
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another message that denies the former. When a node that has been influenced by the attacker’s

message receives the defender’s message, she changes her opinion in favor of the defender and

is deactivated. We denote by ASA the set of nodes activated by the attacker.

The defender plays after the attacker knowing the users that have been activated by the attacker.

The defender’s goal is to minimize the number of nodes that remain influenced by the attacker,

that are the nodes activated by the attacker’s message but not by the defender’s one. She

tries to do that by selecting a set of seeds SD (|SD| 6 BD) to spread a message and minimize

|ASA \ASD |, where ASD is the set of nodes that received the message sent by seeds SD and the

random diffusion processes that yield ASA and ASD are independent. The attacker and defender

problems are defined as follows.

Attacker’s Problem (AP): Given a directed weighted graph G = (V,E,b), budgets BA and

BD, and subsets UA,UD ⊆V , find a set SA ⊆UA such that |SA|6 BA and the following value is

maximum

σA(SA) := ∑
GA∈G

P(GA) min
SD⊆UD:
|SD|6BD

{
∑

GD∈G
P(GD) |R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)|

}
.

Where G is the set of all possible live-edge graphs, and R(Gi,S) is the set of all reachable

nodes from seeds S in graph Gi. The subsets UA and UD model scenarios where the attacker

and defender may have access to different, sometimes disjoint, set of possible seed nodes.

Defender’s Problem (DP): Given a directed weighted graph G = (V,E,b), budget BD, and

subsets UD,ASA ⊆ V , find a set SD ⊆UD such that |SD| 6 BD and the following value is mini-

mum.

σD(ASA ,SD) := ∑
GD∈G

P(GD) |ASA \R(GD,SD)| .

In this case, set ASA is deterministic and given in input.

There are two main differences between our setting and the most related previous works:

Eventual influence limitation problem (e.g., [25]); security games in influence maximization

(e.g. [82]); and competitive influence maximization (e.g. [16]). i) In our setting the defender

plays after the attacker and can observe the attacker’s spread, while in former papers the

attacker and defender play simultaneously and the defender can only observe the attacker’s

seeds; our setting is motivated by social network operators that observe the spreading of mis-

information and want to mitigate it. We are giving more power to the defender, however our

hardness results hold even in the case in which the defender can only observe the seeds, i.e.,
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Figure 8.1: A graph in which the attacker’s optimal seed set is {v1,v2} when her budget is 2
and the defender’s budget is 1. In this example, the best strategy for the attacker is to select
{v1,v2} as her seed set, because the minimum expected number of activated nodes after the

defender’s diffusion, which is 8, is more than any other seed set.

SA SD E[|ASA \ASD |]

{v1,v2}
{v1} (or {v2}) 8.5
{v3} 8

{v1,v3} (resp. {v2,v3})
{v1} (resp. {v2}) 6.75
{v2} (resp. {v1}) 10

{v3} 4.5

Table 8.1: The attacker’s gain for different strategies regarding the example presented in
Figure 8.1.

given SA as the attacker’s seed nodes, the defender wants to find SD ⊆UD so that |SD| 6 BD

and the following value is minimum.

∑
GA∈G

∑
GD∈G

P(GA)P(GD) |R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)| .

ii) In our setting the defender’s goal is to minimize the attacker’s spread σD(ASA ,SD), instead

of maximizing the number of recovered nodes (i.e. the intersection between ASA and ASD ,

like, e.g., in [25, 82]) or maximizing her own spread (i.e. the difference between ASD and

ASA , like, e.g., in [16]). The objective functions and the optimal values are different, and an

approximation algorithm for one problem does not guarantee any approximation factor for the

other.

For example, consider Figure 8.1 as a given graph while the attacker and defender’s budget is

2 and 1, respectively. Table 8.1 shows the expected attacker’s gain for different strategies. For

instance, when the attacker selects {v1,v2} as her seed set, 14 nodes are expected to become

active before defender’s diffusion (2 seed nodes plus 16 nodes that each of them will become

active with probability 3
4 which is 2+16 3

4 = 14). In this situation, if the defender selects v1 or

v2, she will deactivate the selected seed node plus 8 more nodes with probability 3
4 where each
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of them are active with probability 3
4 , which is 1+ 8 3

4
3
4 = 5.5. Overall the expected number

of nodes that remain active will be 8.5; the other entries of the table are calculated in the same

way.

The best strategy for the attacker is selecting {v1,v2} since her minimum expected gain (when

the defender chooses {v3}) is more than any other strategy. If the attacker chooses {v1,v2}, her

gain will be minimum if the defender selects v3, and the attacker gains 8 after the defender’s

diffusion (expected). Note that in our setting the defender will select her seed nodes when the

attacker’s diffusion process is finished and she knows the exact attacker’s activated nodes, i.e.,

ASA . However, if we consider the case that the defender knows the attacker’s seed set but she

is not aware of the attacker’s activated nodes, then if the defender selects v1 (or v2) the attacker

gains more. Also, if the attacker selects {v1,v3} (or {v2,v3}), then the defender can select v3

and the attacker’s gain will be less than 8.

8.3 Hardness Results

In this section, we provide some hardness results regarding both AP and DP. In Section 8.3.1

we provide some hardness results including the hardness and hardness of approximation for

AP. In fact, we show that that problem is Σ
p
2 -hard and Σ

p
2 -hard to approximate within any fac-

tor. Moreover, we prove that DP is NP-hard to approximate within any factor in Section 8.3.2.

8.3.1 Attacker’s Problem

We now show that AP is Σ
p
2 -hard and that approximating it to within any constant factor is

also Σ
p
2 -hard. We first define another problem, called Set Cover Game (SCG), and show that

it is Σ
p
2 -complete, then we reduce SCG to AP. The Σ

p
2 -completeness of SCG might be of its

own interest.

The Set Cover Game problem is a variant of Set Cover where there are two players: the first

player tries to maximize the number of covered items, while the second player tries to cancel

the first player’s covered elements.

Set Cover Game (SCG): Given a finite set V of n elements, two collections of its subsets U1 =

{T1,T2, . . . ,Tm},U2 = {T ′1,T ′2, . . . ,T ′m′}, and three integer numbers B1,B2,M, is there a set S1 ⊆
U1 such that |S1|6 B1 and for any set S2 ⊆U2, with |S2|6 B2, we get

∣∣⋃
T∈S1

T \
⋃

T ′∈S2
T ′
∣∣>

M?
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Figure 8.2: An instance I ′ of SCG made from an instance I of 3SSC represented as a
bipartite graph, where the left nodes are the sets in U1 and U2, and the right nodes are the

elements in V . In this example, we have x1 ∈ φ2, and ¬xn ∈ φm.

In the next theorem, we show that SCG is Σ
p
2 -complete by reducing the 3-DNF Succinct Set

Cover (3SSC) problem to SCG. The 3SSC problem is defined as follows and is known to be

Σ
p
2 -complete [84].

3-DNF Succinct Set Cover (3SSC): Given a set Φ = {φ1,φ2, . . . ,φm} of 3-DNF clauses over

a set X of n variables, and an integer number k, is there a set Φ′ ⊆ Φ, such that |Φ′|6 k and

for any assignment to the variables we get ∨φ∈Φ′φ ≡ 1?

We assume w.l.o.g. that each φ ∈Φ contains exactly one clause.

Theorem 8.1. SCG is Σ
p
2 -complete.

Proof. To show that SCG is in Σ
p
2 , assume we are given a pair (S1,S2), where S1⊆U1 and S2⊆

U2, as a certificate, then we can check whether |S1|6 B1, |S2|6 B2, and |∪T∈S1T \∪T ′∈S2T ′|>
M.

We now reduce 3SSC to SCG. Let I = (Φ,k) be an instance of 3SSC on n variables. We

create an instance of SCG, I ′ = (V,U1,U2,B1,B2,M) where B1 = k, B2 = n, M = 1, and V ,

U1, and U2 are defined as follows (see Figure 8.2 for an illustration of I ′). Let L be an integer

greater than the maximum number of times that a variable appears in the 3-DNF formulae.
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• There are m+nL elements in V , one element vφ j for each clause φ j ∈Φ, and L elements

for each variable in X , formally V := {vφ j | φ j ∈ Φ}∪
⋃

xi∈X Vxi , where Vxi := {vi` | ` ∈
{1,2, . . . ,L}}.

• U1 is made of m subsets of V . For each clause φ j ∈Φ, there is a set Tφ j that contains the

element vφ j associated with φ j and the union of all Vxi , formally Tφ j := {vφ j}∪
⋃

xi∈X Vxi .

• U2 is made of 2n subsets of V . For each variable xi ∈ X there are two sets T ′xi
and T̄ ′xi

,

associated with the positive and negative literals of xi, respectively. Set T ′xi
(resp. T̄ ′xi

)

contains the elements in Vxi and the elements vφ j , for each clause φ j that contains xi as a

positive (resp. negative) literal. Formally,

T ′xi
:=Vxi ∪{vφ j | xi ∈ φ j}; T̄ ′xi

:=Vxi ∪{vφ j | ¬xi ∈ φ j}.

We will show that w.l.o.g. we can assume that a solution S2 for the second player contains

exactly one set T ′xi
or T̄ ′xi

, for each xi ∈ X . Therefore, we associate an assignment of variables

in X with the sets in S2 in such a way that a FALSE (resp. TRUE) assignment to variable xi

corresponds to a set Txi (resp. T̄xi) in S2.

Let us show that if I ′ is a YES-instance for SCG, then I is a YES-instance for 3SSC.

Assume there is a solution S1 ⊆U1 for the first player with |S1|6 B1 so that for any solution of

the second player, i.e. a subset S2 of U2 with |S2|6 B2, there exists at least one element v ∈V

which is covered only by the first player. Given S1, we define a set of clauses Φ′ ⊆ Φ where,

for each Tφ j ∈ S1 we add the corresponding formula φ j to Φ′.

Let us consider the solutions S2 for the second player of SCG that contain exactly one set

T ′xi
or T̄ ′xi

, for each xi ∈ X .1 Each such solution S2 corresponds to an assignment of variables

in X where xi is set to FALSE (resp. TRUE) if Txi ∈ S2 (resp. T̄xi ∈ S2) and all possible

such solutions cover all possible variable assignments. Moreover, observe that, in each such

solution S2, all the elements in Vxi , for all xi ∈ X , are covered by both players, and, since there

exists at least one element v ∈ V which is covered by the first player but not from the second

one, then there is at least a set Tφ j ∈ S1 that covers element vφ j ∈ V , which is not covered by

the sets in S2. For the corresponding clause φ j, there is no literal that is set to FALSE in the

assignment corresponding to S2 and then ∨φ ′∈Φ′φ
′ is a tautology.

1Note that, there are other solutions for the second player and for each of them the answer to I ′ is YES.
However, for this part of the proof, we do not need these solutions.
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To show the other direction, assume that I is a YES-instance and that Φ′ ⊆ Φ is a solution

for I . We show that, for each formula φ j ∈ Φ′, selecting the corresponding set TφJ ∈U1 in a

solution S1 for the first player will give a YES answer to I ′.

First, note that for any non-empty solution S1 of the first player and for any solution S2 of the

second player that does not contain neither Txi nor T̄xi , for some xi ∈ X , the elements in Vxi are

covered only by the first player and we have
∣∣⋃

T∈S1
T \

⋃
T ′∈S2

T ′
∣∣> L > 1. We then focus on

solutions S2 for the second player that contain, for each xi ∈ X , either Txi or T̄xi (note that S2

cannot contain both Txi and T̄xi since |S2| 6 n). Let us consider a bijection f , between the set

of assignment of variables in X and the set of second player solutions of this form, such that

Txi ∈ S2 (resp. T̄xi ∈ S2) iff xi is FALSE (resp. TRUE).

By definition, for each assignment A of the variables in X , there exists at least one clause φ j ∈
Φ′ that is satisfied and makes ∨φ ′∈Φ′φ

′ ≡ 1. Then, since Tφ j belongs to S1, the corresponding

element vφ j ∈V will be covered by the first player but not from the second player if it uses the

solution S2 corresponding to A in the bijection, i.e. S2 = f (A). Since, for each solution that

contains either Txi or T̄xi , for each xi ∈ X , there is a corresponding assignment of variables in

f−1, the proof is complete.

Let us consider an optimization version of SCG, called SCG-O, where one wants to maximize

the number of elements that are covered only by the first player, i.e., it asks for a set S1 such

that |S1|6 B1 and minS2⊆UD:
|S2|6B2

∣∣⋃
T∈S1

T \
⋃

T ′∈S2
T ′
∣∣ is maximum.

The next theorem shows that approximating SCG-O is at least as hard as solving SCG, i.e., it

is Σ
p
2 -hard to approximate within any factor α ∈ (0,1).

Theorem 8.2. It is Σ
p
2 -hard to approximate SCG-O within any approximation factor.

Proof. Assume Alg is an approximation algorithm for SCG-O problem that guarantees an

approximation factor α ∈ (0,1). Consider the reduction in Theorem 8.1. If applying Alg to

I ′ returns a positive number, then there is a solution for I and its answer is YES. Otherwise,

if Alg returns zero, it means the answer of I is NO. Then by Alg we can solve 3SSC which is

a Σ
p
2 -complete problem and concludes the proof.

In the next theorem, we show that AP is Σ
p
2 -hard by reduction from SCG. Please note that

we do not show that AP belongs to Σ
p
2 in the general case as it is known that IM problem
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is #P-hard [87], however it is easy to see that the deterministic AP is Σ
p
2 -complete, where

“deterministic” refers to the edges’ weight, which is equal to one.

Theorem 8.3. AP is Σ
p
2 -hard.

Proof. Consider an instance I = (V,U1,U2,B1,B2,M) of SCG; we create an instance I ′ =

(G = (V ′,E,b),UA,UD,BA,BD,M′) of the decision version of AP, where we ask whether there

exists a set SA such that |SA|6 BA and minSD⊆UD:|SD|6BDE [|ASA \ASD |]> M′. This is equivalent

to ask whether there exists a set SA such that |SA| 6 BA and, for each SD ⊆UD with |SD| 6
BD, we have E [|ASA \ASD |] > M′. Instance I ′ is defined as follows. G is a one-directional

bipartite graph with V ′ = L∪R and the edges are directed only from L to R. Set L is defined

as L := UA ∪UD, where UA := {vTi | Ti ∈ U1} and UD := {vT ′i | T ′i ∈ U2}. Set R is defined

as R := {vx | x ∈ V}. The set of edges is defined in such a way that there is an edge from a

node vTi ∈UA (resp. vT ′i ∈UD) to a node vx in R iff x ∈ Ti (resp. x ∈ T ′i ). Probabilities bu,v are

equal to 1 for each edge (u,v) ∈ E. The other parameters are set as: BA := B1, BD := B2, and

M′ := M+B1.

In any solution SA for I , the attacker’s seed nodes are always activated and cannot be deacti-

vated by the defender, and these nodes are |SA|= BA = B1. Therefore we divide ASA into two

disjoint sets SA and ASA \SA.

We show that I ′ is a YES-instance and SA ⊆UA is a solution for the attacker in I ′ if and

only if I is a YES-instance and the collection S1 for the first player that contains the sets

corresponding to SA is a solution for I . First note that any seed sets SD of the defender in

I ′ corresponds to a solution S2 for the second player in I . Since in I ′ all probabilities on

edges are equal to 1, any seed node affects all its outgoing neighbors, in both attacker’s and

defender’s solutions. It follows that the nodes in R that are influenced only by the attacker

in I ′ correspond to elements in V that are covered only by the first player in I . Therefore,

|ASA \ASD | = |(SA∪ (ASA \SA))\ASD | = |SA|+ |ASA \ (SA∪ASD)| = B1 + |ASA \ (SA∪ASD)| >
M′ = B1 +M if and only if

∣∣⋃
T∈S1

T \
⋃

T ′∈S2
T ′
∣∣> M.

In the next theorem, we show that finding an approximation algorithm for the optimum of AP
is Σ

p
2 -hard.

Theorem 8.4. It is Σ
p
2 -hard to approximate AP within any approximation factor.

Proof. Let reduce to AP from SCG-O, which is Σ
p
2 -hard to approximate (see Theorem 8.2).

We are given an instance I = (V,U1,U2,B1,B2) of SCG-O, we make an instance I ′ = (G =
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Figure 8.3: An instance I ′ of AP made from an instance I of SCG represented as a
bipartite graph, where the left nodes are the sets in UA and UD, and the right nodes are the
elements in V . In this example, we have e1 ∈ T1,Tm, e2 ∈ T2,Tm,T ′m′ , and en ∈ T ′1 ,T

′
2 ,T

′
m′ .

(V ′,E,b),UA,UD,BA,BD) of AP, where BA = B1,BD = B2, and G,UA, and UD are defined as

follows (Figure 8.3 represents the reduction).

For each set Ti ∈U1 we add a node ui to UA. Similarly, for each set T ′i ∈U2 we add u′i to UD.

Moreover, for each element ei ∈V we add |UA| nodes vi,1,vi,2, . . . ,vi,|UA| to V ′. If ei ∈ Tj (resp.

ei ∈ T ′j ), we add edges (u j,vi,k) (resp. (u′j,vi,k)) to E with bu j,vi,k = 1 (resp. bu′j,vi,k
= 1), for all

k = 1, . . . , |UA|.

Let assume there exists an α-approximation algorithm for AP called Alg (for any approxi-

mation factor α ∈ (0,1)). Then by using Alg we can find a set SA so that E[|ASA \AŜ∗D
|] >

α ·E[|AS∗A \AS∗D |], where S∗A is the optimal attacker’s seed nodes, and Ŝ∗D,S
∗
D are the defender’s

optimal seed nodes when the attacker’s activated nodes are ASA ,AS∗A , respectively.

Assume X is a set that contains B1 subsets of U1, i.e., X ⊆U1, |X | = B1. Let T be the union

of the elements that are covered only by the first player; formally, T = ∪Ti∈X Ti \ ∪Tj∈Y Tj,

where Y ⊆U2 is the optimal strategy for the defender so that |Y |6 B2. Then in I ′, selecting

the corresponding nodes in X as the attacker’s seed nodes SA will activate the seed nodes

and the nodes corresponding to the elements in T , i.e., it will activate BA + |UA| · |T | nodes

deterministically.
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For the reverse direction, consider SA ∈UA as the set of seed nodes for the attacker. Let X be a

set contains the sets Ti corresponding to the nodes in SA, and T be the union of the elements that

are in ∪Ti∈X Ti \∪Tj∈Y Tj, where Y is the optimal strategy for the defender; in I ′, the number

of nodes activated only by the attacker is equal to BA + |UA| · |T |.

Overall, in I the first player can cover k elements which will not be covered by the second

player if and only if the attacker activates BA + k|UA| nodes in I ′. In other words, since

BA 6 |UA|, then we have a reduction from SCG-O with, up to lower order term, preserving

approximation factor. Finally, since SCG-O is Σ
p
2 -hard to approximate within any factor, it

concludes the proof.

We note that, since the instances used in the reductions are deterministic, then the previous

results hold also in a model in which the defender can only observe the attacker’s seeds instead

of the full spread, that is when the attacker aims at determining a set SA that maximizes the

following function:

min
SD⊆UD:
|SD|6BD

{
∑

GA∈G
P(GA) ∑

GD∈G
P(GD) |R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)|

}
.

8.3.2 Defender’s Problem

We recall that the defender wants to find a set of seed nodes SD such that |SD|6BD to minimize

E[|ASA \ASD |] for a given set of nodes ASA activated by the attacker. We now show that DP is

NP-hard to approximate within any factor by giving a reduction from the Set Cover problem

which is known to be NP-complete and defined as follows.

Set Cover (SC): Given a set V of n elements, an integer k, and a collection U = {T1, . . . ,Tm}⊆
2V of m subsets of V , is there a collection U ′ ⊆U with |U ′|6 k so that ∪T∈U ′T =V ?

Without loss of generality, we assume that each element u ∈ V is contained in at least one

T ∈U .

Theorem 8.5. It is NP-hard to approximate DP within any approximation factor α > 1.
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Proof. Let us consider an instance I = (V,U,k) of SC, we create an instance I ′ = (G =

(V ′,E,b),ASA ,UD,BD) of DP as follows. G is a one-directional bipartite graph, where V ′ =

X ∪Y and edges are only directed from nodes in X to nodes in Y .

• For each u ∈V we add a node vu to Y , i.e., Y := {vu | u ∈V}.

• For each T ∈U we add a node vT to X , i.e., X := {vT | T ∈U}.

• For each T ∈ U and u ∈ T we add an edge (vT ,vu) to E where bvT ,vu = 1, i.e., E :=

{(vT ,vu) | T ∈U,u ∈ T}.

• The set of nodes activated by the attacker is Y , i.e., ASA = Y (e.g., they are all attacker’s

seeds, UA = Y and BA = |Y |).

• The defender can activate any node in V ′, i.e. UD =V ′.

• The defender’s budget is equal to the k, i.e., BD = k.

Assume there is an α-approximation algorithm Alg for DP, where α > 1. If there exists a

solution SD (|SD| 6 BD) for DP so that σD(ASA ,SD) = 0, then Alg returns zero; otherwise, it

returns a positive value. We prove that there exists a seed set SD such that |SD| 6 BD and

σD(ASA ,SD) = 0 if and only if the answer of I is YES. This implies that we can determine in

polynomial time if the answer to I is YES by checking whether the solution returned by Alg

is equal to 0.

Observe that all the probabilities are equal to 1 and then if a node vT ∈ X is selected, all

her outgoing neighbors are activated. Moreover, we have that σD(ASA ,SD) = ASA \R(G,SD).

Furthermore, we can assume wlog that a solution for I ′ consists only of seed nodes from X ,

i.e., SD ⊆ X . Indeed, assume by contradiction that there is a node vu ∈ Y ∩SD. Each element

u ∈ V is contained in at least one T ∈ U by definition, and according to the reduction, the

corresponding node vu ∈Y has at least one incoming edge from node vT ∈ X . Then, in SD, we

can replace the node vu with her incoming neighbor vT , and since the probabilities on edges

are equal to one, she also activates vu. Then, from now on, we assume SD ⊆ X .

Let us assume that there exists a set SD ⊆ X such that |SD| 6 BD and σD(ASA ,SD) = |ASA \
R(G,SD)| = 0, that is SD activates all nodes in Y and R(G,SD) = ASA = Y . Then for each

vT ∈ SD if we add the corresponding set T to U ′, we obtain a collection U ′ such that |U ′|6 k

and ∪T∈U ′T =V , hence the answer to I is YES. On the other hand, if the answer of I is YES,
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then there exists a collection U ′ ⊆U such that |U ′|6 k and ∪T∈U ′ =V . Then for each T ∈U ′,

if we choose the corresponding node vT ∈ X as a seed for I ′, we get a set SD ∈ X such that

|SD|6 BD that activates all the nodes in Y = ASA , that is |ASA \R(G,SD)|= σD(ASA ,SD) = 0.

Also, in this case the reduction uses deterministic instances, moreover ASA = SA. Then, the

hardness holds also in a model where the defender can only observe the attacker’s seeds, that

is, when the defender aims to find a set SD that, for a given SA, minimizes the following value.

∑
GA∈G

P(GA) ∑
GD∈G

P(GD) |R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)| .

8.4 Attacker versus Randomized Defender

In the previous section, we proved that finding a set of seed nodes for the attacker, when the

defender plays the best possible strategy and knows the effect of the attacker’s influence, is

Σ
p
2 -hard and Σ

p
2 -hard to approximate within any factor (Theorems 8.3 and 8.4). On the other

hand, we proved that the defender’s problem is NP-hard even to approximate (Theorem 8.5).

Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 show stronger hardness results than Theorem 8.5, which may seem

to imply that the attacker’s problem is harder than the defender’s one. However, the problem

definitions are based on strong assumptions: the defender can completely observe the spread of

influence of the attacker and, accordingly, she can compute an optimal strategy, which is NP-

hard. On the other hand, the attacker does not have any estimation of the defender’s behavior

and is forced to consider the worst case. In this section, we relax these constraints for the

attacker by assuming that she knows an estimation of the probability distribution according to

which the defender selects her seeds. For example, the attacker can assume that the defender

prefers nodes with high out-degree or with large spread (i.e., with large values of σ ) and define

probabilities accordingly. Indeed, the defender can use one of these heuristic strategies in the

case in which she cannot observe the attacker’s spread. Moreover, according to Theorem 8.5,

the defender must use some heuristic since her problem remains hard to be approximated even

with full knowledge of the attacker’s spread (and hence even if the defender has an estimation

of the attacker’s strategy).
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We define a variant of AP called Attacker vs. Randomized Defender (ARDP), where the

defender selects her seeds according to some probability distribution, and the attacker is aware

of that.

ARDP: Given a directed weighted graph G = (V,E,b), budgets for the attacker BA and the

defender BD, subsets UA,UD ⊆V , and a probability distribution p over the nodes in UD so that

for each u ∈UD, ∑u∈UD pu = 1 and pu ∈ [0,1]; find a set SA ⊆UA such that |SA|6 BA and the

following value is maximum

σAR(SA) := ∑
GA∈G

P(GA) ∑
GD∈G

P(GD) ∑
SD⊆UD:
|SD|6BD

P(SD) |R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)| ,

where P(SD) is the probability of sampling a set SD of BD nodes from UD with replacement

according to distribution p.

Since the attacker knows the probability of selecting each node u∈UD as a defender’s seed, she

can compute the expected probability that the defender influences each node v∈V . The idea is

that the attacker can use this information to assign a weight to each node v∈V , which depends

on the expected probability that the defender will influence her, and use the greedy algorithm

for node-weighted IM problem which achieves a 1− 1
e − ε approximation factor [54].

Consider a randomized procedure SeedNodeSelector that the defender uses to select her seed

nodes, i.e., SD ⊆UD. The procedure keeps all nodes in UD in an arbitrary and fixed order, let

name them from u1 to u|UD|. Consider SD as a seed set, which is empty at the beginning. The

procedure runs the following steps BD times and selects at most BD distinct seed nodes for the

defender: i) It generates a number rnd ∈ [0,1) uniformly at random. ii) The node u j ∈UD,

where ∑
j−1
i=1 pui 6 rnd and ∑

j
i=1 pui > rnd will be added to SD as a seed node. Note that in each

iteration, the probability of selecting a node ui is pui , and this procedure selects the nodes with

replacement; then a node can be selected more than once. Let denote by S a set of all possible

seed nodes selected by SeedNodeSelector.

Also, consider a LiveEdgeGraph procedure that generates a live-edge graph GD from the given

graph G. Consider G as a set of all possible live-edge graphs generated by LiveEdgeGraph,

and R(Gi,S) represents all reachable nodes from the seed nodes S in Gi.

We denote by σv(SA) ∈ [0,1] the expected probability that the attacker influences node v ∈ V

using seeds SA ⊆UA, while the defender will not influence v when she selects her seed nodes

SD based on p. We have σAR(SA) = ∑v∈V σv(SA). Formally, for all v ∈V we define σv(SA) as
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follows.

σv(SA) = ∑
GA∈G

P(GA)

[
∑

GD∈G
P(GD)

(
∑

SD∈S
P(SD)1v∈R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)

)]
.

Since 1v∈R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD) = 1v∈R(GA,SA)(1−1v∈R(GD,SD)), then

σv(SA) = ∑
GA∈G

P(GA)1v∈R(GA,SA)w(v),

where w(v) is equal to

∑
GD∈G

P(GD) ∑
SD∈S

P(SD)(1−1v∈R(GD,SD))

= ∑
GD∈G

P(GD) ∑
SD∈S

(P(SD)−P(SD)1v∈R(GD,SD))

= ∑
GD∈G

P(GD)

[
∑

SD∈S
P(SD)− ∑

SD∈S
P(SD)1v∈R(GD,SD)

]

= ∑
GD∈G

P(GD)

[
1− ∑

SD∈S
P(SD)1v∈R(GD,SD)

]
= ∑

GD∈G
P(GD)− ∑

GD∈G
P(GD) ∑

SD∈S
P(SD)1v∈R(GD,SD)

=1− ∑
SD∈S

P(SD) ∑
GD∈G

P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD) = 1−σ
D
v ,

where

σ
D
v := ∑

SD∈S
P(SD)σ

D
v (SD),

and

σ
D
v (SD) := ∑

GD∈G
P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD).

In other words, σD
v is the expected probability that node v∈V will be activated by the defender,

where the expectation is taken over all seed nodes SD ∈S and live-edge graphs GD ∈ G .

In order to find w(v) for all v ∈V , we can use the following lemma. It shows that by given p,

the attacker can compute w(v) for each v ∈V , with high probability (1−δ ) and small error ε .

Lemma 8.6. There exists a sampling approach that, for any ε > 0 and for all v ∈V , computes

w(v)± ε , with probability > 1−δ , by using (2+ε)
ε4 log 2

δ
· [n+ logn+ logδ−1] samples.
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Proof. It has been shown that if we run the live-edge sampling at least ε−2 · [n+ logn+ logδ−1]

times, we get σD
v (SD)± ε with probability at least 1− δ for all v ∈ V and SD ∈ 2UD [15,

Lemma 4.1]. Using standard Chernoff-bound, we can show that we can compute σD
v ±ε if we

consider at least (2+ε)
ε2 log 2

δ
samples of seed sets. Hence, we can also compute w(v) = 1−σD

v ,

for all v ∈V .

The following theorem shows that we can find a set of seed nodes SA ∈UA for the attacker with

a (1− 1
e − ε)-approximation factor of the optimum, with an ε0 error.

Theorem 8.7. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, for any ε,ε0 > 0, returns a

solution SA for ARDP such that σAR(SA)> (1− 1
e −ε)(OPT −ε0) where OPT is the optimum.

Proof. Using Lemma 8.6, we can calculate w(v) with an ε error. If ε0 < OPT 6 |V |, then for

each node v ∈V we assign a weight w(v), and by using the standard node-weighed IM greedy

algorithm, we get a (1− 1
e −ε)-approximation factor for maximizing σAR(SA) = ∑v∈V σv(SA).

Note that we are comparing with an optimal solution that is an ε0 error far from OPT as a

consequence of the estimation of w(v) in Lemma 8.6. On the other hand, if ε0 > OPT , then

any solution would be at most ε0 far from the optimum and concludes the proof.

8.5 Simulations

In this section, we simulate the algorithm given in the previous section in some real-world

social networks and artificial networks. For the attacker, we consider ARDP approach where

the defender plays random based on a probability distribution over all nodes, and the attacker

is aware of the probability.

We investigate three different approaches for the defender: First, we assume the defender

selects her seed nodes according to the probability distribution over the nodes to cancel out

the attacker’s effect. In other words, the defender acts just like what the attacker expected.

We investigate two different approaches to assign a weight to the nodes of the graph: (1) The

weight of each node is proportional to the sum over outgoing edges’ weight (PTOE), i.e., nodes

with the higher weight of outgoing edges have more chance to be selected as a defender’s seed

node. (2) The probability of selecting each node is equal, and the defender selects her seed

nodes uniformly at random (UAR).
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Second, we investigate the case that the defender uses the node-weighted greedy algorithm to

maximize her influence among the attacker’s activated nodes. In other words, since it is hard

for the defender to find any approximation algorithm for minimizing |ASA \ASD |, she can look

for a set of seed nodes SD to maximizes her influence among the nodes that are influenced by

the attacker. In other words, the defender assigns weight one to the attacker’s influenced nodes

and run the node-weighted greedy algorithm to get a (1− 1
e − ε)-approximation to the set of

optimal seed set which maximizes the influence among the attacker’s influenced nodes, i.e.,

argmaxSD
|ASD |. Kempe et al. showed that it is hard to find an approximation algorithm with a

factor better than 1− 1
e under ICM [54].

Third, to illustrate the attacker’s gain even when the defender can find her optimal seed nodes,

we consider that the attacker assumes the defender will select her seed nodes UAR, but the

defender finds her optimal seed nodes. This case shows that playing first helps the attacker

influence many nodes, and the defender cannot compete even when the attacker’s assumption

is the worst, and the defender has full power to find the optimal response using the same

budget.

The first case is the model that we considered in Section 8.4 and presented an approximation

algorithm for it (see Theorem 8.7). The second case is the dual of the defender’s problem, but

its approximation algorithms do not guarantee any approximation factor for the main problem.

By the way, we will see that it works well in practice.

For the implementation, we used Python v3.7.6 and a server with Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS oper-

ating system. It utilizes two processors Intel Xeon CPU E5-2643 v3 3.40GHz 64b, 32K L1

data and instruction cache, 256KB L2 cache, 20480KB L3 cache, and 128GB RAM. We con-

sidered the sampling procedure 100 times for all of the datasets presented in Table 8.2. More

information about the datasets is given in Section 8.5.1.

If a dataset is undirected, we make it directed by replacing each edge (u,v) with two directed

edges between them. Moreover, if a dataset is not weighted, we assign a weight to each edge

2http://networkrepository.com/fb-pages-food.php
3http://konect.cc/networks/librec-filmtrust-trust
4http://networkrepository.com/soc-wiki-Vote.php
5http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns
6http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns
7http://networkrepository.com/soc-physicians.php
8https://west.uni-koblenz.de/konect/networks/arenas-email
9http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data/netscience

10https://toreopsahl.com/datasets/#online_social_network

http://networkrepository.com/fb-pages-food.php
http://konect.cc/networks/librec-filmtrust-trust
http://networkrepository.com/soc-wiki-Vote.php
http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns
http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns
http://networkrepository.com/soc-physicians.php
https://west.uni-koblenz.de/konect/networks/arenas-email
http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data/netscience
https://toreopsahl.com/datasets/#online_social_network
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Dataset #Nodes #Edges Direction
Weight Time Results

Barabasi-Albert 100 950 - 10:10:48 Figure 8.4

fb-pages2 [77] 620 2100
undirected
unweighted 1d:14:03:08 Figure 8.5

filmtrust3 [44] 874 1853
directed

unweighted 2d:14:32:35 Figure 8.6

wiki-vote4 [78] 889 2914
directed

unweighted 2d:18:38:17 Figure 8.7

organization 15 [45] 320 2369
undirected
unweighted 13:46:12 Figure 8.8

organization 26 [45] 165 726
undirected
unweighted 04:02:24 Figure 8.9

physicians7 [78] 241 1098
undirected
unweighted 08:06:42 Figure 8.10

arenas8 [46] 1133 5451
directed

unweighted 4d:22:26:29 Figure 8.11

netscience9 [70] 1588 2742
undirected
weighted 6d:07:08:47 Figure 8.12

OClinks10 [72] 1899 20296
directed
weighted 14d:22:32:43 Figure 8.13

Table 8.2: The datasets that are used in the simulations.

(u,v) equal to 1
|Ni

v|
, where Ni

v is the set of incoming neighbors of v, this is a common assumption

in influence maximization (see e.g., [54]).

In all figures of this section, ‘PTOE’ represents attacker’s gain (expected number of nodes

influenced only by the attacker) when the defender’s probability distribution over each node v

is proportional to the sum of the outgoing edges’ weight, and the defender plays based on that.

Line ‘Greedy PTOE’ shows the attacker’s gain when the attacker’s assumption is the same

as the previous case, but the defender uses the node-weighted greedy algorithm (by assigning

weight 1 to nodes in ASA and 0 to other nodes) to deactivate the attacker’s activated nodes.

Similarly, ‘UAR’ signifies the attacker’s gain when the defender’s distribution over all nodes

is uniformly at random. Moreover, ‘Greedy UAR’ illustrates the attacker’s gain when her

assumption is the same as the previous case, but the defender runs the node-weighted greedy

algorithm. Finally, ‘Optimal UAR’ represents the worst situation for the attacker where the

attacker assumes the defender selects her seed nodes uniformly at random, but the defender

actually finds an optimal solution to minimize the attacker’s gain.11 We use a budget of 1, 2,

5, 10, 20, and 40 for both attacker and defender.
11To find an optimal solution for the defender, we formulated the problem as an Integer Programming and solved

it by using Gurobi (www.gurobi.com); see Section 8.5.2 for the details.

http://networkrepository.com/fb-pages-food.php
http://konect.cc/networks/librec-filmtrust-trust/
http://networkrepository.com/soc-wiki-Vote.php
http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns
http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns
http://networkrepository.com/soc-physicians.php
https://west.uni-koblenz.de/konect/networks/arenas-email
http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data/netscience
https://toreopsahl.com/datasets/#online_social_network
https://www.gurobi.com/
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We can see from the figures that when the defender plays randomly (the PTOE and UAR

lines), the attacker gains more than when the defender uses the node-weighted greedy algo-

rithm. Also, when the defender plays uniformly at random (the UAR lines), the attacker gains

more concerning the proportional weights (the PTOE lines). As expected, by increasing the

defender’s budget, the attacker’s gain decreases.

Interestingly, when the defender uses the node-weighted greedy algorithm, the attacker’s gains,

in both PTOE and UAR, are almost the same as when the defender uses the optimal solution. In

fact, the attacker selects almost the same seed nodes for both cases (the order may be different,

but the seed nodes are mostly the same or have practically the same influence in both cases).

This happens because there are some influential nodes in the social networks with very high

impact that both attacker and defender select them as a seed node, and for both cases, the seed

nodes will be almost the same.

Even though the attacker’s problem is Σ
p
2 -hard, the simulation shows that in these networks,

the attacker can influence many nodes even with a limited budget as she benefits from playing

first. The reason is that some social networks’ users are very well connected; when the attacker

selects them as her seed nodes, they will influence many nodes (in expectation). On the other

hand, even if the defender selects the same seed nodes, she cannot affect all of those nodes

influenced by the attacker. For example, assume a user v with 1000 outgoing edges where

the edges’ weight is 1
2 . If the attacker selects v as her seed node, v will activate 500 users (in

expectation). After that, if the defender selects v as her seed node, she can influence 250 of the

nodes activated by the attacker (in expectation). Hence, even if the two players have the same

budget, the attacker can influence many nodes. Note that in this example, the defender would

need more budget to cancel the attacker’s effect.

Moreover, the experiments show that even when the attacker has a bad estimation of the de-

fender’s probability distribution, she can still influence many nodes. This is evident from the

case when the attacker estimates a uniform distribution while the defender actually plays an

optimal strategy (line ‘Optimal UAR’).

The experiments also show that although the defender’s problem is computationally hard to

approximate, using the node-weighted greedy algorithm can be considered an excellent choice

as, in these instances, the outcome is similar to selecting optimal seeds.
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8.5.1 Datasets’ Specification

In this section we briefly explain about each dataset and its properties.

• Barabasi-Albert Random Graph: In this dataset, we generated five random graphs

using Barabasi-Albert algorithm and considered the average of them. The graphs are

generated with 100 nodes and 5 undirected edges for each node (except the first five

nodes). Then we make it a directed and weighted graph as described (in total, there are

950 directed edges). The Barabasi-Albert algorithm considers five independent nodes

and adds other nodes one by one. At each step, the algorithm adds five undirected edges

between the existing nodes and the new node. For the new edges, it prefers to connect the

new node to those nodes that are well-connected. In these kinds of graphs, where there

are some very well-connected nodes, the attacker can select each well-connected node

as a seed, and the defender cannot easily cancel out the attacker’s effect. As depicted in

Figure 8.4, regarding different approaches, the attacker can activate many nodes so that

the defender cannot deactivate them by using the same budget. For example, when both

attacker’s and defender’s budget is 20 (third row, left column), more than 18 nodes will

remain active, which is significant compared to the network size.

• fb-pages: This dataset is about Facebook pages collected in November 2017, which is

available at http://networkrepository.com/fb-pages-food.php. It contains 620 nodes and

2100 undirected and unweighted edges, where the nodes represent the pages, and edges

show their mutual likes. The results are shown in Figure 8.5.

• filmtrust: This directed and unweighted graph contains 874 nodes and 1853 edges. It

is a user–user trust network of the FilmTrust project collected in 2011, where nodes

are the users and edges represent the trust between them. The dataset is available at

http://konect.cc/networks/librec-filmtrust-trust, and the simulation results are shown in

Figure 8.6.

• wiki-vote: This dataset contains 889 nodes and 2914 directed and unweighted edges.It

contains all of the Wikipedia voting data from the inception of Wikipedia and is avail-

able at http://networkrepository.com/soc-wiki-Vote.php. Nodes in the network show the

Wikipedia users, and each directed edge depicts that the source node voted for the des-

tination one. It contains the information till January 2008, and the results are shown in

Figure 8.7.

http://networkrepository.com/fb-pages-food.php
http://konect.cc/networks/librec-filmtrust-trust/
http://networkrepository.com/soc-wiki-Vote.php
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(a) Defender’s budget = 1
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(b) Defender’s budget = 2
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(c) Defender’s budget = 5
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(d) Defender’s budget = 10
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(e) Defender’s budget = 20
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(f) Defender’s budget = 40

Figure 8.4: Average results for Barabasi-Albert graphs.
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(a) Defender’s budget = 1
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(b) Defender’s budget = 2
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(c) Defender’s budget = 5
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(d) Defender’s budget = 10
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Figure 8.5: Results for fb-pages dataset.
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Figure 8.6: Results for filmtrust dataset.
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Figure 8.7: Results for wiki-vote dataset.
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Figure 8.8: Results for small organization 1 dataset.
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• Org-1 (Small Organization 1): This dataset is an unweighted undirected graph for a pub-

licly held company specializing in network hardware development. They employ 500

to 1000 individuals. The organization crawler identified 726 informal links among 165

Facebook users who, according to their Facebook page, worked for the company [45].

The results are depicted in Figure 8.8.

• Org-2 (Small Organization 2): An unweighted undirected graph for an international

publicly held company specializing in software development. The company has be-

tween 1000 and 2000 employees. The organization crawler identified 2369 informal

links among 320 Facebook users who stated that they worked for the company in their

Facebook profiles. They also collected information on the positions of 168 company

employees [45]. The outcome is presented in Figure 8.9. Both of the Org-1 and Org-2

datasets are available at http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns.

• Physicians: It is an unweighted undirected graph that visualizes soc-physicians’s link

structure and discovers valuable insights using the interactive network data visualiza-

tion and analytics platform [78]. It is available at http://networkrepository.com, and

Figure 8.10 shows the attacker’s gains on this graph.

• Arenas: This is an unweighted directed network represents the email communication.

Nodes are users and edges represent that at least one email was sent [46]. It is available at

https://west.uni-koblenz.de/konect/networks/arenas-email, and the experimental results

of using this dataset are presented in Figure 8.11.

• Netscience: This weighted undirected graph contains a coauthorship network of scien-

tists working on network theory and experiment, as compiled by M. Newman in May

2006. It contains all components of the network, for a total of 1589 scientists [70]. You

can find the dataset at http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data/netscience/, and its experimen-

tal results are given in Figure 8.12.

• OClinks: This weighted directed graph originates from an online community for stu-

dents at the University of California, Irvine. It contains all of the users that sent or

received at least one message. The edges’ direction is from sender to receiver, and

the edges’ weight represents the number of messages [72]. The dataset is available at

https://toreopsahl.com/datasets/#online_social_network, and the related results are de-

picted in Figure 8.13.

http://proj.ise.bgu.ac.il/sns
http://networkrepository.com
https://west.uni-koblenz.de/konect/networks/arenas-email
http://networkdata.ics.uci.edu/data/netscience/
https://toreopsahl.com/datasets/#online_social_network
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Figure 8.9: Results for small organization 2 dataset.
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Figure 8.10: Results for physicians dataset.
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Figure 8.11: Results for arenas dataset.
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Figure 8.12: Results for netscience dataset.
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Figure 8.13: Results for OClink dataset.
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8.5.2 Integer Programming

This section discusses the optimal strategy that the defender uses to compete with the attacker’s

influence. We show that if the attacker assumes the defender will select her seed nodes uni-

formly at random, but the defender selects the optimal seed nodes, the attacker still gains a

lot (the number of nodes influenced only by the attacker is presented as ‘Optimal UAR’ in

all plots). As discussed in Section 8.3.2, the defender’s goal is finding a set of seed nodes

SD to minimize E[|ASA \ASD |]. The dual of the problem would be finding a set of seed nodes

SD to maximize E[|ASA ∪ASD |]. Note that DP is a convex optimization problem; hence, the

optimal solution S∗D for the dual version is also an optimal solution for DP. To find S∗D, we

assign a weight one to all nodes in ASA and zero to the others, and the optimal solution for the

node-weighted IM problem is an optimal solution for our problem too.

To define the IP, for each node vi ∈V we define a variable si ∈ {0,1} which is equal to one if vi

is selected as a seed node; otherwise it is zero. We also define another variable RG j,vi ∈ {0,1}
which is equal to 1 if the node vi is reachable by the selected seed nodes in the live-edge graph

G j. Moreover, we define wi ∈ {0,1} and set wi = 1 if vi ∈ ASA ; otherwise wi = 0. Recall that

BD is the defender’s budget. Let denote by X1, . . . ,XT the set of outcomes from the T samples;

then we define the IP as follows.

Maximize 1
T

|V |

∑
i=1

T

∑
j=1

RG j,vi ·wi

Subject to
|V |

∑
i=1

si 6 BD,

RG j,vk 6
|V |

∑
i=1

si ·1vk∈R(G j,vi), i, k = 1, . . . , |V |, j = 1, . . . ,T,

si ∈ {0,1}, i = 1, . . . , |V |,
RG j,vi ∈ {0,1}, i = 1, . . . , |V |, j = 1, . . . ,T,

(8.1)

where the objective function is an estimation of the optimal outcome, the first constraint is to

select at most BD seed nodes, the second constraint is to make sure that RG j,vk is equal to 1 iff

vk is reachable by a seed node in G j, i.e, ∃vi ∈ V : si = 1∧ vk ∈ R(G j,vi) in which R(G j,vi) is

the set of reachable nodes from node vi in the live-edge G j. We solved IP (8.1) using Gurobi

to present the ‘Optimal UAR’ in all plots.





Chapter 9

Election Control through Social
Influence: Attacker versus Defender

In Chapter 8 we saw the problem of IM when the attacker and defender compete with each

other in order to maximize/minimize the number of activated nodes. This chapter considers

the election control problem in a similar model. We introduce the problem in Section 9.1.

Section 9.2 contains our model, problem definition, and objective functions. We show some

hardness results in Section 9.3. In Section 9.4 we consider a relaxed version of the attacker’s

problem and present an approximation algorithm for it.

9.1 Introduction

We consider the problem of election control via social influence where there are two players;

the first player is a/an manipulator/attacker/adversary who tries to influence/activate a social

network of voters and convince them to vote (or not to vote) for her target candidate. The

second player, who can be the operator of the social network, afford to persuade the infected

voters to go back to their original opinion. We call the first and second players attacker and

defender, respectively. The defender plays when the attacker’s diffusion process is finished,

and the attacker is aware of that. The attacker aims to maximize/minimize her target candi-

date’s score after both diffusion processes. On the other side, the defender, who knows all

activated voters, wants to spread a message among them to invalidate the attacker’s message.
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We assume all influenced voters through the defender’s message will accept it and go back to

their original opinion. Then the defender’s goal is to minimize the number of activated nodes.

The election control problem is considered in different models. We discussed the multi-winner

and single-winner election controls through social influence in Parts I and II, respectively. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first work considering the problem under a model that

two agents compete with each other so that the attacker aims to change the election outcome

while the defender tries to cancel the attacker impact over the voters.

In the rest of this chapter, our model, updating rules, scoring and objective functions are de-

fined in Section 9.2. Then in Section 9.3, we show that the attacker’s problems are Σ
p
2 -hard and

Σ
p
2 -hard to approximate within any approximation factor regarding both constructive and de-

structive models. Moreover, we show that the defender’s problems are NP-hard to be approx-

imated within any factor concerning both constructive and destructive cases of the problem.

Section 9.4 contains an approximation algorithm for the attacker’s problem when the defender

selects her seed nodes based on a probability distribution over all nodes.

9.2 Problem Definition and Objective Functions

The model that we use is similar to the model presented by Wilder and Vorobeychik [88].

Consider a directed graph G = (V,E) representing a social network of voters. Its nodes are

the voters, and the edges signify the voters’ influence over each other. We show the set of all

candidates by C = {c?,c1, . . . ,cm−1}, where c? is the attacker’s target candidate.

We use the plurality scoring rule [21], where each voter votes for her most preferred candidate,

and the most voted candidate will be elected as the single winner of the election. Although,

it is possible to extend our results for any non-increasing scoring function, e.g., Borda’s rule,

anti-plurality, and k-approval. We use ASX as a set of all activated nodes after the seed set SX .

Let define SA,SD as a set of seed nodes for the attacker and defender, respectively.

Let denote by π /0
v the preference list of voter v ∈ V over all candidates before any diffusion.

Moreover, we denote the rank of a candidate c ∈ C in the preference list of the voter v by

π /0
v (c),1 6 π /0

v (c)6 m. Let denote by πA
v the preference list of a voter v ∈V after SA; similarly,

we denote by πD
v the preference list of node v ∈ V after both SA and SD. In the constructive

(resp. destructive) model, if the attacker activates a node v ∈ V , the latter will promote (resp.

demote) the target candidate’s rank by one position, if possible. Afterward, if the defender
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influences the node v, the latter will go back to her original opinion. Formally, in constructive

case the updating rule is as follows.

∀v ∈ ASA : π
A
v (c?) =

π /0
v (c?)−1, if π /0

v (c?)> 1,

π /0
v (c?), otherwise,

while for the overtaken candidate c ∈C \{c?}, if π /0
v (c?) = π /0

v (c)+1, she will be demoted by

one position, i.e., πA
v (c) = π /0

v (c)+ 1. For other candidates c′ ∈ C \ {c?,c}, we set πA
v (c
′) =

π /0
v (c
′). Also, for destructive case the updating rule is as follows.

∀v ∈ ASA : π
A
v (c?) =

π /0
v (c?)+1, if π /0

v (c?)< m,

π /0
v (c?), otherwise,

while for the overtaken candidate c ∈ C \ {c?}, if π /0
v (c?) = π /0

v (c)− 1, the candidate will be

promoted by one position πA
v (c) = π /0

v (c)− 1; otherwise we set πA
v (c) = π /0

v (c). Note that in

both constructive and destructive models, all inactive nodes keep their original opinion, i.e.,

∀v /∈ ASA : πA
v = π /0

v .

In both constructive and destructive cases, when the attacker’s diffusion is finished, and the

preferences list of the activated voters is updated, the defender who is aware of ASA , selects a

set of seed nodes SD and starts her diffusion process. All nodes v ∈ ASD will set their opinion

as πD
v = π /0

v ; for other nodes, u /∈ ASD we have πD
u = πA

u .

We define F (c?, /0) as the target candidate’s score before any diffusion. Similarly, we de-

note by F (c?,SA) as the expected score of our target candidate after SA. We also define

F (c?,SA,SD) as our target candidate’s score when the diffusion process started from SD,

which is executed after SA, is finished. In other words, the attacker selects her seed nodes

SA and starts a diffusion; when the diffusion stopped, the defender selects her seed set and runs

another diffusion process; finally, when the latter is finished, the score of our target candidate

is F (c?,SA,SD). Formally, we define them as follows.

F (c?, /0) = ∑
v∈V
1π /0

v (c?)=1,

F (c?,SA) = EASA

[
∑
v∈V
1πA

v (c?)=1

]
,

F (c?,SA,SD) = EASA ,ASD

[
∑
v∈V
1πD

v (c?)=1

]
.
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9.2.1 Objective Functions

We use similar objective functions used in the literature called difference of votes (DoV) and

margin of victory (MoV) [33, 34, 88]. For constructive case, DoVc maximizes the difference

between the target candidate’s score before and after both diffusions, while MoVc does the

same concerning the most voted opponent’s score before and after the diffusions. Formally,

we define DoVc and MoVc as follows.

DoVc(c?,SA,SD) = F (c?,SA,SD)−F (c?, /0),

MoVc(c?,SA,SD) = F (c?,SA,SD)−F (cSA,SD
A ,SA,SD)− (F (c?, /0)−F (cB, /0)), (9.1)

where cSA,SD
A is the most voted opponent candidate after both SA and SD, while cB is the most

voted opponent candidate before any diffusion. Finally, considering the destructive model, we

define DoVd and MoVd as follows.

DoVd(c?,SA,SD) = F (c?, /0)−F (c?,SA,SD),

MoVd(c?,SA,SD) = F (c?, /0)−F (cB, /0)− (F (c?,SA,SD)−F (cSA,SD
A ,SA,SD)). (9.2)

9.2.1.1 Attacker’s Problems

Let define the attacker’s constructive difference of votes (ACDV) and attacker’s constructive

margin of victory (ACMV) problems as follows.

ACDV (resp. ACMV): Given a weighted directed graph G = (V,E,b), attacker’s budget BA,

defender’s budget BD, set of node for attacker and defender U1,U2 ⊆ V ; find a set of seed

nodes SA ⊆U1 for the attacker so that |SA| 6 BA and for any seed set SD ⊆U2, |SD| 6 BD for

the defender, the value of DoVc (resp. MoVc) is maximum.

Also, we define the attacker’s destructive difference of votes (ADDV) and attacker’s destruc-

tive margin of victory (ADMV) problems as follows.

ADDV (resp. ADMV): Given a weighted directed graph G = (V,E,b), attacker’s budget BA,

defender’s budget BD, set of node for attacker and defender U1,U2 ⊆ V , find a set of seed

nodes SA ⊆U1 for the attacker so that |SA| 6 BA and for any seed set SD ⊆U2, |SD| 6 BD for

the defender, the value of DoVd (resp. MoVd) is maximum.
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9.2.1.2 Defender’s Problems

We define the defender’s constructive problem (DCP) and defender’s destructive problem

(DDP) as follows.

DCP (resp. DDP): Given a directed weighted graph G = (V,E,b), budget BD, and subsets

UD,ASA ⊆V ; find a seed set SD ⊆UD so that |SD|6 BD and EASD
[∑v∈ASA\ASD

1π /0
v (c?)=2] (resp.

EASD
[∑v∈ASA\ASD

1π /0
v (c?)=1]) is minimum.

Note that in the constructive model, the defender needs to influence those voters who are

influenced by the attacker and the target candidate is ranked second in their preference list,

which means π /0
v (c?) = 2.

9.3 Hardness Results

This section considers the attacker’s and defender’s problems and provides some hardness

results for them.

9.3.1 Attacker’s Problems

We show that the attacker’s problems are Σ
p
2 -hard. Moreover, we prove that they are Σ

p
2 -hard

to approximate within any factor.

Theorem 9.1. Finding any solution for the attacker’s constructive difference of votes (ACDV)

and attacker’s constructive margin of victory (ACMV) is Σ
p
2 -hard.

Proof. Let us reduce AP (defined in Section 8.2) to ACDV (resp. ACMV). Note that ac-

cording to Theorem 8.3, AP is a Σ
p
2 -hard problem. We are given an instance I = (G =

(V,E,b),UA,UD,BA,BD,M) of the decision version of AP. We create an instance of ACDV
(resp. ACMV) I ′ = (G,UA,UD,BA,BD,M) where all parameters are the same in both prob-

lems. Also, we set the preference list of all nodes v ∈ V as π /0
v = c1 � c? � . . . , where a � b

means a is preferred over b.

By this reduction, the score of our target candidate before any diffusion is zero, i.e., F (c?, /0) =

0. After the both diffusions SA,SD, the score of our target candidate is equal to the num-

ber of nodes that are activated just by the attacker, i.e., F (c?,SA,SD) = |ASA \ ASD |, and
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DoVc(c?,SA,SD) = |ASA \ ASD |. First, let us investigate DoVc. In I ′, if there is any seed

set SA for the attacker such that DoVc(c?,SA,SD) > M, then we can use the same seed nodes

for I and the number of activated nodes will be at least M, and the answer of I is YES.

Moreover, if there is no such a seed set for I ′, then there is no solution for I , and its answer

is NO.

Considering MoVc, we know that the most voted opponent candidate before and after any

diffusion is c1. The score of c1 before any diffusion is F (c1, /0) = |V |, and after both diffusions

is F (c1,SA,SD) = |V |− |ASA \ASD |. Then by the definition of MoVc in (9.1) we have

MoVc(c?,SA,SD) = |ASA \ASD |− |V |+ |ASA \ASD |− (0−|V |) = 2|ASA \ASD |.

Hence, if there exists a solution in I ′ so that MoVc > 2M, then the answer of I is YES;

otherwise, its answer is NO. Clearly, the reduction also holds for the reverse direction regarding

both DoVc and MoVc.

The following theorem proves the same hardness result for the destructive case of the problem.

Theorem 9.2. Finding any solution for the attacker’s destructive difference of votes (ADDV)

and attacker’s destructive margin of victory (ADMV) is Σ
p
2 -hard.

Proof. The same as the previous theorem, we reduce AP to ADDV (resp. ADMV). Consider

an instance I = (G = (V,E,b),UA,UD,BA,BD,M) of the decision version of AP. Let us create

an instance of ADDV (resp. ADMV) I ′ = (G,UA,UD,BA,BD,M) with the same parameters

in both problems. We set the preferences list of the nodes v ∈V as π /0
v = c? � c1 � . . . .

By this reduction, the score of our target candidate before any diffusion is |V |, i.e., F (c?, /0) =

|V |. After the both diffusions SA,SD, the score of our target candidate decrease by the number

of nodes that are activated just by the attacker, i.e., F (c?,SA,SD) = |V | − |ASA \ ASD |, and

DoVd(c?,SA,SD) = |ASA \ASD |.

Let us investigate DoVc first. In I ′, if there is any seed set SA for the attacker such that

DoVd(c?,SA,SD)>M, then we can use the same seed nodes for I and the number of activated

nodes will be at least M, then the answer of I is YES. Moreover, if there is no such a seed set

for I ′, then the answer of I is NO.

Considering MoVd , according to the preferences list, the most voted opponent candidate be-

fore and after any diffusion is c1. The score of c1 before any diffusion is F (c1, /0) = 0, and
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after both diffusions is F (c1,SA,SD) = |ASA \ASD |. Then by the definition of MoVd in (9.2)

we get MoVd(c?,SA,SD) = |V | − 0− (|V |− |ASA \ASD |− |ASA \ASD |) = 2|ASA \ASD |. Hence,

if there is a solution for the attacker in I ′ so that MoVd > 2M, then the answer of I is

YES; otherwise, its answer is NO. Clearly, the reduction also holds for the reverse direction

regarding both DoVd and MoVd .

By the above theorems, someone may want to look for an approximation algorithm regarding

the optimization version of the problem. In the following theorems, we show that the problems

are Σ
p
2 -hard to be approximated within any factor α ∈ (0,1).

Theorem 9.3. Finding any approximation algorithm for the attacker’s constructive difference

of votes (ACDV) and attacker’s constructive margin of victory (ACMV) is Σ
p
2 -hard.

Proof. Consider the reduction in Theorem 9.1, and assume there is an α-approximation al-

gorithm Alg for ACDV (resp. ACMV). Obviously, the solution returned by Alg is also an

α-approximation for AP, but it contradicts Theorem 8.4 and concludes the theorem state-

ment.

The next theorem proves the same statement for the destructive case. The proof is omitted due

to similarity to Theorem 9.3.

Theorem 9.4. Finding any approximation algorithm for the attacker’s destructive difference

of votes (ADDV) and attacker’s destructive margin of victory (ADMV) is Σ
p
2 -hard.

9.3.2 Defender’s Problems

Theorem 9.5. It is NP-hard to approximate the defender’s constructive problem (DCP) within

any factor α > 1.

Proof. Let reduce a given instance I = (G = (V,E,b),ASA ,UD,BD) of DP (defined in Sec-

tion 8.2) to an instance I ′ = (G,ASA ,UD,BD) of DCP where all parameters are the same, and

we set the preference list of all nodes as follows.

∀v ∈ ASA : π
/0
v = c1 � c? � . . . ;

∀v ∈V \ASA : π
/0
v = c? � c1 � . . . ,
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which means just the nodes in ASA are important for the defender as the target candidate is

their second most preferred candidate (see the definition of DCP in Section 9.2). Note that the

nodes in V \ASA prefer the target candidate the most before any diffusion and the attacker’s

influence will not change their opinion in construction model.

Using the reduction, any solution for I ′ is also a preserving approximation solution for I .

It is because all parameters are the same, and in both instances the defender tries to influence

the same set of nodes, i.e., ASA . Then any α-approximation solution for I ′ is also an α-

approximation solution for I . On the other hand, it is NP-hard to approximate DP within any

factor α > 1; hence, DCP is also NP-hard to approximate within any factor and concludes the

proof.

The next theorem provides the same hardness of approximation regarding DDP.

Theorem 9.6. It is NP-hard to approximate the defender’s destructive problem (DDP) within

any factor α > 1.

Proof. Similar to the previous proof, let reduce an instance I = (G = (V,E,b),ASA ,UD,BD)

of DP to an instance I ′ = (G,ASA ,UD,BD) of DDP, where all parameters are the same and

we set the preference list of the voters as follows.

∀v ∈ ASA : π
/0
v = c? � c1 � . . . ;

∀v ∈V \ASA : π
/0
v = c1 � c? � . . . ,

which means just the nodes in ASA should be considered for the defender. In other words,

regarding the both problems, the defender should target all nodes in ASA .

It is clear from the reduction that an α-approximation algorithm for I ′ also gives an α-

approximation solution for I , and it is a preserving approximation reduction. According

to Theorem 8.5, DP is NP-hard to approximate, hence DDP is also NP-hard to approximate

and concludes the proof.

9.4 Attacker versus Randomized Defender

As we have seen in the previous section, the attacker’s problems are Σ
p
2 -hard even to approx-

imate. On the other hand, since DCP is NP-hard to approximate, the defender will not be
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able to find the optimal response to the attacker’s strategy. Then the attacker’s assumption is

not realistic that the defender can find the optimal strategy. In fact, the defender has to try

a heuristic solution. Hence, in this section, we assume that the defender will select her seed

nodes according to some random process instead of the optimal strategy, and the attacker is

aware of that.

Similar to Section 8.4, we consider a case that the defender will assign a probability distribu-

tion over all nodes and select her seed nodes based on the probability. The attacker, who is

aware of the defender’s randomized strategy and probabilities, needs to maximize her expected

gain concerning the defender’s randomized response.

We denote p as the probabilities that the defender assigned to the nodes v ∈UD such that for

each node v ∈UD its probability pv is in [0,1] and sum to 1, i.e., ∑v∈UD pv = 1. We use the

same procedure SeedSetSelector presented in Section 8.4 to select SD ∈UD so that |SD|6 BD.

We denote by S the set of all possible seed sets generated by the procedure. Let define

the Constructive Attacker vs. Randomized Defender (CARD) and Destructive Attacker vs.

Randomized Defender (DARD) problems as follows.

CARD (resp. DARD): We are given a directed weighted graph G=(V,E,b), attacker’s budget

BA, defender’s budget BD, subsets UA,UD ⊆V , and a probability distribution p over all nodes

v ∈ UD where pv ∈ [0,1] for each v ∈ UD, and ∑v∈UD pv = 1. Assume the defender selects

SD ⊆UD using the SeedSetSelector procedure over p and |SD|6 BD, find a set SA ⊆UA so that

|SA| 6 BA and E[∑v∈ASA\ASD
1π /0

v (c?)=2] (resp. E[∑v∈ASA\ASD
1π /0

v (c?)=1]) is maximum, where the

expectation is over the two random diffusion process (one for the attacker and another one for

the defender).

We denote the expected probability that a node v will change her opinion to vote for the at-

tacker’s target candidate by σv,con(SA) and σv,des(SA) for constructive and destructive models,

respectively. We first discuss the constructive case, at the end, we will show that the destructive

model is similar to the constructive one; the σv,con(SA) is defined as follows.

σv,con(SA) := ∑
GA∈G

P(GA)

[
∑

SD⊆S

P(SD)

(
∑

GD∈G
P(GD)1v∈R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)∧Φ

)]
,

where G is a set of all possible live-edge graphs, S is the set of all possible defender’s seed

nodes selected by SeedSetSelector, and Φ holds if π /0
v (c?) = 2. Since 1v∈R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)∧Φ =
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1v∈R(GA,SA)∧Φ(1−1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ), then

σv,con(SA) = ∑
GA∈G

P(GA)1v∈R(GA,SA)∧Φw(v),

where w(v) is equal to

∑
SD⊆S

P(SD) ∑
GD∈G

P(GD)(1−1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ)

= ∑
SD⊆S

P(SD) ∑
GD∈G

(P(GD)−P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ)

= ∑
SD⊆S

P(SD)

[
∑

GD∈G
P(GD)− ∑

GD∈G
P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ

]

= ∑
SD⊆S

P(SD)

[
1− ∑

GD∈G
P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ

]
= ∑

SD⊆S

P(SD)− ∑
SD⊆S

P(SD) ∑
GD∈G

P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ

=1− ∑
SD⊆S

P(SD) ∑
GD∈G

P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ = 1−σ
D
v ,

where

σ
D
v := ∑

SD⊆S

P(SD)σ
D
v (SD),

and

σ
D
v (SD) := ∑

GD∈G
P(GD)1v∈R(GD,SD)∧Φ.

In other words, σD
v is the expected probability that node v∈V will be activated by the defender,

where the expectation is taken over all seed nodes SD ∈S and live-edge graphs GD ∈ G .

As we can see from the formula, the solution is very similar to Section 8.4 and just condition

Φ is added. Hence, following the same approach, we can find w(v)±ε for all nodes v ∈V and

prove the following Theorem. The proof is omitted as it is similar to Theorem 8.7.

Theorem 9.7. There exist (1− 1
e−ε)(OPT−ε0) approximation algorithm for the constructive

attacker vs. randomized defender (CARD), where OPT is the outcome of the optimal attacker’s

seed nodes.
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Regarding the destructive case of the problem, σv,des(SA) is defined the same as σv,con(SA)

except that we replace Φ with Φ′ and it holds if π /0
v (c?) = 1, that is

σv,des(SA) = ∑
GA∈G

P(GA)

[
∑

SD⊆S

P(SD)

(
∑

GD∈G
P(GD)1v∈R(GA,SA)\R(GD,SD)∧Φ′

)]
.

By following the same procedures and analysis for the constructive case, we can easily show

the same results for DARD problem and get the following theorem as a result (the proof is

eliminated due to similarity to Theorem 8.7).

Theorem 9.8. There exist (1− 1
e −ε)(OPT −ε0) approximation algorithm for the destructive

attacker vs. randomized defender (DARD), where OPT is the outcome of the optimal attacker’s

seed nodes.





Chapter 10

Conclusion

Social media has become popular during the last decade among many modern societies. They

have many useful applications to provide various services in an attractive, user friendly, and

cheap way. Social networks’ power in opinion diffusion has been used in many aspects of

nowadays lives, e.g., introducing a new service to the potential customers, advertising, and

competing with other providers. However, besides its positive applications, some hostile

agents may effort to abuse its power, e.g., they try to handle an election result by dissemi-

nating false news among the voters. During nowadays elections, social media has become a

magnificent source of information about the candidates.

In this dissertation, we investigated the election control problem utilizing social influence

where an attacker tries to start a diffusion process in a social network by bribing some in-

fluencers to spread a message among the voters. In the constructive (resp. destructive) model

of the problem, she tries to maximize (resp. minimize) the number of votes/winners of a target

candidate/party concerning the most voted opponent.

We considered the problem under different diffusion models, updating rules, structures, and

objective functions. First, we investigated the problem regarding a multi-winner election where

there exist some parties and each party supports some candidates; the attacker’s goal is to

maximize/minimize the number of winners in her target party. We have considered the prob-

lem under independent cascade and linear threshold models on some different structures, like

graphs, trees, and arborescence. However, some research questions have been left open in this

research line, e.g., investigating the problem under linear threshold model using the party-list
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proportional representation scoring rule on arborescence, and maximizing the difference of

votes of our target candidate on bidirected trees where a child can activate its parent too.

Subsequently, we examined a single-winner case of the problem and provided some hard-

ness and approximation results. However, an exciting open research question would be multi-

campaign single-winner election control in which some campaigns support/oppose their target

candidates to win/lose the election, and they influence the voters at the same time using the

same platform.

Finally, we investigated an attacker vs. defender model in which the attacker wants to maxi-

mize the number of activated nodes while the defender tries to minimize it. We proved some

hardness and approximation results regarding both attacker’s and defender’s problems. We

also got some complementary results from the experimental part of our research. An inter-

esting open question would be modeling the problem as a zero-sum game and attacking the

problem from the game-theoretical perspective.

In summary, this dissertation’s results made progress regarding the problem of controlling

elections via social influence; however, one of the most important and interesting open ques-

tions is: how can we prevent election manipulation through social influence? By using the

results of this thesis, we hope that we can answer this question later.
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